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Abstract 
This thesis describes the work undertaken in the design and 
construction of a millimetre wave, quasi-optical impedance bridge. The 
instrument operates as a nulling complex reflectometer, with nulling 
being implemented at the signal frequency by interferometric optical 
techniques. In principle, the quasi-optical components of the 
reflectometer are operable in the frequency range 80 GHz to 500 GHz, 
though the range of continuous coverage is determined by the waveguide 
components and antennas used to couple sources and detectors into the 
Gaussian beams. 
Gaussian beam mode theory has been employed in the design and 
measurement of the quasi-optical components, which behaved as 
expected. Phase and polarisation effects within the impedance bridge 
were modelled and the consequent behaviour of the impedance bridge 
predicted. A comparison of these predictions with early results led to 
refinement of the model. This model is based upon a more complete 
description of the transmissivities and reflectivities of the wire grid 
polarising beam splitters and accurately predicts the instrument 
behaviour. 
A data acquisition and control system has been built to facilitate 
automated operation of the impedance bridge. This system is interfaced 
to an Acorn® Archimedes microcomputer and the hardware and 
software has been developed to enable interrupt driven data acquisition. 
The reflectivity of a quasi-optical load has been measured at 85 GHz 
with an accuracy and standard deviation of better than 0.1 % In 
amplitude and a standard deviation of better than 0.10 in phase. 
The quasi-optical half cube and computer interface components 
developed in this work form the basis of a stock of general purpose 
modules now in everyday use at St. Andrews. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
The millimetre wave spectrum corresponds to wavelengths in the range 
of 10mm to Imm (30 GHz to 300 GHz). It marks a transitional region 
between the lower frequency band at which microwave guided 
techniques proliferate and the infrared part of the spectrum, in which 
optical, directed beam techniques are used. Techniques described in 
this thesis are a hybrid of the two approaches; millimetre wave 
frequency signal processing is accomplished optically and conventional 
rectangular waveguide with feed horn antennas are used to couple 
power into active components such as sources and detectors. 
Exploitation of this part of the spectrum has lagged behind the 
neighbouring frequency bands due to a lack of coherent sources. 
Following the advent of solid state sources such as impatt and Gunn 
oscillators during the 1960s, the following applications have developed:-
(i) radar systems utilising the advantages of short 
wavelengths. Attention has been focussed on the windows of low 
atmospheric attenuation at 35 GHz, 94 GHz and 140 GHz and 
hence these have tended to be the frequencies of greatest 
commercial interest. 
(ii) Astronomy; the rotational transition spectra of many 
molecules and free radicals found in interstellar space, fall in the 
millimetre and sub-millimetre (where millimetre wave 
techniques are also used) bands (100-500 GHz). In order to 
observe clouds of these molecules, highly sensitive heterodyne 
receivers using Schottky diode and SIS mixers 1 have been 
developed. There has been a recent tendency to fabricate mixers 
1 B. Vanwinkel et ai, ;" 125-170 GHz SIS receiver with closed refrigeration 
system";lnt J. Infrared & MMW 10, pp1759-595,(1988) 
1 
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and planar antenna (or arrays of mixers and antennae) onto one 
substrate. Additionally, the 2.7K cosmic background black body 
radiation peaks and has been measured in the millimetre wave 
band. 
(iii) The electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics for a 
magnetically confined plasma lie in the range 50 GHz to 200 GHz. 
This has led to the development of high power gyrotrons for 
electron cyclotron resonance plasma heating and of 
instrumentation for electron cyclotron emission measurement to 
aid plasnla diagnostics 1. 
(iv) The search for ever increasing bandwidths has led to 
microwave communication channels encroaching into millimetre 
wave frequencies. For example British Telecom have 
experimented with 30 GHz local area distribution2,3 and the 
possibility of long distance, communication at 94 GHz is being 
studied4• 
(v) Remote sensing; for example, monitoring of the ozone layer 
at 180 GHz, remote sensing of snow surfaces up to 215 GHz5 and 
radar detection of rainfall around 35 GHz6. Millimetre waves 
gain an advantage over shorter wavelengths in their ability to 
penetrate atmospheric aerosols? 
1 J. Sanchez, E. Anabitarte; Int J. Infrared & MMW 10, pp1139-53,(1988) 
2R.G. Blake;"The use of millimetre waves for broadband local distribution";Proc 
17th European microwave conference,Rome,ltaly,pp293-298(1987). 
3 
4K. D. Anderon; "94 GHz propagation in the evaporation duct'; IEEE trans. Ant. 
&Prop. 38,pp746-753,(1990} 
5R.M. Narayanan,R.E. Mclntosh;"millimetre wave back scatter characteristics of 
multilayered snow surfaces";IEEE trans.Ant.&Prop.38,pp693-703,(1990} 
6J. Y. Huang,A. Wang, Y.P. Wang; "measurement of rain drop size and canting angles'; 
Int J. Infrared & MMW 10, pp1121-31,(1988) 
?H.B. Liebe, T. Manobe, G. A. Hufford; "millimetre wave delay rates due to foglclod 
conditions"; IEEE trans AP 13, pp1617-23, (1990) 
2 
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(vi) Solid state and gas spectroscopy 
In all of the above fields, the ability to characterise the millimetre wave 
components is of great importance. Measurement of the spectral 
variation of the complex reflection coefficient of a component (that is, 
measurement of the reflection phase and amplitude) is used to aid this 
characterisation. Complex reflectivities are used to measure :-
(i) Semi-conductor devices such as Gunn diodes etc. 
(ii) Antenna return loss. 
(iii) Waveguide structure resonances in, for example solid 
state oscillators, mixers and detectors. 
(iv) Complex permittivity and relative permeability of 
materials 1. Precision measurement of these parameters can be 
achieved by dispersive Fourier transform spectrometry2, however, 
because of the low power levels available from broad band sources 
at millimetre wave frequencies, a cooled detector is required. It 
is useful to have a variety of measurement techniques as a check 
for systematic errors. 
(v) The spectral behaviour of quasi-optical components such 
as blazed lenses, filters and polarisers. 
(vi) Characterisation of the R.F. properties of high 'r c 
superconductors. 
This demand is currently met by six-port reflectometers and vector 
network analysers (VNA) implemented in waveguide. At present, the 
maximum frequency of operation of these instruments is about 110 GHz. 
At higher frequencies, it is difficult to meet the small component 
1" free space measurement of complex permeability of magnetic materials at 
microwave frequencies"; IEEE trans. Instrumentation & Measurement, 39, pp387-
94,(1990) 
2M.N. Asfar, J.R. Birch, R.N. Clarke,G.W. Chantry;"The measurement of the 
properties of materials"; Proc. IEEE, 74,pp183-99,(1986) 
3 
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tolerances necessary for a satisfactory performance, although attempts 
are being made 1 • 
This short fall is evident in the typical design techniques used at high 
frequencies. For example, in designing SIS mixers , it is desirable to 
know the impedances of the device and supporting structure at the 
signal frequencies and their harmonics such that the spectral response 
of the mixer can be modelled. This is typically achieved by measuring 
the embedding impedances of scale models of the structure at lower 
frequencies using available technology such as VNAs2,3. 
The VNA and 'six port' have been made possible by the advent of the 
desk top computer which controls the operation of the instrument and 
performs the tedious calculations and calibrations necessary to derive a 
complex reflectivity (denoted by the scattering parameter 811). 
The VNA solves the problem of measuring phase at microwave and 
millimetre wave frequencies by heterodyning the phase shifted signals 
down to a lower frequency where conventional wired electronics may be 
used. Mter calibration, VNAs typically carry out all the de-embedding 
tasks and also calculate all the scattering coefficients of a two port 
device. Time domain algorithms enable long connecting structures to 
be de-embedded. A set of standard loads are required to calibrate a 
VNA. 
The Wiltron 360 is typical of a 'state of the art' VNA. In four 
waveguide bands, the Wiltron 360 covers 33 GHz to 110 GHz and 
measures Sl1 with an uncertainty of between 0.5% and 3% in amplitude 
1 for example the MVNA 8-350 manufactured by AS Millimetre, Z.I. du Prunay, 
78500 Sartouville, France. 
2"A scale model for SIS waveguide receivers";lnt J. Infrared & MMW 11, 
pp1,(1990} 
3S. K. Pan et al. ;"An 85-116 GHz SIS receiver using inductively shunted edge 
junctions"; IEEE trans. MTT 37,pp 580-592 {1989} 
4 
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Figure Ll A generalised six-port reflectometer 
(depending on the value of I Sui) and 2° in phase at 94 GHz1. The 
uncertainty in phase is much greater for I Sl1 1<0.1. 
The six port was introduced by Engen and Hoer in 19722 and has since, 
with many variations, become the established as the most accurate 
laboratory reflectometer3,4. The six ports are connected in a common 
circuit from waveguide components as shown in figure 1.1. One port is 
used for coupling power into the six port circuit and one for coupling 
power into the circuit under test (CUT) and hence for coupling the 
reflected signal back into the circuit. Port 3 ideally monitors the source 
power so that the power measurements made at ports 4, 5 and 6 may be 
normalised. Ports 4, 5 and 6 measure, via couplers, different 
superpositions of the waves incident upon and reflected by the CUT. 
The square roots of the normalised power measurements describe 
circles in the complex reflection coefficient plane. The intersection of 
1 Wiltron Catalogue (1990); Wiltron company, California, USA. 
2G.F. Engen, C.A. Hoer;" Application of an arbitrary six port junction to power 
measurement problems"; IEEE trans. Instrumentation and Measurement 21, pp 
470-4, (1972) 
G.F. Engen; "The six-port ref/ectometer: an alternative network analyser'; IEEE 
Trans Microwave Theory & Technique,25,pp1075-80,(1977) 
3R.A. Hackborn; "An automated network analyser system"; Microwave J., 11 ,pp45-
52,(1968) 
4G.F. Engen, R.W. Beatty; "Microwave ref/ectometer techniques"; IRE trans. MTT 7, 
pp351-55, (1959) 
5 
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these circles is the locus of the reflection coefficient. These so called q 
points are determined by the complex ratio between the incident and 
reflected wave. They may be calculated by placing a calibrated load at 
the CUT port and measuring the powers at the ports Pl. .P4. 
The power detectors may be bolometric, but are generally Schottky 
diodes since they are faster and more sensitive. These devices are non-
linear and their impedance and reflectivity is a function of the incident 
power; these effects are not allowed for in the calibration constants. 
Thus, the measured reflectivity will be in error by an amount that is a 
function of the CUT reflectivity and the source power1. The non-
linearity of the detectors may be calibrated and removed automatically2. 
Further errors are introduced by temperature drift and source 
instability. 
Typical uncertainties of 2% in amplitude and lOin phase of reflection 
have been reported at w-band. Recently, Hjipieris et al have reported a 
w-band six-port, fabricated in dielectric guide, which enables 
measurement of short circuits with an accuracy of 0.5% in amplitude 
and 0.7 0 in phase. Reported measurements were at 77 GHz, 94 GHz and 
100 GHz. 
The performance of the six port relies upon a reasonable performance 
of the couplers in the resolver. For optimum performance, these should 
space the q points approximately 120 0 apart around the origin3 . The 
bandwidth of a six port is limited by the bandwidth over which coupler 
performance is acceptable and by the bandwidth of the connecting 
1 E. Bergeault, B. Huyart, G Ceneves, L. Juliet; "Accuracy analysis for six-port 
automated reflectometers"; IEEE trans Instrumentation & Measurement 39, pp492-
96, (1990) 
2 B. Neumayer; "A fast W-band six port network analyse!"; Proc. 17th European 
microwave conference, Rome, Italy, pp349-54 (1987) 
3G.F. Engen; "The six port ref/ectometer: An alternative ref/ectomete!"; IEEE trans 
MTT 25,pp1075-80,(1977) 
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waveguide. A VNA has the advantage that the LF. processing part of 
the instrument can be used for several r.f. frequencies. 
Stumper has reported a quasi-optical analogue of a six-port, operating 
at 380 GHz1. Thermistor power detectors are mounted in oversized 
waveguides so that the system is multimoded and is beset withstanding 
waves, as with a waveguide six port. This instrument exhibits all of the 
calibration problems of its waveguide counterpart. 
This thesis describes a quasi-optical reflectometer based upon a bridge 
measurement technique. The principle, as with a low frequency 
impedance bridge, is to null the amplitude and phase of an unknown 
electric field (the CUT reflection) with the amplitude and phase of a 
known electric field (the reflection from a quasi-optical load (QOL)). 
This is achieved by, effectively, adding the known and unknown signals 
in antiphase so as to produce a null measurement at a power detector. 
Being a null detection method, it is insensitive to source power 
variations and relatively insensitive to frequency variations. 
The instrument has been constructed, as far as is possible, from 
quasi-optical components propagating a single optical mode. Guiding 
techniques are used only to couple power from the millimetre wave 
source into the optical waveguide and from the optical waveguide into 
the detectors. Signal amplitude arid phase nulling is accomplished 
optically by polarisation techniques at the signal frequency. The optical 
components are broadband 'and non-dispersive so that, in principle, by 
changing the waveguide components, (that is, the feed horns, the 
detectors and the Gunn oscillators) the instrument can be used between 
about 70 GHz and 500 GHz. These limitations are due to the finite size of 
1 U Stumper; "six-port and four-port ref/ectometers for complex permittivity 
measurements at submillimetre wavelengths"; IEEE trans MTT 37,pp222-
30,(1989) 
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the instrument and the bandwidth of the beam splitting polarisers 
respectively. This may require a change in the lenses to match the feed 
horns, but this a trivial and inexpensive task. 
The known signal is obtained by a reflection from a quasi-optical 
variable load CQOL). The reflectivity of this load is known with high 
accuracy from mechanical measurements. 
This work has been funded by the National Physical Laboratory as an 
extra-mural contract. The reflectivity measurement accuracy specified 
in the contract is 2% in amplitude and 2.50 in phase, although it was 
expected that this would be comfortably surpassed. 
A brief description of how a CUT impedance may be obtained from its 
reflectivity and of how the optical signal processing enables this 
reflectivity to be calculated is presented in chapter 2. 
The quasi-optical philosophy behind the design of the reflectometer as 
well as component design and measurement are discussed in chapter 3. 
A great advantage of quasi-optics over waveguide techniques is the 
tolerance of the system performance to attainable manufacturing 
tolerances. Expressions are derived here which enable the prediction of 
the attainable performance for a given manufacturing tolerance. 
The design and measurement of the mechanical part of the 
reflectometer is described in chapter 4. 
Operation of the impedance bridge would not be feasible without 
computer control and data acquisition. The design and manufacture of 
a dedicated computer control and data acquisition system which is also 
used as a general purpose laboratory system is described in chapter 5. 
The operational technique used to calculate the reflectivity has evolved 
concurrently with the computer software from the feedback of results. 
This evolution is described in chapter 6 and the software is explained in 
chapter 7 and listed in appendix A. 
8 
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Chapter 2 
2 Principle of impedance measurement 
An electromagnetic wave propagating along a waveguide with some 
characteristic impedance Zc is partially reflected at any change in 
impedance encountered. In general there will be a phase difference <I> 
between the incident and reflected wave so that the reflection can be 
described by the complex reflection coefficient 'Y where 
'Y = l~ei4> (2.1) 
and I 'Y I is the amplitude reflection coefficient. There is a one to one 
correspondence between the reflection coefficient of a load impedance ZL 
placed across a waveguide of impedance Zc and the normalised 
impedance of the load, ZIlZc, described by 
~ = l'.:LL 
Zc 'Y- 1 (2.2) 
Thus if'Y can be measured then the normalised impedance of the load 
can be calculated. 
'Y can be measured using the quasi-optical impedance bridge, shown 
schematically in fig 2.1 The basic principle of the technique is to 
compare the field reflected by the circuit under test (CUT) assembly with 
the field reflected by a quasi-optical load (QOL). By arranging that the 
field reflected by the QOL is equal in amplitude and opposite in phase 
with the field reflected by the CUT, the field incident on G2 is 
transversely polarised to the field originally transmitted and a null is 
obtained at the null detector. The complex reflectivity of the QOL may be 
varied and is accurately known so that the reflectivity of the CUT is 
obtained. 
9 
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The QOL consists of a roof mirror which may be moved along, and 
rotated about, the optic axis. If the roof mirror is at an angle such that 
the roof line forms an angle 't3- with the input polarisation passed by 
polariser G3, then the reflected polarisation forms an angle -'t3- with 
respect to the roof line. The component of the reflected field transmitted 
through G3 thus has an amplitude of cos(2't3-) times the input field 
amplitude. Translating the roof mirror along the optic axis changes the 
phase of the reflected signal. Knowledge of the relative orientation of the 
roof line and G3, together with the longitudinal position of the roof 
mirror yields the complex reflectivity of the QOL. A more detailed 
discussion of the measurement technique is described in the chapters 6 
and 7. 
The computed impedance of the CUT is dependent upon the knowledge 
of the complex reflectivity of the QOL. This parameter is derived 'ab 
initio' from the linear and angular orientation of the roof mirror. 
Much attention has been applied to ensure that these parameters are 
accurately reflected by the measured parameters. Optical coupling into 
the QOL as a function of its linear displacement and of MMW frequency 
must also be calibrated. This is achieved empirically. 
Ideally, the wave reflected by the CUT will be due only to the impedance 
discontinuity at the device under test. In practice, the measured 
reflected field is a vector addition of several reflections and is changed in 
phase and amplitude by transmission through quasi-optical 
components. The major effects are due to:-
(i) Losses at the focussing lens L2 due to absorption and 
reflection. 
(ii) Losses and reflection due to imperfect lenses and optical 
alignment. 
1 1 
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(iii) Focussing and defocus sing of the quasi-parallel beam down 
to a beam waist at the CUT horn results in a phase lag of 
approximately 7t radians with respect to a plane wave. 
(iv) Reflections, losses and phase changes occur in the CUT horn, 
associated waveguides and connecting flanges. 
The transmission and reflection of power between the polariser G3 
and the CUT is analogous to the transmission line model shown in 
figure 2.2. The effects (i) to (iv) above may be summed into an equivalent 
two port network placed between G3 and the CUT. The vector sum of the 
reflection and transmission coefficients due to the above effects is 
described by the scattering parameters 811,812,821 and 822. 811 
describes the relative amplitude and phase of the field reflected from port 
1 relative to the field incident on port 1, 821 describes the transmission 
of a field to port 2 from port 1, and similarly for 812 and 822. The waves 
transmitted into and out of the two port network shown in figure 2.2 are 
described by 
[ :~[ _ [Sll - S21 S12][v~1 S22 V 2 (2.3) 
where the subscript refers to the port, a - superscript refers to a wave 
propagating out of a port and a + superscript refers to a wave 
propagating into a port. The reflectivity, ,,{, of the CUT is defined as 
V+ 
2 r ==-V; (2.4) 
Combining this equation with (2.3) and solving for VI-IVI +, that is, the 
combined reflectivity of the CUT and the 2 port network, one obtains 
12 
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fig 2.2 A transmission line analogue for de-embedding the CUT 
impedance 
r = V; = S S12S211' 
+ 11 
VI S221' - 1 (2.5) 
where r is the reflectivity that is measured by the impedance bridge. 
Rearranging (2.5) one obtains 
S11- r 
I' = ---=------
S22(S11 - r) - S12S21 (2.6) 
from which the normalised CUT impedance may be calculated. 
To obtain 1', the four scattering parameters and r must be obtained for 
all frequencies of interest. Since the scattering parameters are due to 
the combined effects of spatially separated components, they might be 
expected to be strongly frequency sensitive. The horn lens assembly is a 
reciprocal device so that we can say 812=S21. Three measurements of 
CUT's with known reflectivity are required to deduce the three unknown 
scattering parameters. 
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Terminating the horn waveguide in a matched load results in y=O and 
so the measured reflectivity is simply equal to 811. Terminating the 
waveguide in a short circuit results in y=-l and so from (2.6) one obtains 
2 
S 12 = (1 + S22)(Sll - 1 s) (2.7) 
where IS is the reflectivity measured with the short circuit in position. 
Replacing the CUT with an identical horn-lens arrangement to that 
used to feed it (in a back-to-back fashion) will result in a reflectivity at the 
CUT plane equal to 822. Inserting this into equation (2.6) gives 
Sll - Ih 
S22 = 
S22(Sll - 1h) - S12 (2.8) 
where 1h is the reflectivity measured with the horn-lens assembly as the 
CUT. Combining (2.8) and (2.7) and solving for 822, one obtains a 
quadratic in 822; 
2 
S22(1s - 1 h) - S22(Sll - 1 s) - (Sll - 1 h) = 0 
80lving for 822 and substituting into (2.7) yields 812. 
(2.9) 
Inserting the 
scattering coefficients 811, 812(=821),822 into (2.6) and measuring 1 
yields the CUT reflection coefficient and hence the normalised 
impedance of the CUT. 
2.1 System Analysis 
14 
The quasi-optical reflectometer shown in figure 2.1 is a form of 
polarising interferometer, commonly known as a Martin Puplett 
interferometer. In the following analysis, power loss due to imperfect 
coupling is not taken into account. 
For convenience, it will be assumed that the output of the signal source 
is polarised vertically, that is, normal to the paper. Polariser G1 is 
aligned with its wires horizontal so as to pass this polarisation without 
chapter 2 
attenuation. G2 has its wires aligned so that from the perspective of the 
approaching wave they appear to be at 45° to the vertical. 50% of the 
power in the wave is thus transmitted toward G3 and 50% is reflected 
toward the roof mirror RMl. The transmitted, diagonally polarised 
wave is further split 50:50 by G3, the vertical component being reflected 
toward the CUT and the horizontal component being transmitted toward 
the QOL. The reflected waves from the CUT and the QOL are 
recombined at G3, forming, in general, an elliptically polarised wave. 
When the QOL is positioned such that the two signals have a (2n +l)rc 
1 5 
phase difference between them (where n is an integer), and the 
amplitudes of the CUT reflection and the QOL reflection arc equal, the 
recombined field is plane polarised in the same direction as the wires of 
G2 and so is reflected. At this position, called the null point, no poweris 
transmitted toward the source or the detector, therefore there are no 
deleterious effects due to 'loading' of the signal source or standing 
waves. 1.'his assumes that there are no reflections of power directed 
toward detectors Dl and D2. 
At the null point, the combined wave reflected from the CUT and QOL 
is simply twice the amplitude of that reflected from the CUT. This is not 
true if an overall phase difference between the two reflections combines 
with significant frequency jitter in the signal source. Moving RMI 
along its optic axis results in interferometric modulation between the 
CUT derived signal and that reflected off RMI. From the period, phase 
and depth of the modulation detected at Dl and D2, the source frequency 
and a second measurement of the phase and magnitude of I r I may be 
obtained. Fourier analysis of this modulation may be used to obtain 
spectral information about the source and the CUT reflection as well as 
a further measurement of its phase. 
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J ones matrices have been used to analyse the signal transmitted 
through the instrument. J ones matrices describe the signal processing 
of an instrument in terms of its effect on the phase, amplitude and 
polarisation of a signal. A description of their use can be found in the 
books by Lesurfl and Gerrard2 
In the following analysis, the conventions used by Lesurf have been 
followed. A signal is described by its Maxwell vector [EV,ER], where 
Evand ER are the vertical and horizontal components of the electric 
field and are everywhere orthogonal to the direction of propagation of the 
wave. The vertical direction is normal to the instrument plane and the 
horizontal direction is positive to the right as seen looking in the 
direction of propagation of the wave. The horizontal direction is thus 
redefined at each reflection. 
The Jones matrix describing transmission through an ideal polariser 
with wires set at an angle t'}, where t'} is measured clockwise from the 
vertical is 
[ 
. 2A'l Sm v 
Ar( t'}) = ~Cost'}Sint'} 
-eoS,}:ill1'l] 
Cos t'} (2.1.1) 
and the Jones matrix for reflection by the same polariser is 
[ 
-Cos2t'} -cost'}Sint'}] 
AR(t'}) = 
Cost'}Sint'} Sin2t'} 
(2.1.2) 
Following the nomenclature used by Lesurf, the subscripts Rand T 
associates a symbol with either the reflection or transmission matrix of 
a polariser respectively. V,R,P and N refer to polarisers with wires 
vertical, horizontal, at +45° and at -45°. Reflection by a roof mirror with 
1 J. Lesurf; "Millimetre-wave optics, devices and systems"; lOP Publishing Ltd., 
(1990) 
2 A. Gerrard, J.M Burch; "Introduction to matrix methods in optics";(1975) 
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roof line at angle t} can be shown to be described by 
[
COS2t} Sin2t}] 
R(t}) = 
-Sin2t} Cos2t} (2.1.3) 
Propagation a distance d is denoted as d where d=exp{-jkd} multiplied 
by the unity matrix. 
The input signal to the instrument is :EIN=[A.expU(<Dt - kz)},O]. For 
simplicity the input signal will be normalised so that A=1. <D is the 
angular frequency of the input signal, k=2rc/A, and z is the distance 
travelled along the optic axis. Phase changes common to both arms of 
the interferometer have no discernible effect and will be ignored, thus 
:EIN = [1,0]. The field transmitted to the CUT and subsequently reflected 
offG3 is 
G3- G3 G3 G2..t.rGl 
:Ecur = HR d eur r dcurHR :P T J ~ 11N (2.1.4a) 
where ris the reflectivity matrix of the CUT and dCUT is the matrix 
representing propagation a distance dCUT, the distance equivalent to 
the phase difference between G3 and the plane of the CUT. Thus 
~]e-~illf: _:Joci: [ 0 G3-:Ecur = ° 0][ 1/2 1 -1/2 -112][1 1/2 ° :][~] 
= e-
2ikdcur
[ 0] 
~YH (2.1.4b) 
Normally, the CUT will be mounted in a rectangular waveguide which 
will be aligned with the input polarisation so that YH =Y and yv, which 
for perfect alignment does not influence any measurements, and has a 
magnitude approximately equal to unity. 
The field transmitted to the QOL and subsequently transmitted by G3 is 
given by 
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:EG3- =:JiG3 d :R(~\.-f :uG3p G2.u-Gl1='. CPL T QOL ~QOLJl T::J~........-.w 
= [1 O]e-~ Cos2~ 
o 0 l-Sin2~ 
= e-
2
"'2'=[ CO~2'}] 
Sin2~] ~1 
Cos2~ e lo 
(2.1.5a) 
0][ 1/2 -1/2][ 1 0][ 1] 
o -1/2 1/2 0 0 ° 
(2.1.5b) 
The field matrix, :ENULL, at the null detector is thus given by 
1=". = :J{.G1N G2(:£G3- :£G3- ) 
-'-"NULL R T CPL + cur 
= [0 0][-112 112].2-. ([e-2ik~LCOS2~] [ , ° ]) 
o 1 -112 1/2 2 + -2ikdcu1r o e H 
= !.[ -2"'dccT °2ik'= ] 
e r -e Cos2~ 
H (2.1.6) 
The normalised power incident on the null detector, Nnull, is obtained 
by multiplying :£NULL by the complex conjugate of its transpose matrix, 
thus 
N
null = 116.(COS22~ + ht2 - 2hICos2~.Cos(k(6. + ¢))) (2.1.7) 
where 
6. = 2(dcUT - dQOL) (2.1.8) 
is the phase difference between the plane of the QOL and the plane of the 
CUT. In reality, !:1 is not simply a function of the path difference, but 
must also take into account phase changes due to waveguide 
components and the phase slippage of non-planar phase fronts with 
respect to a collimated beam. These effects are irrelevant if the position 
of the roof mirror can be found for which ~ = o. 
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It should be noted that expression (2.1.7) neglects the effects of 
imperfect optical coupling and standing waves. 
effects, the power coupling is zero when 
Cos(lcl+<\» = -1 
=> <\> = (2n + 1)1t - k6. (n integral) 
and 
hI = Cos2v 
Irrespective of these 
(2.1.9) 
(2.1.10) 
(2.1.11) 
Thus, by adjusting /1 and v to give zero power at the null detector, the 
complex reflectivity of the CUT is obtained. 
The power measured at the detector is equal to the power transmitted 
back into the load, thus at the null position no loading of the oscillator 
occurs. Away from the null position standing waves and loading of the 
oscillator will result in power coupling different from that given by 
equation (2.1.7). Close to a null these effects will be minimal, so that by 
fitting a least error curve to a graph of power coupling against v or /1, 
one can hope to resolve the nulling values more accurately than the 
limits implied by the signal to noise ratio or positional transducer 
resolution. 
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3 Quasi-Optical Propagation 
In this section, quasi-optical theory is discussed, in particular its 
influence on system design and manufacture, including the design of 
quasi-optical lenses and focusing mirrors. 
The propagation of electromagnetic radiation with electric field 
component 'Y is described by the Helmholtz wave equation 
V2'Y + k2'P = 0 (3.1) 
where k=21t IA is the wave number. We are interested in solutions to 
this equation that are not too different from plane waves. If we consider 
a plane wave travelling along the z axis, we can suppose a trial solution 
of the form 
'kz 
'Y = u(x,y,z)e-J 
where u is is a slowly varying function of z. 
(3.2) 
If this expression is 
substituted into the Helmholtz equation, our assumption about the slow 
z variation of u allows us to neglect its second derivative with respect to 
the first to obtain 
02U 02U 0 
2 + -2 - 2jk~ = 0 
ox oy oz (3.3) 
This is the paraxial wave approximation. 
In seeking a form for u we are interested in solutions that can be 
iteratively regenerated from one lens plane to the next in a beam 
waveguide except for an overall phase factor. The beam waveguide is 
the name given by Goubau and Schwering1 to a sequence of lenses that 
control the diffraction of a beam of radiation by periodic refocusing. If a 
field 'P illuminates the plane of a lens aperture (or in principle an 
1 G. Goubau, F Schwering; "On the guided propagation of electromagnetic wave beams"; 
Trans IRE, AP-9,(1961 ),pp248-55 
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arbitrary plane) then it is required that when 'P is transformed onto the 
next aperture plane by the Kirchoff-Huygen's diffraction integral in the 
Fresnel approximation, we again obtain the field'P except for an overall 
phase factor. By comparison of the resulting integral relation with 
integration tables we find that the regeneration condition is satisfied if 
we choose 
where 
'P (x,y,z) = f (x,z) g (y,z) 
run n m 
w 0 ([2 x) (12 y ) 
=A-H - H -. 
w(z) n w(z) m w(z) 
2 2 
exp( ~ ) exp ( -j { kz + 1tr - o} ) 
w (z) AR(z) 
222 
r = x + y 
(3.4) 
and A is a normalisation constant. This expression describes a beam 
with a paraboloidal phase front with on-axis radius of curvature R(z) 
and half width at the 1/e field strength points of w(z). w(z) reaches a 
minimum of Wo at z=O (by definition). Hn and Hm are Hermite 
polynomials, thus the solutions to approximation (3.3) form a complete 
set of orthogonal Hermite-Gaussian modes. If we had sought a solution 
to (3.3) in cylindrical coordinates, the solutions would be of essentially 
the same form except that the Hermite polynomials would be replaced by 
Laguerre polynomials. 
It should be noted that there is a phase slippage 0 of these modes with 
respect to a plane wave where 
-1( AZ ) o = (m + n + l)tan --2 
1tW 
o (3.5) 
The orthogonality of these solutions means that it is possible in 
principle to describe an arbitrary field distribution in terms of sums of 
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these modes. Since every mode is characterised by the same beam 
width parameter w and radius of phase front curvature R each will be 
equally well propagated by a beam waveguide assuming it is of infinite 
transverse extent. 
The dependence of 8 on the mode number means that phase slippage 
will occur between modes with different values of (m+n+l). A system 
which couples power through more than one mode will suffer frequency 
dependent throughput, due to interference between the modes at the 
detector. The simplest solution is to design a quasi-optical system based 
on only one mode. Fortunately, typical beam launchers such as lasers 
and feed horns produce beams which are very close to the fundamental 
m=n=Q mode. This mode is generally called a Gaussian beam (GB). Of 
all the Hermite-Gaussian modes, the fundamental mode, due to its axial 
localisation, suffers the least attenuation by· apertures of finite 
transverse extent. This has the rather fortuitous effect of increasing 
the mode purity of a beam as it propagates down a beam guide. 
If the expression obtained for'P in equation (3.4) is transformed using 
the Kirchoff-Huygen's diffraction integral in the Fresnel approximation 
then the variation ofw and R with z are obtained to be 
where 
2 2 A2 
W (z) = w (1 + z ) 
o 
A-2 
R(z) = z(1 + z ) 
A AZ 
Z = 2 
rewo 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
The form of w(z) is a hyperbola with an asymptotic divergence angle e 
in the far field given by 
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e = lim w(z) = -1L 
z-tO z 1tWo 
(3.9) 
These descriptions of a GB are shown schematically in figure 3.1 
3.1 Focusing of Gaussian Beams 
Typical GB launchers in the millimetre wave regime, such as 
corrugated feed horns produce divergent beams. Efficient coupling 
between transmitting and receiving antennas therefore requires some 
focusing of the beam. Lenses or mirrors acting as phase transformers 
transform the spherical wave front of a GB according to the familiar 
relation 
1 1 1 
- = - --f R R' (3.1.1) 
where Rand R' are the radii of curvature on either side of the lens as 
shown in figure 3.1.1. By convention R is positive if a convex phase front 
is seen as viewed from z=oo; f is positive for a converging lens and 
negative for a converging mirror1. This is essentially the same as the 
relationship relating object and image distance as used in geometrical 
optics. 
Inserting equation (3.7), the expression for R(z), into this expression 
one obtains 
1 1 
-=---
1 
f 1\ -2 1\ -2 
z(l + z) z'(l + z' ) (3.1.2) 
For a thin lens, the amplitude distribution in the plane of the lens will 
be unaffected, so we can equate the beam width parameters at the lens 
plane:-
2 1\2 ;2 1\2 
W 0(1 + z ) = w 0(1 + z' ) (3.1.3) 
1 H. Kogelnik, T. U; "Laser beams and resonators", Proc IEEE,54,(1966),pp312-
29 
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Equations (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) can be combined to obtain the output beam 
parameters as a function of the input beam parameters :-
d 
- - 1 d' 
-= f 
,2 
wo 
2 
wo 
1 + f 
2 d 2 1tW 2 (- - 1) + (-....£.) 
f Af 
1 
= 
2 
d 2 1tWo 2 (- - 1) + (-) 
f Af 
(3.1.4) 
(3.1.5) 
where d and d' are the distances of the input and output beam waists Wo 
and wo' respectively. An important consequence of equation (3.1.4) is 
that if the the input beam waist is set at the focal length of the lens (d=£) 
then the second term on the right goes to zero and so the output beam 
waist will be positioned at the focal distance (d'=£) on the other side of the 
lens at all wavelengths. Equation (3.1.5) then yields 
Wo Af 
= 
Wo 2 1tWo (3.1.6) 
Thus a pair of lenses separated by the sum of their focal distances with 
the input beam waist positioned at the focal distance of the input lens 
will, due to symmetry, produce an output beam waist whose location is 
wavelength independent and whose beam waist size is given by 
out ...out 
Wo I 
-= tn in Wo (3.1.7) 
where tin and fOut are the focal lengths of the input and output lenses 
respectively as shown in figure 3.1.2. Often the input and output beams 
will be launched and received by identical feed systems so that 
woin=woout and hence fln=fout. The separation of the lenses will thus be 
2f. In designing a quasi-optical system the input and output 
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figure 3.L2 Positioning of lenses for broadband operation. 
beam waists sizes will be determined by the feed system available. For a 
given beam width, WL, at the lens, equations (3.1.6) and (3.6) can be 
combined to give the focal length of the lens required to focus the beam 
diverging from Wo to a quasi-parallel beam with beam waist positioned 
at f on the other side of the lens :-
7tW 
f _ (2 2)1/2 0 - w -w --LOA. (3.1.8) 
Thus for the relatively small beam waists associated with many feed 
systems, such as flared feed horns, the required focal length is 
approximately proportional to w 0 so that the confocal arrangement 
allows only a small down beam distance between the two lenses. This 
places a limit on the number of signal processing elements that can be 
placed between the lenses. In effect, this means that at least four lenses 
are required to obtain truly broadband performance, one pair to couple 
the divergent feed systems into quasi-parallel beams and a further pair 
to couple the quasi-parallel beams whilst propagating the beam through 
several processing elements. All lenses however suffer from the 
following imperfections :-
output 
beam Waif 
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(i) Radiation is reflected from both surfaces of the lens which, 
when coupled to reflections elsewhere in the optical system, can 
produce Fabry-Perot type standing waves. This results in a 
frequency sensitive throughput. 
(ii) Bulk absorption of the lens material will add losses to the 
systenl. 
(iii) All lenses introduce aberrations which cause coupling into 
higher order modes and hence further losses and frequency 
sensitivity. 
Since it is difficult to calibrate these frequency sensitive effects out of a 
system, the work done here has generally relied upon the minimum 
number of lenses required to obtain acceptable coupling and bandwidth. 
The penalty paid for this approach is a more bulky system. 
It is desirable to minimise the number of lenses by maximising the 
'throw' and hence the focal length of each lens. The 'throw' of a lens is 
the distance of the beam waist of the quasi-parallel beam from the lens. 
If we maximise equation (3.1.8) with respect to wo, we obtain a 
maximised focal length when wo=wL/2 which gives , 
f = dmax = 
2 
1tWL 
2').., (3.1.9) 
where dmax is the maximum distance that a beam waist can be 
'thrown' for any focal length of lens with a given WL. It is apparent that 
a wide-band laboratory based system will consist of a confocal beam 
waveguide consisting of an even number of confocal maximum throw 
lenses fed at each end by a confocal horn-lens pair which couple into the 
quasi-parallel beam. The minimum number of lenses required is thus 
four. 
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The bandwidth of such a system will be limited by the feed horns used. 
A corrugated feed horn for example has a useful bandwidth of only 20% 
either side of its design frequency and within this range the axial 
position of the virtual beam waist within the horn is frequency 
dependant. 
Unfortunately, all lenses produce aberrations and reflect radiation 
from their surfaces (though techniques exist to reduce reflections over 
narrow bandwidths - see section 3.5) which result in Fabry-Perot type 
standing waves. Reducing the number of lenses to a minimum can 
reduce the frequency sensitivity of a system. It is possible to design 
quasi-optical systems with acceptable and predictable behaviour over 
wide bandwidths using only two focusing elements. Since the 
bandwidth limiting factor of a complete system will generally be the feed 
system, a two lens system should be capable of more predictable 
behaviour with little difference in convenience of use from a broadband 
confocal system. The two lens beam waveguide has been used 
exclusively in the work described in this thesis. 
It is apparent that the size o( the optics is determined by the 'throw' 
required of the lens which is in turn determined by the number of the 
signal processing elements that will be placed in the path of the beam. 
If the beams are quasi-collimated, then the diameter of the optics as 
seen by the beam is approximately the same along the path of the beam. 
If the active diameter of the lenses is 2a then the down beam distance 
taken up by beam splitters placed at 450 to the beam will be 2(a+b/v/2) 
where b is the physical width taken up by the polariser frame and 
mounting arrangement. For ideal coupling, it is required that 2dmax 
should exceed the down beam distance assumed by the beam splitters, 
that is, for N beam splitters ;-
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2 
1tWL ;::: 
/.., 
b 
2N(a + .fi) 
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(3.1.10) 
The level of performance required from the instrument will determine 
" the ratio of the optics radius a, to the beam lie field width WL. 
Generally, increasing , will cause less truncation of the beam (and 
hence more ideal performance) whilst increasing the losses in the 
lenses and increasing the overall size of an instrument. A compromise 
value for , is generally in the range 1.5 -2.0. For '>2 no further 
improvement in performance is discernible 1. Inserting, into equation 
(3.1.10) yields the quadratic in a :-
2 
1ta r;; 
- - 2Na - V 2 Nb ;::: 0 
,21.. (3.1.11) 
=> amin 
~ NAe + q(NAQ2 +/21tbA]1/2 
1t (3.1.12) 
This is illustrated in figure (3.1.3) for some typical values of ~ and b. 
This graph also yields the longest wavelength for which perfect coupling 
may be achieved for a given combination ofN,a and ,. 
a...2 Gaussian Beam Coupling 
An advantage of quasi-optical techniques over their waveguide 
counterparts is the high, predictable power coupling possible between 
source and detector in conjunction with the lower tolerances required in 
equipment manufacture. Kogelnik2 has published expressions that 
enable the calculation of power coupling between coaxial beams and 
between beams that have either a lateral or an angular offset. In 
1 P.F. Goldsmith; "Quasi-optical techniques at millimetre and submillimetre 
wavelengths"; Infrared and Millimetre Waves, Chapter 5, Vol6;Academic Press 
(1982) 
2H. Kogelnik; "Coupling and conversion co-efficients for optical modes"; Symposium 
on quasi-optics, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,(1964),pp333-48 
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figure 3.1.3 Variation of the minimum optics radius, a, against the 
product NA, where N is the number of signal processing elements 
between lenses. 
general however, lateral and angular misalignments from the coaxial 
positions will occur simultaneously. In this section, an expression for 
the power coupling between misaligned beams is derived, in order that 
the manufacturing tolerances required to obtain some given level of 
power coupling may be calculated. 
The coupling, C, between two Gaussian beams 'l'(x,y,z) and'l"(x,y,z'), 
where the z and z' origins are at the respective beam waists, is given in 
Cartesian coordinates by 
0000 
c = f f'l'(x,y,Z) 'l"(x,y,z')dxdy 
...0000 (3.2.1) 
This integral can be written as an integral over all x multiplied by an 
integral over all y. Both integrals are of exactly the same form, so it is 
,. 
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only necessary to concentrate on one of them, the integral over x in this 
case. 
We will assume that in the plane of integration there is a lateral 
misalignment ~x and a small angular misalignment S, as shown in 
figure 3.2.1. Since we are interested principally in highly pure 
Gaussian beams, and for simplicity, we will look only at coupling 
between fundamental modes. From equation (3.4) we can describe the 
two beams by the wave functions 'l'(x,y,z) and'l"(x,y,z'),where 
( iiI ) 1/2 { & 2 [1 jk] jkS &} 
'P(x,z) = V;'W exp- (x+y) 7'2R 7(x+y) 
(3.2.2) 
( fi 1 ) 1/2 { ~x [1 'k] 'kS ~x} 
'P'(x,z') = V ;'W' exp- (X_-:;)2 w,2 I iR' -~(x-2) 
(3.2.3) 
In writing these expressions it has been tacitly assumed that S is small 
enough the S""Sin(S) and Cos(S)""l. By choosing the coordinate system 
such that the errors introduced by this assumption are equal for both 
beams, these errors have been, cancelled. Substituting these wave 
equations into equation (3.2.1), the amplitude coupling co-efficient C~,e 
is obtained :-
00 
$f { & 2[ 1 jk] & 2 [1 jk], } C = exp- (xt-,.-.) -- + (x-) -+-, -JkSx dx ~x,e 1tWW' 2 w2 2R 2 w,2 2R 
-00 
This is a standard integral of the form 1 
1 M.R. Spiegel; "mathematical handbook of formulas and tables"; Schaum's outline 
series; McGraw-Hili Book Company (1968) 
(3.2.4) 
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where 
00 
jexP-[Ai +Bx + C) dx = Jiexp[B2-,~AC] 
-00 
A == .e + ~t 
B == LlX(.e _ .et )k8) 
& 
2 
e == LlX A 
4 
and the following identities have been applied 
1 jk l==---2 2R 
w 
1 jk 
It == 2 + 2R' 
w' 
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(3.2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
(3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) 
(3.2.10) 
A is often referred to in the literature as the complex beam parameter 
and denoted by the symbol q. 
The amplitude coupling co-efficient between these misaligned beams is 
thus 
~ {LlX 2 (1 jk jk8) (1 jk jk8 ) } 
e 6.x,e=='./ WW'Aexp A w2 - 2R - 2& w,2 + 2R' + 2& 
(3.2.11) 
For perfectly paraxial beams .1x==O and 8 =0 and so the relevant 
amplitude coupling co-efficient becomes 
e - ~ 
0,0 - './ WW'A 
The power coupling co-efficient 11 is given by 
* * 11 == Ie .C 1·ICo o'Co 0 I 6.x,e 6.x,e ' , 
where * denotes the complex conjugate. It can be shown that 
(3.2.12) 
(3.2.13) 
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2 2 Ie I = = 'K 0,0 "",,1 A ..J a 
(3.2.14) 
where 
K = 4 
(~+~)2 + (kww,)2(2.._2..)2 
W' W 2 R' R (3.2.15) 
is the power coupling coefficient for coaxial beams. One may write 
where 
* {~1~3} {~1~2}* 
e AX,S' e AX,S =.fK exp T exp -~-
3 3 
* * * 
rv { ~1~2~3 + ~1~2~3} 
=:10/ Kexp 2 
1~31 
jk 
Sl = S - 2& 
~2=~t-L 
26.x 
~3 = ~ + ~t 
It can be shown that 
2 4 1~31 = 2 2 
Kw w' 
Combining equations (3.2.11), (3.2.16) and (3.2.20) one obtains 
(3.2.16) 
(3.2.17) 
(3.2.18) 
(3.2.19) 
(3.2.20) 
e . e * =..{K ex { !1lw2w,2K [(~ _ jkS )(~t + jkS )(~* + ~t*) + 
AX,S Ax,S P 4 2& 26.x 
( ~* jkS )(~: _ jkS )(~ + ~t)] } 
,;, + 2& 2& (3.2.21) 
After some simple manipulations the power coupling coefficient 11 is 
obtained:-
{ !1x2 [( 1 k
2
w
2) (1 k2w2)] 11 = K.exp-K - -+-- + -+-- + 
2 w2 4R2 w,2 4R,2 
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2 ~ [(2~X + 82 )W2 + (2~X + 82 )W,2] } 
(3.2.22) 
A Gaussian beam is uniquely defined by its beam width parameter w 
and its phase front curvature R, as in the above equation. If instead one 
wishes to rewrite equation 3.2.22 in terms the beam waists, Wo and wo', 
and the distances z and z' one obtains 
{ l1i [ 1 1] 11 = Kexp-K - -+- + 2 2 ,2 
Wo W 0 
2 2 k2[8I1X(~+~)+82(w~+w,~+_1 [(~) +(~) ])]} 
k2 2 ,2 2k2 WOW 0 Wo W 0 
(3.2.23) 
By substituting z, z', 8 and I1x for the general terms at a general 
integration plane one obtains an expression that is independent of the 
location of the plane of integration. 
Equation (3.2.23) can be written as either the exponential of a quadratic 
in I1x or an exponential of a quadratic in 8. Isocoupling contours in the 
I1x - 8 plane are thus ellipses with horizontal and vertical axes for the 
beam waist coincident equal beam size case. If the beam waists are not 
coincident along the z-axis andlor are of different size then isocoupling 
ellipses with diagonal axes result. Fig 3.2.2 shows 95% and 99% 
isocoupling contours for coupling two beams with 4.3mm beam waists at 
94GHz. The diagonal ellipses are isocoupling contours for a beam waist 
separation of 20 mm. To achieve a given minimum coupling between 
the beams, the relative misalignments must describe a coordinate inside 
the relevant ellipse. 
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figure 3.3.1 The introduction of angular misalignments by a lateral 
oflSet 
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3,3 Lateral Offsets 
Consider the beam waveguide as shown in figure 3,1.2, In any real 
system, manufacturing imperfections in the horn and its mount will 
result in imperfect paraxial alignment of the lenses and horns. As in 
geometrical optics, if the lenses have identical focal lengths, then a 
lateral movement Brs , of horn A from its coaxial position results in an 
equal and opposite movement -Bri of its image near horn B. Associated 
with this is an angular offset, Ui, of the beam near the receiving horn 
with respect to the system axis. In this section an approximate 
relationship between ors and Ui is estimated so that the resultant losses 
in power coupling may be estimated. 
With respect to figure 3.3.1, if horn A is offset in the positive y 
direction, then the radiation emerging from the output side of the lens 
will be phase advanced at the positive y side of the lens and phase 
retarded at the negative y side of the lens. The quasi-parallel beam 
experiences an angular deflection from the axis by an amount up where 
U = p 
(1 - n)BzL 
r (3.3,1) 
and OZL is the geometrical change in path length through the lens due to 
the offset. The shape of a quasi-optical planar-convex phase 
transforming lens is derived in section 3.5.1 and is described by equation 
(3.5.1.14) For typical lenses the sum of the arctangents in equation 
(3.5.1.14) is less than one thousandth of the term k(l-n)zL and is 
neglected here so that we can say that the profile of the lens is well 
described by 
2 (n - l)ZL 
r "'" 
C;R -2~,) 
(3.3.2) 
differentiating with respect to ZL one obtains 
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2ror
s 
= 
(n - l)ozL 
(;R -2~.) 
(3.3.3) 
where it has been assumed that Rand R' change by a negligible amount 
in the down beam distance OZL. Combining equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) 
yields 
a = - (2: -~)or 
P R R' s (3.3.4) 
which means that at the second lens, a distance L away, the beam is 
offset by a distance o~ where 
or = Or [1 _ L(~ __ 1 )] 
L 8 R R' 
and thus the angular misalignment near the horn B is 
or [1 -L(E.. -~)] -or. 
S R R' 1 
a. = 
1 
Zhom 
= 
A? Lors (....1L-
2 1C3 ')...W 0 WLWo 
Lor ')...2 
s ::::-----2 2 2 
WLWo1C 
L 
2(w2 _ w2)1/2 ,) 
LoW o 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
(3.3.7) 
(3.3.8) 
Thus at horn B there is a lateral and angular offset due to the lateral 
offset at horn A. For a beam waveguide using maximum throw lenses 
one can insert the expression for L given in (3.1.9) into (3.3.8) thus 
or ')... 
oa.::::~ 
1 2 
Inserting (3.:f."9finto the (3.2.23), the expression for the powe~~f.~ing 
efficiency and neglecting the smaller effects of non-coincidence of the z-
coordinates of the beam waist one obtains 
90i 
11:::: K.exp -K{-f} 
Wo (3.3.10) 
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That is to say, that a small lateral offset of a feed horn in a maximum 
throw beam waveguide produces the equivalent power loss of three times 
that offset in a non guided system. 
3.4 Gaussian Beam Measurements 
Having formed a beam from some transducer or lens, it is desirable to 
measure its parameters, and to ascertain the proportion of power that is 
propagated in the fundamental Gaussian mode. 
The antenna pattern of a feed horn may be described by its polar 
response. The polar response is normally obtained by measuring the 
variation of coupling between the test feed horn and another feed horn 
placed in its far field, as the test feed horn is rotated about an axis 
passing through a point close to its phase centre. For sufficiently large 
distances between the two feed horns, the effective area of the two horns 
and errors resulting from a poor estimation of the position of the phase 
centre are insignificant. If, due to a poor signal to noise ratio, for 
example, it is necessary to bring the horns close together, the phase 
centre can be deduced by an iterative procedure. If the antenna pattern 
of the second horn is known, it is possible to deconvolve its response 
using equation (3.2.23). 
Focusing elements are often used to produce quasi-collimated beams of 
only a few wavelengths across. These beams need to be measured so 
that the behaviour of the focusing element may be ascertained, In 
particular, its focal length and mode coupling performance. 
A Gaussian beam is uniquely defined by its beam waist size and 
location. The technique below enables these parameters to be deduced. 
The variation of power coupling from the test beam into a corrugated 
, 
feed horn is measured as the feed horn is moved transversely across the 
beam. The corrugated feed horn couples into a highly pure Gaussian 
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beam with known beam waist size and location within the horn. This is 
repeated for several longitudinal locations along the test beam as shown 
in figure 3.4.1. Ideally, the power detector should be well matched into 
the horn assembly, otherwise reflections there will result in standing 
waves which will be superimposed on the actual beam power profile. 
Standing waves may be reduced to insignificant levels by placing a bulk 
attenuator between the two sources of reflection as shown in figure 3.4.1. 
Cardboard is a suitable attenuator, since it has a refractive index very 
close to one and hence does not introduce significant reflections or 
refractive effects. 
From equation (3.2.23), the power coupling, 11, between the test beam 
and the receiving horn is given by 
2 2 2 
{ -2L1x (w 0 + w'o) } 11 = K.exp 
2 2 2 (A)2 2 (w + w') + - (z + d) 
o 0 1t (3.4.1) 
where z is the longitudinal displacement of the power profile 
measurement taken from some arbitrary origin, d is the distance of the 
quasi-parallel beam waist from the same origin, L1X is the lateral 
displacement of the feed horn from the coaxial position and the primes 
will be taken here to indicate the quasi-parallel beam. A Gaussian fit to 
the power profile yields a value S for the value of L1X at which the power 
coupling has fallen to lie of the coaxial power coupling, K. 
Equation (3.4.1) thus becomes 
In(n) _ _2S2(w2 + ,2) 
K - -1 = 0 w 0 
( 2 2 2 A 2 W 0 + w'o) + ( -) (z + d)2 
1t 
which can be rearranged to give 
(3.4.2) 
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(w2 + W,2) 'A?( d)2 
,1:.2 = 0 0 + Z + 
":l 2 2 2 2 21t (W + W' ) 
o 0 (3.4.3) 
which can be expressed as 
2 2 S = az + bz + C (3.4.4) 
If several (at least three) power profiles are measured and a graph is 
drawn of S2 against z, then a, band c can be calculated from a least 
squares quadratic fit. By comparison of equations (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) we 
can say 
,2 'A? 2 
w =---w 
o 2 0 
21t a 
b d=-2a 
d2 = .!.(c _ £) 
a 4 2 1ta 
(3.4.5) 
(3.4.6) 
(3.4.7) 
From the deduced knowledge of the input and output beams of the lens 
its focal length may be calculated. 
A translation stage has been built which allows rapid measurement of 
beam profiles. The stage is driven by a lead screw which is coupled via 
a gear box to a ten turn precision potentiometer. This enables an output 
voltage to be obtained that is proportional to the translation stage 
displacement plus a constant. This voltage is read by the analogue input 
of an ACORN BBC computer, together with the output voltage of the 
power detector. The computer plots a graph of power coupling against 
detector horn lateral displacement as the data is taken and stores the 
data for processing. The data is then transferred to a main frame 
computer for processing by the Gaussian fit routine described below. 
Equation (3.4.1) shows that the measured power profiles of a Gaussian 
beam are also Gaussian. They will also include random noise, some 
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spurious background rom wave signals and some higher order mode 
components due to non-ideal performance of the mm wave components. 
In fitting a Gaussian to the data it is desirable to minimise the area 
between the data points and the Gaussian fit. This minimises the 
power contained in the noise and the higher order modes, resulting in 
the most accurate values of Gaussian beam widths and mode purity. 
The simplest curve fit is a straight line fit to the graph of the log of the 
power coupling against the square root of the displacement from the 
axial position. This method has two main draw backs :-
(i) it requires the inferred or supposed knowledge of the location of 
the axis of the beam. 
(ii) it minimises the square of the difference between the log of the 
data and the log of the curve fit, rather than minimising the 
difference between the power in the measured beam and the power in 
the Gaussian fit. 
Though this technique produces good results when fitting Gaussians 
to highly pure power profiles, it is not strictly valid, and for data that 
differs appreciably from a Gaussian, it can produce fits that are clearly 
not the best. A more accurate t'echnique starts with the comparison of 
the curve measured as described by equation (3.4.1), which is of the form 
2 
{ 2(x - x ) } P(x) = P exp 0 
o ~2 
with a statistical normal distribution :-
2 
{ (x - x) } y(x) = y exp 0 
o 202 
(3.4.8) 
(3.4.9) 
where P refers to the power coupling from the test beam into the horn, 
y(x) is a normal distribution with a standard deviation, 0, of x from the 
mean position Xo. Equations (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) are identical if w=20. 
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Treating the data set, (x,P(x)), obtained from a power profile or antenna 
pattern measurement, as a statistical distribution yields 
n 
~ x.P.(x) £..J 1 1 
i=l x=----
o n 
LP/x) 
i=l 
n 
~ (x. - x )2p.(x) £..J 1 0 1 
W = 2,.....i_=1 ____ _ 
n 
LPi(x) 
i=l 
(3.4.10) 
(3.4.11) 
where there are n data points. These values, w, for the beam lie field 
width and xo, for the position of the beam maximum minimise the 
power not contained in the fundamental mode. This technique has 
been used for fitting gaussians to the beam profiles described in this 
thesis. 
3.5 Lenses and Mirrors 
Like their optical counterparts) quasi-optical systems rely upon lenses 
and/or mirrors for beam focusing. There are advantages and 
disadvantages in the use and manufacture of each, and these must be 
considered in the context of the system in which they are used. 
Lenses tend to lose power in dielectric absorption and reflections from 
their surfaces, which can also set up Fabry-Perot type standing waves. 
At 100 GHz, the absorption can be kept down to a few tenths of a dB and 
in any case can be readily calibrated. Reflections may be reduced over 
limited bandwidths by blooming. Millimetre wave lenses are often 
mahufactured from plastics which can be readily machined into the 
aspheric shapes ideal for simple lens systems. In addition,' the 
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smoothness criteria for lenses is much relaxed in comparison with a 
similar mirror. 
Mirrors suffer from neither of the two major drawbacks of lenses, 
(return loss of an aluminium mirror due to Ohmic losses is about 0.01 
dB) but must be used off-axis to avoid folding the beam back upon itself. 
The distortion and cross-polarisation produced by off-axis mirrors can 
be reduced or eliminated (though not necessarily at the same time) by 
using mirrors in match pairs so that the distortions produced by one 
mirror are cancelled out by similar effects in the second 1 • The off-axis 
paraboloids and ellipsoids that must be used for reasonably long focal 
length lenses are very difficult to manufacture without the use of 
numerically controlled milling machines. 
Some consideration was given to how focusing mirrors may be simply 
designed and manufactured using the workshop facilities available at 
St. Andrews. At some future time it may become appropriate to 
consider using focusing mirrors in the impedance bridge or elsewhere 
and so the results of this work, including a novel use of on-axis focusing 
mirrors are presented in section 3.5.2. However, within the time 
available it was not possible put any of these ideas into practice and so it 
was decided that lenses should be used for beam focusing in the 
impedance system. Their design is discussed in the next section. 
3.5.1 Lenses 
Planar-convex lenses have been used exclusively in the work described 
here because of their simplicity in design and manufacture .. In the case 
of a lens designed to couple a diverging beam into a quasi-collimated 
beam, one must first decide which face of the planar-convex lens must 
1 J .A. Murphy; "Distortion of a simple Gaussian beam on reflection from off-axis 
ellipsoidal mirrors"; Int. J. Infrared and MMW 8,(1987),pp1165 
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figure 3.5.1.1 Standing wave patterns produced for the two possible 
orientations of a planar-convex lens waveguide; a) standing waves 
produced between the flat sufaces of lenses when the curved side faces 
the feed horn; b) the strongly divergent reflections from the two lens 
surfaces when the flat surface faces the feedhorn. 
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figure 3.5.1.2 Considerations of intensity distribution distortion 
governing the orientation of a planar-convex lens. a) With the convex 
face towards the horn, the beam intensity at the edges is reduced, b) with 
the planar face towards the the horn, this effect is less significant. 
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face the diverging beam (that is, face the feed horn). The choice 
influences the profile of the convex surface. 
If the convex surface is chosen to face the feed horn, a quasi-collimated 
beam will be produced inside the lens and so the reflection off the 
dielectric/air interface will, by symmetry, couple back into the feed horn 
with high efficiency. A similar, though reduced effect will be observed 
with convex-convex lenses which produce a parallel beam within the 
lens and use a long focal length lens surface to couple into the quasi-
parallel beam. The reflected radiation coupled back into the feed horn 
will be partially reflected there, resulting in standing waves between the 
feed horn and the planar lens surface. Radiation coupled back into the 
source will have an unpredictable effect. Two such lenses placed back 
to back in order to couple radiation between two horns will also produce 
Fabry-Perot type standing waves between the two planar surfaces. If 
planar-convex lenses are designed to operate with the planar surface 
facing the feed horn, then all reflections diverge or converge too rapidly 
to couple efficiently into active devices or standing waves. These 
considerations are summarised in figure 3.5.1.1. 
, 
A further consideration is the distortion of the beam intensity 
distribution introduced by the curved surface of the lens. Figure 3.5.1.2, 
demonstrates qualitatively that if the curved surface of a plano-convex 
lens faces the feed horn, then the intensity of the collimated beam is 
reduced at the edge of the lens with respect to diverging beam intensity 
distribution. If the flat surface of the lens faces the horn then the output 
beam intensity distribution more closely approximates the input beam 
intensity distribution. Lenses used in this work are designed to operate 
with the flat surface facing the feed horn. 
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Figure S.5.LS The refraction of a quasi-optical beam at an air-dielectric 
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Conventional optical lenses are generally ground to achieve surfaces 
that are smooth to a small fraction of a wavelength. This means that 
visible light lenses normally use spherical refracting surfaces. In the 
case of mm wave lenses, the same smoothness condition is well within 
the ability of conventional lathe cutting techniques. Because of this fact 
and because the dielectrics used for mm wave lenses are relatively easy 
to machine, it is almost as convenient to manufacture aspheric lenses 
as it is to manufacture spheric lenses. 
There are several planar-convex lens designs described in the 
literature which are designed to operate with the planar side facing the 
horn, for example, those described by Jasik1 and Cornbleet2 . Lenses 
have been made at St. Andrews according to the J asik design and have 
been found to perform in a satisfactory manner3. These designs are 
based upon a geometrical ray optics approach which is not strictly valid 
for beams suffering strong diffraction effects, as do quasi-optical beams. 
It was thus considered that a lens design based on the more appropriate 
quasi-optical techniques may yield an improved Gaussian mode 
coupling efficiency. 
Figure 3.5.1.3 illustrates the refraction of a quasi-optical beam at the 
planar lens surface. As in geometrical optics, the radius of curvature 
of the phase front inside the dielectric, Rd, is increased with respect to 
the radius of curvature in the air immediately next to the dielectric, Ra , 
by a factor n, the refractive index of the dielectric. Combining this with 
equation (3.7) one can thus write 
1\ -2 
Rd = nzh(l +Zh) 
(3.5.1.1) 
1 H. Jasik (Editor); "Antenna Engineering handbooJ('; McGraw-Hili Book Co. (New 
York), (1961), Chapter 4 by S.B. Cohn. 
2 S. Cornbleet; "Microwave Optics"; Academic Press (London) (1976). 
3 A.R. Harvey; "The properties of groove guide";Report to the NPL (1986) 
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The beam in the dielectric now appears to have a beam waist Wo d 
positioned at zhd. Dividing equation (3.7) by (3.6) one obtains the 
relation 
AZ 
2 
1tWo 
2 
1tW 
AR 
from which one can write 
Rd 
~d=-----
[1 + ( ARL )2] 
2 
1tWLll 
2 
wL 
2 = 2 2 
Wod 1tW Oll) ] [1+(~ 
ARL 
Asserting the boundary condition 
W = W d a 
and using (3.5.1.1), it can be shown that 
2 
A 1tw d ll 
Z =-
h AR 
d 
and hence that 
W = W 
od oa 
Zd = llZh 
(3.5.1.2) 
(3.5.1.3) 
(3.5.1.4) 
(3.5.1.5) 
(3.5.1.6) 
(3.5.1.7) 
(3.5.1.8) 
that is to say that the beam in the dielectric appears to have the same 
beam waist size as the actual beam in the air, but positioned a factor n 
times further away. Thus one can design a single lens profile to couple 
the beam with these apparent parameters into the chosen quasi-parallel 
beam. 
A lens profile designed to couple two quasi-optical beams must ensure 
an equal phase change for all paths between the two beam waists. With 
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respect to fig 3.5.1.4, it is required that the phase change along the axial 
path "a", should equal the phase change along the general path "b". 
With reference to (3.4), the wave equation for a quasi-optical beam, the 
phase changes <Pa, <Ph along paths a and b, can be written for a Gaussian 
beam as 
2nnz -I( AZ) , -I( AZ' ) <P = - + tan -- - kz + tan --2 
a "I 2 , 
'" nnw nw o 0 
2nn(z - zL) 
<Pb = - A 
2 
nnr 
AR[z - ZL] 
+ tan-I(A(Z - ~)) 
nnw
2 
o 
2n(z' - ZL) + 
A 
2 
nr 
"I , -1 (A(Z + Z ) 
",R [z' +~] + tan L ) nw,2 
where from (3.7) one can write 
2 
nnwo 2 
R[z - ZL] = -(z - zL)( 1 + ( ) ) 
A(Z - zL) 
,2 
nw 
R'[z' + ZL] = (z' + ZL)(l + ( 0 y) 
A(Z' +~) 
requiring that <Pa = <Pb and solving for r one obtains 
o 
(3.5.1.9) 
(3.5.1.10) 
(3.5.1.11) 
(3.5.1.12) 
2 
r = 
A ( _I(A(Z - z. ) "I , 
n( n _ 1 tan -~) + tan-1((Z + ZL)) 
R[z _ ZL] R'[z' + ZL]) nnw 0 nw,2 o 
-I( AZ ) -I( AZ' ) 2nzL(n - 1)) tan 2" - tan --2 + ----
nwo nw~ A 
(3.5.1.13) 
The lens is uniquely defined by the values of wo', z' and woo It can be 
shown that 
T 
Z = 
e n (3.5.1.14) 
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Figure 3.5.L5 Flow chart of the procedure used to calculate the lens 
profile 
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where T is the on axis thickness of the lens, WL is the beam width 
parameter at the curved surface of the lens and e is the asymptotic 
divergence angle of the feed horn. Since WL depends upon the lens 
profile, z and the lens profile are mutually dependant and must be 
arrived at by iteration. 
Accurate approximations to z and the correct lens profiles can be 
obtained by the iterative procedure described by the flow chart shown in 
figure 3.5.1.5. A PASCAL computer program GAUSSLENS.PAS has 
been written to execute this procedure. The program generally 
converges to within manufacturing tolerances (10 microns) after three 
iterations. This program calculates the profile with high resolution by 
varying ZL from 0 to T and calculating the corresponding values of r 
from (3.5.1.13). Convenient increments of r are then chosen and values 
for ZL are linearly interpolated. This method produces a more 
convenient matrix suitable for input into a numerically controlled lathe 
or for ~omputer plotting routines. Profiles produced using this quasi-
optical technique are similar to spherical surfaces of identical focal 
length close to the optic axis, but differences increase with increasing r. 
The profiles are very similar to those produced using the geometrical 
technique of Jasikl. Two methods have been used for manufacturing 
lenses from the calculated profile. Later lenses, as used in the 
impedance bridge, have been manufactured using a computer 
controlled lathe programmed with the matrix of the lens profile. Earlier 
lenses . were manufactured by the following method; a computer 
controlled high resolution plotter, plotted an actual size cross-section of 
the required lens, with reference marks, as shown in figure 3.5.1.6. A 
rigid template copy was handmade from this and then traced by a 
1 H. Jasik (Editor); "Antenna Engineering Handbook'; McGraw-Hili Book Company 
(New York) (1961), Chapter 4 by S.B. Cohn. 
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hydraulic follower fitted to a conventional lathe to cut this profile into the 
dielectric. There is no discernible difference between the performance 
of the two sets of lenses, though this is, in part, a testimony to the skill 
with which the template was made. 
Experience has shown that high density polyethylene (HDPE) is highly 
suitable for mm wave lenses for the following reasons :-
(i) Very low loss. Extrapolating the data of Birch et al [1981] down 
to 100GHz suggests a loss of around 0.01 neper per cm. 
(ii) Convenient refractive index of 1.525-1.5351• The refractive index 
should be reasonably high so that the low amplitude distortion levels 
realisable by slightly curved focusing surfaces can be achieved, 
whilst it is desirable to have a low refractive index to reduce surface 
reflections. 
(iii) Non dispersive from 161 GHz to 966 GHz 1. 
(iv) Good machining properties. 
As mentioned above, reflections occur at abrupt dielectric - aIr 
interfaces leading to power loss and potentially to standing waves. 
Reflections can be nulled at one particular frequency and, in practice, 
, 
reduced over a limited bandwidth by blooming the surface of a lens with 
a quarter wavelength thick layer of a dielectric with a refractive index of 
nbloom = -Vnlens . This layer can be conveniently simulated by cutting 
square grooves 1/(4'" nlens) deep into the lens surface. This is called 
blazing. The blazing mark - space ratio is calculated to give the correct 
mean refractive index. The periodicity is chosen to be a convenient 
small fraction of a wavelength so that no additional diffraction effects 
are introduced. 
1J.R. Birch, J.D. Dromney, J. Lesurf; "The optical properties of some common low 
loss polymers between 4 and 40 cm- 111 ; NPL report DES 69, (1981) 
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Figure 3.5.1.6 1:1 scale drawing of the lens profile as output by 
GAUSSLENS.P AS 
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The amplitude reflectivity of a plane dielectric surface, bloomed with a 
layer of dielectric of refractive index ...In and thickness d, is the vector 
sum of the reflection off the surface interface and the infinite number of 
reflections from the interfaces between the blooming layer and the media 
either side. It is thus given by 
2 io 2 2io 4 3io 6 4io Ar = r + r(1 - r )(e - r e + r e - r e + ........ ) (3.5.1.15) 
where 
...In - 1 
r--,---
- ''In + 1 (3.5.1.16) 
is the amplitude reflectivity of each interface and o=41td...JnlA is the phase 
change of the radiation in a thickness, 2d, of the blooming layer. The 
geometric series in (3.5.1.15) has a ratio _r2e i8 so that summing the 
series gives 
Ar :::: r(1 + eiO) 
1 + ieiO 
The power reflectivity, Ir, is thus given by 
2 2r (1 + cos(o») 
* Ir:::: Ar.Ar = 
2 4 1 + 2r cosCo) + r 
(3.5.1.17) 
(3.5.1.18) 
Ir is a maximum when o::::N1t, where N is an integer at which point 
(3.5.1.18) reduces to Ir::::(n-1)/(n+1), the reflectivity of an unbloomed 
dielectric. For all other wavelength - blooming layer thickness, 
combinations, the power reflectivity is reduced. It is thus beneficial to 
blaze or bloom lenses even if it is likely that they will be used at 
frequencies different from the design frequency. Figure 3.5.1.7 shows 
the variation of power reflectivity with blazing depth in wavelengths for 
HDPE (n::::1.525). 
Using a conventional, manual lathe, it is very simple to cut a spiral 
groove in a few seconds. A cross-section of a lens surface blazed in this 
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way showed that the grooves were poor approximations to a rectangular 
shape and were significantly narrower than the cutting tool responsible. 
This is because in cutting a spiral, a tool is cutting on one edge , 
deforming the dielectric, which relaxes back after the tool has passed. 
It might be expected that this deformation might be reduced if the 
dielectric was at a very low temperature when the grooves were cut into 
the surface. Unfortunately, grooves cut into the dielectric immediately 
after it had been cooled to 77°K in liquid nitrogen were not significantly 
closer to the ideal than those cut at room temperature. Blazing the 
lenses with a series of concentric grooves resulted in the desired 
rectangular shape with a width equal to the width of the cutting tool. 
This is because this technique causes the tool to cut on its end, with the 
minimum potential for distortion of the dielectric. This was the method 
employed to blaze the lenses used throughout this thesis. 
3.5.2 Mirrors 
Beam focusing has been achieved exclusively with lenses in the work 
described in this thesis. This is mainly because, with the machines 
, 
available, high standards of performance could be readily obtained. The 
two main drawbacks in the use of mirrors are the difficulties posed in 
manufacturing the correct shape and the phase and amplitude 
distortions that are inevitable when used off-axis. The advantages to be 
gained are the low loss and the absence of induced standing waves. 
This section deals with the techniques that may potentially overcome the 
problems of lens manufacture and usage. 
Murphy 1 has shown that intensity distribution distortion and cross-
polarisation effects due to the off-axis use of paraboloids and ellipsoids 
1 J .A. Murphy; "Distortion of a simple Gaussian beam on reflection from off-axis 
ellipsoidal mirrors"; Int. J. Infrared and MMW 8,(1987) ,pp1165 
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Figure 3.5.2.1 A qualitative explanation of how two off axis focussing 
mirrors may be used to mutually cancel aberrations. 
/,. 
polariser with wire: 
at 450 
focussing roof mirro: 
with roof line at 00 
~./ 
beam polarised 
at-45° 
Figure 3.5.2.2 Potential use of a refocusing roof mirror 
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Figure 3.5.2.3 Arrangement for cutting off-axis ellipsoidal and 
paraboloidal mirrors using a conventional milling machine (from 
, 
Erickson) 
can be reduced to negligible levels for some particular arrangements of 
mirrors. Of particular interest is the arrangement shown in fig 3.5.2.1. 
This figure illustrates qualitatively, using a ray model, how intensity 
distortions resulting from the collimation by an off-axis paraboloid are 
counteracted symmetrically by the inverse distortion resulting from off-
axis focusing at the second off-axis paraboloid., 
A quasi-optical explanation is as follows; the distorted, collimated 
quasi-optical beam can be described as a sum of the appropriate 
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Gaussian-Hermite modes, by symmetry the receiving and transmitting 
antennas will couple into an identical set of modes after collimation, 
thus provided negligible phase slippage occurs between the modes, the 
two beams will couple perfectly. The condition for zero phase slippage 
occurs when the beam waist between the mirrors is equal to the beam 
width at the mirrors. In practice, this is realisable if the mirrors are 
close together. 
If the two off-axis paraboloids are brought closer together so that the 450 
off-axis points intersect, then they form a focusing roof mirror which is 
suitable for recollimating a beam. Figure 3.5.2.2 shows how such a 
refocusing roof mirror may be used. The polariser is placed such as 
polarise the Gaussian beam at 45 0 to the roof line of the roof mirror. 
The beam reflected from the roof mirror is identical to the incident 
beam, but polarised orthogonally so that it is reflected by the polariser. 
In this form the focusing roof mirror is only suitable for refocusing a 
Gaussian beam, such as in a beam waveguide or a Martin Puplett 
interferometer, not for focusing a diverging beam into a quasi-
collimated beam. 
It is possible to cut off-axis' paraboloidal mirrors on a computer 
numerically controlled milling machine. No such machine is available 
at St. Andrews, so alternative methods using available technology have 
been sought. Two methods for producing approximations to off-axis 
paraboloids are described here. 
Erickson 1 has reported a method for cutting close approximations to 
(relatively) small sections of long focal length off-axis ellipsoidal and 
paraboloidal mirrors using a conventional milling machine and a 
rotary table. Due to the unconventional setting up of the technique, it is 
1 N.R. Erickson; "off-axis mirrors using a conventional milling machine"; Applied 
Optics, 18,(1979),pp956 
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not easy to visualise, but it is shown schematically in figure 3.5.2.3. The 
piece of stock to be cut is bolted to a rotary table at a distance S from its 
axis. The curve is cut into the stock by a fly cutter of radius R with its 
axis tilted in the x-z plane at an angle e from the horizontal. The axis of 
the rotary table is located a distance S away along the x-axis and D along 
the y-axis. The radius of revolution of the section of paraboloid is 
approximately equal to S. The profile of the surface in the r-z plane is 
described by 
2 2 2 Z)2 1(2 2 
r (z) = (ztane + S) + { [R - (- ] ± D } 
cose (3.5.2.1) 
Taking the more useful negative value of D and expanding in powers of z 
one obtains the infinite series 
2 2( D) 2 2 2 r (z) = z - 1 + 2zStane + (S + R + D - 2DR) 
Rcose 
DR ( z ) 4 + DR ( z ) 6 _ DR ( z ) 8 + ..... 
2 Reose 24 Rcose 360 Rcose 
A conic section is described by 
2 Az +Bz+C=O 
(3.5.2.2) 
(3.5.2.3) 
so that any conic section may be approximated if we can make the terms 
in powers of z4 and higher sufficiently small. For a parabola we have 
i(z) = 4fz + 4r (3.5.2.4) 
where the origin has been defined as in the plane containing the section 
of the parabola where dr/dz=l. Combining equations (3.5.2.4) and 
(3.5.2.2) one obtains 
D 2 
- = cos e R 
S2 = 4r _ R2sin 4e 
(3.5.2.5) 
(3.5.2.6) 
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(3.5.2.7) 
equations (3.5.2.5) - (3.5.2.7) must be solved simultaneously whilst 
minimising the sum of the higher order terms which is dominated by 
the z4 term. The optimum value for the radius of the fly cutter, R, is R "'" 
reO) = 2f. For the mirrors of interest here, that means R is of the order of 
one metre which is impractical. The solution is to choose the value of R 
for the maximum available radius of fly cutter and iteratively calculate 
D,S and e until changes in e are small enough to be insignificant. A 
PASCAL computer program, MIRROR.PAS, has been written to 
calculate the optimum values of D,S and e for a given value of R. The 
program also calculates the differences between the desired parabola 
and the curve cut for ideal values of D,S and e and for the typical small 
errors in these parameters that will occur in setting up the 
arrangement. 
As an example pertinent to this work; at 600 mm from a beam waist of 
23.21mm, the radius of curvature of the phase front will be 1236 mm at 
94 GHz. A paraboloid with f=618 mm is required to couple into a plane 
beam between the surfaces of the roof mirror. Choosing a fly cutter 
radius R=150 mm, the program MIRROR.PAS calculates 
e = 45.0530 
D = 74.861 
S=1233.714 
and the coefficient of z4 = 0.0002. Figure 3.5.2.4 shows the differences 
. between the curve cut by the fly cutter and the desired parabola for 
perfect setting up and for typical small errors in setting the values D,S 
and e. It is convenient to set e exactly equal to 45° since most mills 
have a click stop at this position. The most accurate technique for 
obtaining D and S is probably to first locate the D=O position at which the 
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fly cutter cuts on both passes of the tool. The value of S may be obtained 
from the extremes of the swing of the fly cutter. It should be possible to 
set D and S with an accuracy of the order of 0.1 mm. Errors of this 
magnitude will result in a differences from the ideal curve of similar 
magnitude to those of curve b in figure 3.5.2.4. The major effects of 
errors in the machining geometry appear to be a small error in 
curvature ( of the order of 1 % of the displacement from a plane), which 
is comparable to typical machining accuracies, and a tilting of the curve 
which could be removed during assembly of the roof mirror. 
In conclusion, this technique may produce satisfactory mirrors 
provided that the large values of R and S are realisable. 
An alternative technique may be to deform a flat sheet of aluminium 
into an approximation to a paraboloid. A sheet of elastic material 
stressed across its width as shown in figure 3.5.2.5 distorts into the arc 
of a circle. If the displacement is small compared to the thickness of the 
sheet then its stiffnesses along its length and across its breadth are 
independent. The deformed shape is a section of an ellipsoid, but for 
small curvatures may be insignificantly different from an off-axis 
paraboloid. A suitable metal stich as copper may be electroformed onto 
the convex surface of the sheet to form a concave mirror. A frame may 
be incorporated into the electroformed material to provide reference 
surfaces. 
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Figure 3.5.2.4 Typical errors between a paraboloid and the curve 
produced by the arrangement shown in figure 3.5.2.3. Also shown are 
the liltely en-ors due to limitations in the accuracy of setting D, S and S. 
R 
~d 
T 
electroformed /' ~frame 
material .... L .. 
Figure 3.5.2.5 Arrangement for electroforming approximations to off-
axis paraboloids 
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fig 3.5.2.6 The difference between the curve resulting from a distorted 
sheet and the desired parabolic cross-section for f=G19 rom as a function 
of distance from the roof mirror roof line. 
The deflection d required to distort a sheet of lateral dimension Li into 
an arc of radius Ri , where i refer~ to the x·z or y-z plane, can be obtained 
from 
2 L. = d(2R. - d) 
1 1 
For d«Ri, this simplifies to 
L~ 
d=_l 
2R. 
1 
(3.5.2.8) 
(3.5.2.9) 
The radius of curvature of any function f(x) at point x=a is given by 
(1 + (f(a»2} 3/2 
R = I 4=" ( n \ I 
(3.5.2.10) 
Inserting equation (3.5.2.4), the equation for a parabola, into (3.5.2.10) 
at the point at which the gradient = 1, that is z=f, x=y=2f, the radius of 
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curvature of the parabola is obtained to be 4..J2f. The radius of curvature 
in the xy plane is the x (or y) coordinate multiplied by ..J2, the factor 
induced by astigmatism for 45° incidence, that is,2..J2f. Thus the ratio of 
the radii of curvatures of the ellipsoidal mirror which is to approximate 
the paraboloid at this point, is RxzlRxy =2. By reference to equation 
(3.5.2.8), the ratio of the length to the breadth of the sheet is ..J2. 
The difference between the circular curve obtained and the desired 
parabolic curve is shown in fig 3.5.2.6 for 2f=1238 mm. The difference 
between the electroformed cross-section and the desired parabolic cross-
section reaches a maximum of 10 microns. These deviations are less 
than the maximum flatness routinely attainable for a plate and for this 
focal length are smaller than those obtained by the Erickson technique. 
In conclusion, it may be possible at some future date to manufacture 
off-axis mirrors using traditional workshop techniques. 
Furthermore, a novel technique has been applied to use on-aXIS 
spherical mirrors for beam focusing. The use of on-axis spherical 
mirrors is particularly attractive because they are very easy to 
manufacture and produce very low levels of cross polarisation and 
amplitude and phase distortion. 
The output collimated beam is separated from the input diverging 
beams by rotation of the polarisation as shown in figure 3.5.2.71• 
Polariser G1 is aligned with the polarisation of the feed horn and 
polariser G2 is aligned with its wires at 45° to G1. The beam from the 
horn is split 50:50 between the two spherical mirrors which collimate the 
beam. The translating mirror is positioned to produce a half 
1The labels 'input' and 'output' are, of course, arbitrary. 
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Figure 3.5.2.7 The arrangement for forming quasi~colli.mated beams 
using on~axis spherical mirrors and polarisation rotation. 
~ 150mm • 
Figure 3.5.2.8 The corrugated horn extension in place on a Thomas 
Keating feed horn. 
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Figure 3.5.2.9 Antenna patterns of the Thomas Keating feed horn with 
the extension sleeve. The Gaussian fit is by the method described in 
section 3.4. a) E-plane b) H-plane 
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wavelength path difference between the two beams before they are 
recombined at G2. The resultant collimated beam is thus rotated 90 0 in 
polarisation so that it is reflected by G2. 
This technique requires a relatively narrow field divergence angle of 
~0.12 radians for the feed horn such that the beam does not suffer 
truncation. The corrugated feed horns currently in use 1 exhibit a field 
divergence angle of approximately 0.23 radians. To facilitate the higher 
gain, a 78 mm long corrugated extension sleeve was made for the 
Thomas Keating horn as shown in figure 3.5.2.8. This compound horn 
behaved as expected, producing E and H plane antenna patterns with 
field divergence angles of 0.12 and 0.11 radians respectively, at 95 GHz, 
as shown in figures 3.5.2.9a and 3.5.2.9b. From a comparison of these 
antenna patterns with those of the Thomas Keating (TK) horns, the 
extra loss due to the extension was calculated to be 0.2±0.2 dB. The 
approximation to a Gaussian antenna pattern was slightly degraded 
with respect to the TK horns. 
Two such focusing assemblies as shown in figure 3.5.2.7 were 
constructed so as to constitute a 95 GHz millimetre wave link. The 
, 
measurement of the power coupling efficiency was hampered by the 
standing waves resulting from the use of a Flann Schottky diode 
detector2, but it appeared to contitute a loss of approximately 1.2 dB. 
Clearly, this technique may be used for efficient (variable) narrow band 
coupling into a collimated Gaussian beam, however, in the above 
arrangement, the 'throw' of the mirrors that remained for signal 
processing was only two half-cubes which is somewhat restricting. For 
efficient use, this method would need to be used with larger diameter 
1Thomas Keating Ltd., Billinghurst, Sussex. 
2Flann Microwave Instruments Ltd., Bodmin, Cornwall. 
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optical components than are currently available and has therefore been 
left in abeyance. 
Chapter 4 
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4 Mechanical Design 
The design testing and measurement of the mechanical and optical 
components of the impedance bridge is presented in this section. The 
quasi-optical principles underlying the design and measurement are 
described in chapter 3. 
Quasi-optical systems are commonly constructed using a modular 
system of half cubes in which beam splitters or polarisers are located 
across the diagonal face and lenses are located in the square face. The 
half cube system is mounted on a base plate or optical breadboard. This 
technique allows a wide variety of instruments to be constructed from a 
common supply of optical components without compromising 
performance or compactness. It was decided that such a modular 
system should be designed for constructing the impedance bridge and 
for general laboratory use at St. Andrews. 
In designing a half cube system for laboratory based instruments 
operating below 100 GHzit was considered that ultimate performance is 
of greater importance than compactness. This is achieved by using the 
minimum number of lenses, that is, one lens to couple each feed horn 
into a quasi-parallel beam. Section 3.1 discusses the low-frequency 
limit placed upon such an instrument by the radius if its optical 
components. 
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The optical components required for constructing the impedance 
bridge assume a down beam distance of four half cubes plus about half 
of a half cube assumed by the 'rotary roof mirror at its mean position. 
Using the symbols of section 3.1, we thus have N~4.5, however, it is 
generally more useful if N is integral so N =5 was chosen. The lowest 
frequency of operation required of the impedance bridge is the 
commercially interesting 80 GHz band. A value of ~=1.5 was chosen 
giving an edge taper of 20 dB since this is the edge taper widely used to 
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achieve a satisfactory performance. Allowing about 20 rom for the 
radius assumed by the polarisers and their support and inserting the 
above values into equation (3.1.12), the minimum required radius of the 
optical aperture is obtained to be amin~ 40.2 mm. 
4.1 Half cube desim 
Wi th these considerations in mind, the half cubes have been made 
according to the design of figure 4.1.1. The half cubes were machined 
from oversize, cast aluminium blocks1• Each block was a rough cube 
with 130 rom edges and two 80 IllIll diameter intersecting holes passing 
through from one face to the other, such that it approximated two half 
cubes joined along the diagonal face. This enabled all external surfaces 
of the two half cubes to be machined on a lathe, before the cube was cut 
into two half cubes, and the polariser faces were machined. 
The polarisers fit with a sliding fit into the recess in the diagonal face 
of the half cube. The depth of the recess is equal to the thickness of plate 
used to make the polariser frame (6.35 rom) so that the wires lie in the 
plane of the half cube diagonal face. The polariser is held in place by 
, 
M3 screws which pass through dowel holes in the polariser. These 
dowel holes are used to accurately orientate the polariser frame on a 
former during the winding of the polariser wires onto the frame. 
Lenses locate with a sliding fit into a recess in the square face of the half 
cube. The depth of the recess is equal to half of the thickness of the lip· of 
the lens, so that the lip is sandwiched into the recesses of neighbouring 
half cubes. Alternatively, in the absence of a neighbouring half cube, 
the lens is held in place by the head of an M5 screw. 
1 Cast to order by Cardenden Castings, Cardenden, Fife 
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Three dowels in the base of each polariser locate the half cube with a 
sliding fit onto the optical breadboard. The positional consistency of a 
half cube was measured with a clocking gauge to be better than 0.01 
rom. However, the application of lateral hand pressure moved the half 
cube by 0.03 mm. One of the dowels may be omitted to enable an M4 
screw, bolted from beneath the optical breadboard, to firmly secure the 
half cube to the breadboard once a system has been set up. This is 
essential for consistent interferometric phase measurements and also 
helps reduce any displacement due to forces from neighbouring optical 
components. 
4.2 The Optical Breadboard 
All components are mounted directly or indirectly onto an optical 
breadboard. Figure 3.2.2 shows the magnitude of the effect of a lateral 
misalignment between a feed horn and Gaussian beam on the optical 
coupling efficiency. Assuming angular misalignments are negligible, 
transverse misalignments must be less than about 0.3 rom to attain a 
coupling efficiency of 99%. This would appear to be a reasonable 
, 
coupling efficiency to aim for, given that the beam efficiency of a 
standard corrugated feed horn is no more than 98%1,2. Allowing for 
the cumulative effects of misalignments elsewhere in the system (due to 
machining tolerances), a target flatness of O.lmm over the usable 
dimensions of the breadboard was sought. 
Standard 1/2 inch aluminium plate is an order of magnitude less flat 
than this. Machining away the surface layer of this plate resulted in 
maximum deviations from flatness of about 0.5 rom over a 1 m length. 
1 R.J. Wylde; "Millimetre wave Gaussian beam mode optics and corrugated feed 
horns"; Proc. lEE pt. H, 131, (1984),pp 258 
2A. Aubry, D. Bitter; "Radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn in terms of 
Laguerre-Gaussian functions"; Electronics Letters, 11,(1975) ,pp154-156 
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These remaining deviations are due to stresses induced during 
manufacture, hence, it was not possible to improve on this flatness. 
The solution to this problem was to manufacture the breadboard from 
stress relieved "A1ca Plus" tool plate 1. This plate is guaranteed flat to 
less than 0.35 rom over a length of 2.5 m. Plates measuring 36" x 36" x 
3/4" (914 x 914 x 19 rom) were obtained for use as optical breadboards. 
The deviations from flatness of this plate were measured with a clocking 
gauge to be less than 0.1 rom. 
A square matrix of 5 rom holes with a 40 mm pitch was cut into the 
plate at The Physics Department workshop, Queen Mary College, 
London. The holes are positioned with a relative accuracy of 0.01 mm. 
After some use, it was noticed that the area around the upper lip of some 
holes had become distorted into a small volcano shape. To prevent this 
distortion from raising the height of the half cubes all holes were 
counter sunk by approximately 1mm. The holes have been ream to be a 
sliding fit to a 5 mm dowel. All components to be mounted on the 
breadboard have a suitable array of dowels to enable direct location upon 
it. 
4.3 Lens Design 
Lenses for this instrument have been designed using the quasi-optical 
lens design program described in section 3.2. They have been designed 
to couple the beam from a Thomas Keating WG27 corrugated feed horn 
into the quasi-parallel beam which couples two lenses separated by five 
half cubes. The design frequency is 94 GHz, since this is the design 
frequency of the feed horns and is of most interest to potential 
users. 
1 Chiltern Metals Ltd., Luton, Bedfordshire. 
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Figure 4.3.1 Gaussian fits to th~ antenna patterns of a Thomas Keating 
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Quasi-optical lens design with flat face towards horn' 
This program will print out the profile of a lens to couple a horn 
with given beam angle into a bea~ with a given beam waist at 
a given distance for a lens of thickness T and refractive index n 
Refractive Indices:- HDPE= 1.525 - 1.535 
LDPE= 1.51 
PTFE= 1.43 
TPX = 1.46 
Thomas Keating horn gives horn angle = -0.1670552 
INPUT PARAMETERS - all distances from flat surface 
field beam waist? (mm) 23.21 
distance of waist to flat lens surface? (mm) 298.5 
lens thickness? (mm) 26 
lens radius ? (mm) 45 
increment ? (mm) 1 
tolerance of lens profile? .01 
horn angle? (l/e power in radians) -0.1605 
= -9.20 degrees 
refractive index? 1.525 
frequency? (GHz) 94 
= 3.19 mm 
approximation 2 yields z(horn) = -100.65023 
approximation 3 yields z(horn) = -100.74079 
approximation 4 yields z(horn) = -100.73844 
focal length = 100.18 
W at lens input (curved side) = 26.21 mm 
horn beam waist should be positioned at -100.74 mm from the flat surface 
press return for lens profile 
LENS PROFILE 
r = radial position 
z= displacement of cutter from r = 0 position 
r z r z r z r z r 
0.00 0.00 1. 00 0.01 2.00 0.03 3.00 0.08 4.00 
5.00 0.22 6.00 0.31 7.00 0.42 8.00 0.55 9.00 
10.00 0.86 11.00 1.04 12.00 1.24 13.00 1.46 14.00 
15.00 1.95 16.00 2.22 17.00 2.51 18.00 2.82 19.00 
20.00 3.50 21.00 3.86 22.00 4.25 23.00 4.65 24.00 
25.00 5.52 26.00 5.99 27.00 6.47 28.00 6.98 29.00 
30.00 8.06 31.00 8.63 32.00 9.22 33.00 9.84 34.00 
35.00 11.14 36.00 11.8337\00 12.55 38.00 13.29 39.00 
40.00 14.84 41.00 15.66 42.00 16.51 43.00 17.39 44.00 
45.00 19.24 
gridfile of profile ? (y/n) n 
finished 
Figure 4.3.2 The output of the lens design program, showing the 
calculated convex surface profile 
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The E and H plane antenna patterns of the feed horn were measured at 
94 GHz by the method described in section 3.4. Figures 4.3.1a and 4.3.1b 
show least errors fits of a Gaussian curve to these patterns which yield 
field divergence angles of'itE=0.230±0.001 radians and 'itH=0.225±0.001 
radians. An average value of'it=0.227 radians was used to describe this 
beam. The Gaussian fit technique is described in section 3.4. 
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To give an edge taper of 20 dB, the beam radius at the lens was chosen 
tp be 26.67 mm, that is, two thirds of the radius of the optics. The 
separation of the flat surfaces of two lenses is 597 mm. The quasi-
parallel beam coupling to the two lenses has a beam waist of 23.21 mm. 
Fig 4.3.2 shows the output of GAUSSLENS.PAS when these values are 
used. It shows that the virtual beam waist inside the feed horn should 
be positioned at 100.7 mm from the flat lens surface. The position of 
the virtual beam waist relative to the hom is calculated by the following 
method. For a corrugated feed horn the radius of curvature of the 
phase front at the exit aperture of the feed horn is equal to the length of 
the feed hom (for a narrow flare angle) and from Aubry and Bitter1 
w ~ = 0.6435 
a
cap (4.3.1) 
where wcap and acap are the aperture radius of the beam and feed horn 
respectively. Combining equations C3.6) and C3.7), the expressions 
describing the evolution ofwCz) and RCz), one obtains 
2 ( AR) -1 z = RCI + -2 ) 
1tW C4.3.2) 
Inserting C4.3.1) into C4.3.2) and using the values of R=66.6 mm and 
acap=7 mm appropriate to a Thomas Keating feed horn one obtains 
zcap=5.5 mm. That is, the virtual beam waist is situated 5.5 mm inside 
1 C. Aubry, D. Bitter;" Radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn in terms of 
Laguerre-Gaussian functions"; Electronic Letters, 11, (1975),pp154-6 
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the aperture. 
The lenses have been manufactured from high density polyethylene 1 
(HDPE). The lens profile output by GAUSSLENS.PAS in figure 4.3.2 
was programmed into a numerically controlled lathe to cut an unblazed 
lens surface. Blazing constituting 0.64 rom deep concentric grooves 
with a 0.5 mm period were cut into both surfaces of the lens with a 0.25 
mm wide cutting tool. This should give a minimum reflectivity at 94 
GHz. 
The output beam of the lens was measured using the technique 
described in section 3.4 and illustrateq. in figure 3.4.1. The horn was 
positioned so that its virtual beam waist was at 100~7 rom as calculated 
from the above theory and the output beam profile was measured in H-
planes 240 mm, 360 mm, 480 rom, 600 rom and 720 mm away from the 
flat surface of the lens. Figure 4.3.3 shows the profile obtained at 600 
mm, the design distance for the next lens. Figure 4.3.4 shows a 
quadratic fit to a graph of the measured beam lie power coupling width 
squared (l;2) against distance from the lens. Inserting the coefficients 
from the quadratic fit of figure 4.3.4 into (3.4.5) and (3.4.6), the beam 
, 
waist of the quasi-parallel beam is calculated to be 23.4 rom positioned 
305 nun from the flat surface of the lens. These figures compare 
favourably (fortuitously?) with the design values of 23.1 mm and 300 mm 
respectively. In calculating these values a beam waist of 6.5 mm has 
been assumed for the golay feed horn. The golay feed horn couples into a 
poor approximation to a single mode Gaussian beam, but this probably 
constitutes a minor effect in this measurement. 
The reflectivity of the flat surface of a lens was measured between 74.3 
GHz and 97 GHz by the method shown in figure 4.3.5. This enabled the 
1 Polypenco Ltd., 13 Anniesland Industrial estate, Glasgow. 
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Figure 4.3.5 Measurement of the power reflectivity of the flat surface of 
a blazed lens. 
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Figure 4.3.6 Measured power reflectivity between 74 and 97 GHz. 
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reflectivity of the flat lens surface to be compared to that of a 100% 
reflector ( a metal mirror). This is not a very accurate method since 
standing waves will effect the measured reflectivities, however, it 
provides some check on the performance of the blazing. 
The actual depth of the blazing in this experiment will appear to be 
slightly deeper, due to the 12° angle of incidence of the incident beam. 
From Snell's law the angle of incidence in the blazed layer is 9.7° giving 
an expected measured minimum reflectivity at 95.4 GHz. The actual 
measured reflectivity is shown in figure 4.3.6. The minimum 
reflectivity appears to be at a slightly lower frequency than the design 
frequency. This is not unexpected since the manufacturing tolerance 
on the blazing depth in HDPE is about 5% of the total thickness. In the 
measured frequency band, the reflectivity is considerably less than the 
reflectivity of a single unblazed surface. 
4.4 Polarisers 
Wire grid polarisers are used as polarising quasi-optical beam 
splitters in the impedance bridge. Such polarisers have found 
widespread use at millimetre and submillimetre wave frequencies 1,2,3, 
where for wavelengths that are much longer than the spacing or 
diameter of the wires, they are generally regarded as perfect. That is, 
for incident radiation polarised parallel to the wires, the polarisers act 
as a mirror and for radiation polarised transverse to the wires, 
1W.G. Chambers, T. J. Parker, A.E. Costley; "Free standing fine wire grids for use in 
millimetre and submillimetre wave spectroscopy"; Infrared and millimetre waves, 
Academic Press (Ed K.J. Button); Vol 16,chapter 3 (1986) 
20.H. Martin "Polarizing (Martin-Puplett) interferometric spectrometers for the 
near and submillimetre spectra";lnfrared and millimetre waves, Academic Press (Ed 
K.J .. Button); Vol 6,chapter 2 (1982) 
3p.F. Goldsmith; "Quasi-optical techniques at millimetre and submillimetre 
wavelengths";lnfrared and millimetre waves, Academic Press (Ed K.J. Button); Vol 
6,chapter 5 (1982) . 
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radiation is transmitted without effect. 
The wire grids that have been manufactured consist of a regular array 
of tungsten wire 1 , with a diameter of 0.025 rom and a period of 0.045 
rom. The theoretical performance of wire grid polarisers is discussed in 
detail in section 6.6. It may be mentioned here however, that for an E 
field polarised parallel to the wires, the theoretical reflection and 
transmission attenuation of these grids at 94 GHz.is 0.002 dB and 35 dB 
respectively. For an E field polarised transverse to the wires, the 
corresponding reflection and transmission attenuations are 33 dB and 
0.004 dB. These figures neglect Ohmic losses in the wires. 
It is important that the wires of a polariser are held in a plane so 
that the polariser acts as a plane mirror to the relevant plane of 
polarisation. The external dimensions of the polariser frames are 100 
mm x 150 mm as shown in the design drawing of figure 4.4.1. 
Rectangular plates of these dimensions cut from 3 rom steel plate and 
114" (6.35 rom) aluminium appeared flat, but when the central aperture 
was cut, they buckled significantly. Finally, flat polariser frames were 
machined from 114" (6.35 rom) Alca-plus stress relieved aluminium, as 
, 
used for the breadboard, according to the design of fig 4.4.1. Placing 
these frames on a flat table, it was not possible to measure the deviations 
from flatness using a 0.0005" (0.013 rom) feeler gauge. 
Before winding the frames, the face to which the wires were to be glued 
was prepared using the technique described by Lesurf2. This 
constitutes roughening the inner surface of the polarisers, by sand 
blasting followed by degreasing with pentyl acetate (amyl acetate). 
1 Vicsteels Ltd., Craven House,16 Northumberland Avenue, London. 
2J. Lesurf;"A quasi-optical astronomical receiveI'; PhD thesis, University of 
London,(1981 }. 
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The polariser frames were mounted on a former and wound in pairs on 
a converted AVO 7 coil winder following the technique applied by Costley 
et al1• Fig 4.3.2 shows the design of the former. Figure 4.3.3 is a 
photograph of a polariser being wound. The polarisers are located 
onto the former by dowels, placed such that the wires are wound at 0°, 
90° or 35.26° to the long axis of the polariser frame. The latter angle is 
such that the wires appear to be at 45° from the perspective of an 
approaching wave when the polariser long axis of the polariser frame is 
, at 45° to the optic axis. 
The wires were bonded to the polariser frames with Ciba-Geigy 
PZ820IHZ820 adhesive2 mixed 3:1, adhesive to hardener, diluted 1:1 with 
toluene, pipetted onto the wires. Mer the first layer of glue had dried, a 
second, thin layer was applied. 
, 
Using removable dowels, mating with 
the same holes as those used by the former, the matching half polariser 
frame was located in place. Accurate alignment of the polariser 
frames' with respect to each other is necessary to prevent binding when a 
polariser is sandwiched between two half cubes. Pressure was applied 
until the glue hardened, after which the screws which help hold the 
frames together could be inserted. The wires protruding from the 
polariser were subsequently cut away and the edges honed to a smooth 
finish. 
The layer of glue and wires increases the thickness of the polarisers by 
0.1 to 0.2 mm. To compensate for the added thickness, the polariser 
face containing the screw heads was milled down to produce a polariser 
with a total thickness of12.5 mm. The resulting polariser has only one 
1A. E. Costley, K. H. Harsey, C.F. Neill, J.W.M. Ward; "Free standing fine wire grids 
grids: their manufacture, performance and use at millimetre and submillimetre 
wavelengths"; second int. cont. on subMMW and their applications, Puerto Rico,Dec. 
1976 
2distributed by Band K, Ashgrove Estate, Bromley, Kent. 
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reference face, which must be screwed against the half cube reference 
face in order for the wires to be in the correct plane. Due to the 
countersinking of the screw holes, it is unlikely that a polariser will be 
fitted the wrong way around. 
90 
Misalignments of the polariser wires with respect to the frame can 
arise due to the manufacturing tolerances of the grid winder, the 
polariser frames and the winding former. These will lead to a probable 
random error of less than 0.03 degrees in addition to a constant error of 
0.01 degrees due to the helical nature of the wound grid. The sliding fit 
of a polariser into a half cube will locate with an accuracy of about 0.03 
degrees. If the polarisers were perfect, misalignments of this order 
would induce crossed polarisers to attenuate a signal by about 60 dB. 
This figure exceeds the theoretical attenuation of real wire grid 
polarisers by some 25 dB, thus these misalignments will not have a 
noticeable effect. 
Attempts were made to measure the power in signals reflected and 
transmitted by these polarisers with a golay. The reflection 
measurements were normalised with respect to reflection by an 
aluminium mirror, which was assumed to be lossless. These 
measurements merely confirmed that the effects of any deficiencies 
were less than the noise present. That is, with 94 GHz incident 
radiation propagating at 45° to the polariser and polarised with the E 
field parallel to the wires, the attenuations of the reflected and 
transmitted signals were less than 0.02 dB and more than 33 dB 
respectively. With the E field polarised transverse to the wires, the 
reflected and transmitted signals were attenuated by less than 0.02 dB 
and more than 33 dB respectively. 
~ubsequent to these measurements, anomalous behaviour by the 
impedance bridge was ascribed to the deficiencies in the polarisers. 
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This behaviour was compatible with the theoretical performance of the 
wire grid polarisers. Since, the polarisers were now evidently having 
an effect, it was felt necessary to make a positive measurement of their 
performance and to compare it with theory. The reflectivity for the E 
field parallel to the wires and transmissivity for E field transverse to the 
wires was subsequently measured by a resonant cavity technique. The 
results are discussed in section 6.6. From these results it can be 
conculded that the measured performance of the polarisers is 
compatible with theoretical predictions, indicating that effects due to 
winding period irregularities or non-flatness of the plane of wires are 
not significant. 
4.5 Roof Mirror and translation stage design 
The quasi-optical load consists of a roof mirror able to translate along, 
and rotate about, the optical axis .. Knowledge of the orientation and 
longitudinal position of the roof mirror enable the calculation of the 
theoretical amplitude and phase of the signal reflected through G3 on its 
return leg. These values are measured by incremental encoders 
, 
coupled to the rotary and linear movements of the roof mirror assembly. 
An error in the perceived position of the roof mirror due to 
manufacturing tolerances or due to rattle in bearings will result in a 
difference between the actual and expected complex reflectivity of the 
QOL which will introduce both systematic errors and random 
uncertainties into measured complex reflectivities. In designing the 
QOL, attention has been applied to reducing these systematic and 
random errors to a minimum . 
. It consists of a roof mirror mounted on an axle coaxial with the optic 
axis. The axle rotates in bearings mounted in a carriage which runs 
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on linear bearings1 running on two parallel ground and hardened steel 
shafts!. This latter part constitutes the translation mechanism. 
Figure 4.5.1 shows a cross section of the QOL axle and figure 4.5.2 shows 
a drawing of the QOL translation carriage. The QOL can also be seen in 
the frontispiece photograph. 
Play in the linear movement is eliminated by adjustment of screws 
which facilitate clamping of the split linear bearings. Slight preload 
occurs when the screws are just tight enough to prevent rotation of the 
rods within the bearings. 
Figure 4.5.1 shows a cross section of the roof mirror axle. Angular 
contact rotary bearings2 are used, so that play is eliminated by 
appropriate adjustment of the screw passing through the preload collar 
into the axle. A Hewlett Packard incremental shaft encoderS is coupled 
directly to the roof mirror axle. A hole drilled in the cover plate of the 
shaft encoder allows drive from a de motor and gearbox assembly to be 
applied to the axle. The rotary encoder disc fits onto the preload collar 
and a grub screw prevents movement between the collar and the axle 
once bearing adjustment is complete. 
, 
The roof mirror is driven linearly by a matched precision nut and lead 
screw4 and gearbox/d.c. motor5 arrangement. Linear position is 
derived from a GEM type F2 linear encoder6. There are several features 
of this design that it is pertinent to discuss :-
(i) Stepper motors are commonly used for driving precision 
movements, since the amount of movement may be readily 
1 RHP bearings Ltd., Newark, England. 
21NA Bearing Co. Ltd., Sutton Coldfield, England. 
3model HEDS 6010 B08 
4ESE Ltd., Wembley, Middlesex, England. 
5RS components Ltd. 
6Goodwin Electronic measuring systems Ltd., Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, England. 
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controlled and deduced from the number of steps. The measured 
movement is implicit however; compliance in the driving 
components or unevenly running bearings can result in 
disparities between the measured and actual positions. 
Conversely, a discrete encoder can be mounted directly to the 
moving parts enabling (with care) positioning and positional 
resolution to within one increment. One increment of the shaft 
encoder corresponds to 0.09 degrees and one increment of the 
linear encoder corresponds to 0.002 mm. In use it is possible to 
position the roof mirrors to the nearest incremental position. 
(ii) Twisting of the translation stage will have two effects; it will 
offset the reflected beam from the optic axis resulting in reduced 
optical coupling and will induce an error in the measured 
position of the roof mirror. Twisting may occur if the guiding 
mechanism is not straight or if a torque is applied to the 
translation stage. The daightest feasible linear movement is 
obtained from the linear bearing arrangement chosen. The 
linear bearings chosen are preloaded onto the rails by adjusting 
the appropriate screw on the bearing housing. Preloading 
eliminates play in the bearings and minimises the twisting of the 
carriage under torque. The main source of torque is due to 'the 
opposing forces from the lead screw drive and the vector sum of 
IN of friction at each linear bearing and 6N at the linear encoder. 
Driving torque has been minimised by positioning the lead screw 
drive nut close to the position of the resolved frictional force. 
(iii) Preload of the roof mirror angular contact bearings 
eliminates play. Preload is applied by the screw in the end of the 
axle in combination with flexure of the preload collar. 
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Figure 4.5.3 Measurement of twisting of the translation stage. 
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(iv) The QOL has been constructed from the minimum number of 
components to reduce the cumulative effects of misalignments in 
machining and assembly. Considerations of constructional 
accuracies of the QOL suggest that the alignment of the axis of 
rotation of the roof mirror with the optic axis should be within 
0.03 mm. 
The rotating roof mirror (QOL) is capable of a total linear 
movement of 250 mm. The non-rotating roof mirror is of a 
similar design, except that the orientation of the roof line is fixed 
at discrete orientations and the total linear movement is 50 rom. 
The eccentricity of the QOL rotary roof mirror was measured with a 
clocking gauge to be 0.01 rom. No slack was apparent in the bearings. 
Figure 4.5.3 shows the experiment to measure the twisting of the QOL as 
the linear drive changed direction. A helium neon laser beam was 
reflected off a mirror affixed to the translation carriage and deflected to 
a screen 10 m away. Twisting of the carriage produced a deflection of 
the laser beam. The spot size of the laser beam at the screen was 
diffraction limited at about 10 rom and it was considered that only 
deflections of greater than 1 rom could be detected. 
Initially, deflections of about 5 mm at the screen were measured. 
This corresponds to an angular deflection of the QOL of 0.014° which 
represents a difference with scan direction of 0.015 mm between the 
actual position of the QOL and the position measured by the linear 
encoder. Preloading the linear bearings with about one tenth of a turn 
of the linear bearing clamping screw reduced the twisting to a level that 
could not be detected. This represents a maximum difference of 
measured position with scan direction of about 0.003 mm. Twisting of 
, 
this magnitude will not have a measurable effect, provided that it is 
consistent from scan to scan (see section 6.5 on bi-directional scanning). 
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For this reason it may be necessary for the bearing preload to be adjusted 
from time to time to compensate for wear. 
4,6 The Gunn oscillators 
Millimetre wave power has been sourced exclusively from Gunn 
oscillators designed and manufactured at St. Andrews. The design, 
developed by Smith 1, is of a resonant coaxial cavity type with an 
impedance transforming cap. Mechanical tuning over a full waveguide 
band is achieved via a micrometer which varies the position of a sliding 
coaxial choke forming one end of the cavity. Several hundred :MHz of 
fine tuning is possible by adjusting the diode bias voltage. Power output 
is optimised by a micrometer driven back short. All oscillators used 
have relied upon either GaAs diodes manufactured by Varian or GEC or 
InP diodes by Varian. These devices are used in second harmonic mode 
resulting in a relative insensitivity to quasi-optical load impedance. 
Two such oscillators, for operation in the frequency ranges 70-110 GHz 
and 110-144 GHz, have been built in St. Andrews. It is probable that 
these oscillators will be further, refined to yield 50 mW typical, in the 
lower frequency range and 0.5 mW typical, in the upper frequency 
range. The power output and frequency tuning behaviour that has so 
far been achieved with the higher frequency oscillator is shown in figure 
4.6.12. The bias voltage and back short position have been adjusted for 
maximum output power at each frequency. 
Work has commenced on modifying these oscillators for automated 
operation under control of the computer via the DACS. The two 
micrometers are driven by d,c. motor and gearbox assemblies and the 
1G. Smith; "Transferred electron oscillators at millimetre wave frequencies and 
their characterisation using quasi-optical techniques"; PhD. thesis, University of St. 
Andrews (1990). 
2Thanks are due to Daryl Smith for tuning this oscillator. 
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Figure 4.6.1 Power output and frequency tuning behaviour of the bigh 
frequency Gunn oscillator. 
displacement is obtained via a ten turn potentiometer. The motor will be 
driven via a digital to analogue convertor and the displacement of the 
potentiometer will be deduced from a ratiometric measurement of the 
tapped voltage by an analogue to digital converter. A VREF output is 
provided on the analogue to digital converter for this purpose. Chapter 5 
describes the data acquisition and control system in detail. Figure 4.6.1 
illustrates typical tuning behaviour for these oscillators in that the 
output frequency changes monotonically with choke position. For 
automated frequency tuning it is necessary to calibrate the ratiometric 
vol tage measurement against the measured millimetre wave signal 
frequency. 
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5 Computer Control and Data Acguisition. 
A dedicated, computer controlled data acquisition and control system 
(DACS) has been designed and built to facilitate automated operation of 
the impedance bridge. The DACS, shown schematically in figure 5.l. 
and as a photograph in figure 5.2, provides the interface which enables 
the computer to control the mechanical movements of the impedance 
bridge and Gunn oscillators (hence providing automated signal 
frequency control and power tuning) , whilst reading the output voltages 
of the MMW power detectors. Communication between the DACS and 
the computer is over the so called 'I MHz bus' developed by Acorn 
computers1. The modules are housed in a crate1 which provides power 
supply lines, a buffered version of the 1 MHz bus, and some internal 
control lines on a back plane. 
The following module types have been built:-
(i) A bus buffer, digital 10 and interrupt controller module. 
(ii) An eight input, multiplexed, analogue to digital convertor 
(ADC). 
(iii) A four output digital to analogue convertor (DAC) module. 
(iv) A COW1.ter module. 
(v) A power supply module. 
In the following discussions, a logic signal name with an underscore 
denotes that the signal is active in its low state. Corresponding signals 
on diagrams will be denoted by a bar over the signal name. Signal 
names appear in italic script, corresponding pin designations appear in 
normal script. A number preceded by an '&' is a hexadecimal value. 
1Acorn computers, Cambridge, England, are the manufacturers of the BBC and 
Archimedes ranges of computers. 
1 RS Components Ltd. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the Data Acquisition and Control 
System (DACS). (The software programmable gain amplifier is yet to be 
built) 
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counter module 
DAC module 
Figure 5.2 a) Photograph of the DACS modules; JOC, counter ,ADC, 
DAC. b)A photograph of the DACS. From left to right, the modules 
are; Input/Output controller modu'le, rotary encoder counter module, 
QOL linear encoder counter module, roof mirror linear encoder counter 
module, Digital to Analogue Convertor module 1, Digital to Analogue 
Convertor Module 2, Analogue to Digital Convertor, Power Supply Unit. 
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The 1 MHz bus is a subset of the bus used by the popular MOS 
Technology 6502 microprocessor, that is, it uses some of the control 
lines and the eight bit data bus, but supports only the eight least 
significant bits of the sixteen bit address bus. The eight most significant 
bits are replaced by two page select bits, PGFC and PGFD , which go low 
when addresses within page &FC and page &FD respectively are 
accessed. These pages of memory are known as FRED and JIM1. The 
1 MHz bus is buffered onto the back plane of the crate with some 
additional signal lines including eight internal interrupt lines 
IRQ1 .. IRQ8. The 1 MHz bus is particularly useful as a laboratory 
standard interface because it is supported by both, the relatively 
primitive, 6502 based Acorn BBC computers as well as the considerably 
more powerful 32 bit Acorn Archimedes computer. The same DACS 
can then be used for small scale data acquisition (tens ofkbytes) with the 
BBC computer, or if more storage space (up to several Mbytes) or 
processing power is required, an Archimedes may be used. Since BBC 
BASIC software is upwardly compatible, it can be written so that it is 
portable between the two computer systems, though this feature has 
generally been sacrificed in order to maximise performance,. With 
this consideration in mind, the DACS was designed so that it could also 
serve as a general purpose laboratory system. 
In use, the 1 MHz bus can be thought of as addressing two pages of 
memory, FRED and JIM, each comprising 256 addressable locations. 
Bytes can be written to, or read from, each of these locations by calling 
the operating system routines called 'OSBYTE', or by addressing the 
locations within the computers that FRED and JIM are mapped onto. 
1 For a more detailed description of the 1 MHz bus, see A. Bray, A. Dickens, M. 
Holmes;"The Advanced user guide tor the BBC Computet'; published by the Cambridge 
Microcomputer Centre 
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This latter technique has been found to be about ten times faster. 
The 256 addressable locations provided by one page of memory 
mapping, exceed the requirements of the DACS, so it has only been 
found necessary to use locations within FRED. Functions within the 
DACS, such as reading the position of a translation stage or instigating 
an analogue to digital conversion, are invoked by reading or writing to 
the appropriate address within FRED. Each module in the DACS is 
identified by a base address, which marks the start of a contiguous block 
of valid addresses, each of which ip.vokes a function within the module. 
For example, each DAC module occupies four contiguous addresses, 
one corresponding to each DAC channel. Writing a byte to one of these 
locations results in a voltage proportional to that byte being output from 
the corresponding DAC channel. The base address of each module is 
set by DIP switches on its circuit board. The label'Dev' is given to the 
base address of a module. 
Three techniques may be used to instruct data acquisition modules to 
latch data:-
(i) Each module may latch data individually in response to an 
appropriate computer read or write command to that module. 
(ii) The computer may command all modules to latch data 
simultaneously (by reading or writing to the unused page JIM) 
(ii) Automatically, in response to an interrupt sourced through 
the DACS interrupt controller, which causes all modules to 
simultaneously latch data. Each module may be individually 
disabled from automatic latching. 
The sequence of events leading to automatic latching is as follows. One 
of the modules within the DACS detects an event that requires some 
response from the computer. This will typically be one of the counter 
modules detecting that a particular incremental angular or linear 
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movement of a roof mirror occured. The module will pulse one of the 
eight internal interrupt request (lRQn) lines high. The interrupt 
controller compares this signal with a preprogrammed mask to decide 
whether to pass the IRQ on to the microcomputer. If not masked out, 
the IRQ is passed on by pulsing the 1 MHz bus IRQ low. This signal 
also causes the PGFD (page JIM) select signal on the crate back plane to 
pulse low. This signal is, at present, unused as a page select signal, but 
serves a second purpose of causing all data acquisition modules 
connected to it to take a data sample. This means that the ADC and the 
three counters will each simultaneously freeze a measurement into 
internal registers in response to either a DACS invoked IRQ or a 
computer access to page JIM. The computer reacts to the IRQ by 
interrupting its current task and jumping to an interrupt handling 
routine that reads the data from the internal registers into a dedicated 
buffer within the computer memory. 
This technique enables the computer to rapidly read in data 
corresponding to, for example, incremental displacements of a roof 
mirror. IRQ signals may also be generated by taking one or more of 
the external IRQext inputs (on the bus buffer interrupt controller front 
panel) low. These are used to inform the computer that the roof mirror 
translation stages have reached their end switches. The design and 
operation of the individual DACS modules is described below. 
5.1 The Bus BufferlDigital IOlInterrupt Controller Module 
This module, which for simplicity,. will be referred to as simply the 
input output controller module (IOC), performs three tasks:-
(i) buffering of the 1 MHz bus, to provide the fanout required to 
drive all the TTL loads sitting on the DACS crate back plane. 
(ii) digital I/O 
Chapter 5 
(iii) conditional transmission of interrupt requests from the 
internal interrupt request bus (IRQn and IRQext) to the computer 
and the associated generation of a freeze data'/PGFD signal. 
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Figure 5.1.1 shows the circuit diagram of the 10C module. lC3 and 
lC4 are bus driver lCs which buffer the 1 MHz bus address and control 
output signals onto the DACS crate back plane. When used with the 
BBC computer, the PGFC and PGFD input signals contain minor 
glitches which will induce multiple accesses to DACS addresses. The 
combination of lC10 and lC11 remove these potentially problematic 
glitches yielding the cleaned signals CLPGFC and PGFD. The timing 
of these signals is, however, slightly different and so PGFC is also 
presented on the back plane for use by those devices requiring it (such as 
the 6522 VIA described below). 
lC2, a 6522 versatile interface adapter (VIA) is a relatively 
sophisticated device, which accommodates the 10 and interrupt logic. 
It belongs to the same 'chip set' as the BBC computer's 6502 
microprocessor and consequently interfaces directly to the 1 MHz bus 
with the minimum of addressing logic. To the computer, the 6522 
appears as sixteen contiguous addresses within FRED, each 
corresponding to an internal register. The registers are selected by the 
bits on the four address pins, which are in turn connected to the four 
least significant address bits AO .. A3 of the 1 MHz bus. The four most 
significant bits A4 .. A7 are decoded by IC13, a 74LS85 four bit digital 
comparator, to yield one of the VIA chip select signals, CS1. PGFC is 
used as the other VIA chip select signal, CS2. The chip is thus selected 
when the bits A4 .. A7 correspond to the address set on the DIP switches 
SW1a-d, that is, the base address of the module (without the trailing 
zeros), and FRED is accessed. A similar address decoding technique is 
employed on all DACS module types. 
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Address HcC"ister Name Binary Number ~ 
&## 
&## 
&fJJ 
Dev+O 
Dev+l 
Dev+2 
Dev+3 
Dev+&B 
portB # 
port A # 
port B direction 0 
port A direction 0 
Auxiliary * 
# # 
# # 
0 0 
0 0 
* * 
# # # # # 
# # # # # 
o 0 0 0 0 
o 1 1 1 1 &OF 
o 0 0 o 0 &fJJ 
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Bit fWlCtiQIlS 
Control 
Register ~ 
t ~ di .. bl. input latoh port A disuble input lutch port B disable shift register 
Dev+&C Peripheral 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 &77 
Control ~ t ~ t Register t 
Dev+&D Interrupt 
Flug 
Register 
# * * # # * # # &## 
t t t t t 
Dev+&E Interrupt 
Enable 
Register 
1 o 
i = low to high transition 
# = data 
o 1 
* = not relevant to this application 
DEV = base address of module 
1 o 1 1 &9B 
~ 
IRQ on i @ CAl 
IRQ on i @CA2 
IRQon i @CBl 
IRQ on i @CB2 
1 = interrupt has occurred 
Active transition on CA2· 
Active transition on CAl 
Active transition on CB2 
Active trunsition on CBl 
Enable interrupts 
Any active interrupt (reud) 
or clear interrupt (write) 
Table S.LI Adresses and functions of registers within the 6522 together 
with the bytes loaded into them 
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Of the sixteen internal 6522 registers, seven are concerned with the 
onboard timer/counters and shift registers which are not currently used 
in this implementation. The functions and offset addresses of the 
remaining registers, together with the values with which they are 
programmed during data acquisition are summarised in table 5.1.1. 
These values determine the mode of I/O operations and the manner in 
which interrupts are generated. 
The 6522 provides 16 bidirectional I/O pins configured as two eight bit 
ports. The direction of data transfer for each pin is set by a 
corresponding bit in the data direction registers at addresses Dev+2 and 
Dev+3. A 'I' designates a pin as an output. Upon initialisation, the 
bottom four pins of port A, that is PAO .. PA3 are programmed as outputs. 
The output of each pin is buffered by a 759 (or compatible 77000, since 
production of the 759 was terminated as soon as this design was 
completed) power op-amp which can provide, subject to thermal 
limitations, up to 21 V at up to 250 mAo These outputs are suitable for 
driving solenoids, d.c motors, four pole stepper motors etc. The output 
voltage applied in response to a logic 'I' may be varied between 0 and 21 
volts according to the setting of a potential divider driven by the 6522 
output. These outputs, together with connections to pins PA5 .. PA7, 
programmed as inputs, appear at BNC connectors on the module front 
panel. Pin 2 of the 1 MHz bus back plane is connected exclusively to PA4 
of the VIA. P A4 programmed as an output, is used to control the 
energising of a relay in the power supply module which switches the 
±15v power supply. 
All of the port B pins (PBO-PB7) are programmed as inputs. They are 
also intended to generate interrupt requests. If any of the these inputs 
is pulled low, then the output of IC5, an eight input NAND gate, 
connected to pin CB2 of the 6522, goes high. The 6522 is programmed to 
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generate an IRQ in response to a positive CB2 transition. The 
interrupt service routine, responding to an IRQ on the 1 :MHz bus, may 
then read the port B input register to determine which pines) are low 
and then take appropriate action. Interrupt requests at these inputs 
should thus remain low until serviced. Some debouncing of these inputs 
is required for reading mechanical switches. A simple low-pass RC 
filter is applied at each of the translation stage endswitches for this 
purpose. 
The 6522 may be programmed via its internal auxiliary control register 
to latch inputs in response to transitions occurring at the control pins 
(CAl,CA2,CBl and CB2). If port B is latched (by CB2) then it is not 
possible to detect more than one interrupt request in coincidence and so 
latching is disabled. 
The peripheral control register is programmed such that positive 
transitions at any of the control pins induce an IRQ. CAl ,CA2 and CBl 
are connected to IRQ2, IRQl and IRQ3 on the internal interrupt request 
bus. Signals on these buses are 1 microsecond long positive pulses, 
output by the counter modules. 
Interrupt requests are passed on to the computer, only if a 
corresponding bit in the interrupt enable register (IER) is set to '1'. Bits 
may be selectively set by writing to the IER with a '1' in the position 
corresponding to the interrupt to be enabled and a '1' in position 7. 
Interrupts may be selectively disabled by writing the same byte, but with 
a '0' in position 7. If an active transition occurs and an interrupt is 
enabled, then an IRQ is generated and a flag in the interrupt flag 
register (IFR) corresponding to the interrupt source is set. Bit 7 is set in 
response to any IR Q Once the interrupt service routine has 
determined that the source of the interrupt request was sourced 
externally of the computer, it has been programmed to poll the IFR to 
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determine if it is the source of the IRQ (by examining bit 7), if so, it 
determines the secondary source from the IFR and takes appropriate 
action. For example, if bit 3 is set, the routine reads port B to determine 
which of the IRQext signals has gone low, that is, which translation 
stage has reached its limit switch. The drive to the relevant translation 
stage is then removed. After responding to the interrupt, the interrupt 
flag must be cleared. This is done by writing to the IFR with a '1' in the 
appropriate position and in position 7, that is returning the byte initially 
read from the IFR. 
IRQ also generates a freeze datal PGFD signal. This is derived by the 
AND gates of IC12. Open collector outputs are required on the AND 
gates because IRQ is a wired OR signal. One of the NAND gates is used 
to isolate the DACS IRQ from the computer IRQ. This prevents freeze 
data I NPGFD being asserted in response to the NIRQ signals generated 
by the computer's internal housekeeping system. 
The ADC chip requires that this signal should not go low for longer 
than the 109 Jlsecond conversion time. IRQ can occasionally go low for 
longer than this period of time (about once in every 105 DACS interrupts) 
, 
when the host computer is slow to service an interrupt. Hence DACS 
sourced IRQs trigger a 74LS123 monostable, IC 13, to pulse freeze 
data I PGFD low for approximately 10 Jlseconds. 
5 .. 2 The Counter Module 
Three counter modules are used to monitor the position and angular 
orientation of the fixed and rotary roof mirrors, independently of the 
computer. The displacement of the roof mirrors is obtained by counting 
pulses output by the incremental encoders during movement from a 
reference position, defined as the position at which the counters are 
zeroed. The counters may be zeroed at any position by the computer, or 
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by a marker pulse, on channel I of the encoder outputs. A marker 
pulse occurs once during the total travel of each encoder. This is at the 
midway point of the total travel of the linear encoder, and at some non-
specific angular displacement of the roof mirror. The counter module 
may be programmed to generate internal interrupt requests every 2n 
increments, where 0~~7 and n is programmed into a register onboard 
the counter module. 
Figure 5.2.1 shows the circuit diagram of the counter module. Since 
the format of the output of the linear and rotary encoders is very similar, 
the same module is used for both linear and rotary encoders. 
The output of each encoder consists of two quadrature square wave 
signals on channels A and B and a marker pulse on channel 1. In the 
counter module, channels A and B are each passed through two D type 
flip flops (IC9) in series, each being clocked by the system 1 MHz clock. 
The two XOR gates (IC6 output pins 3 and 11) compare the signals at the 
input and output of the second flip flop to generate a one microsecond 
pulse at each A or B transition. The A and B pulses are NORed 
together (IC7, pin 4) and the output is then NORed with the system clock 
(IC7 pin 1) to produce a 0.5 microsecond long pulse, corresponding to the 
latter half microsecond of the input pulse. This signal, called eLK, 
drives the counter clock inputs. It has a period equal to one quarter of 
the period of signals A and B. The latter NOR gate is required to delay 
the positive transition of eLK and allow the count direction signal, U / D , 
to be established. 
The centre XOR gate (lC6 pin 6) generates the count direction signal 
(U / D). This is a square wave with the same periodicity as A and B, but 
with a mark space ratio which varies so that it changes state either one 
half microsecond before or one half microsecond after eLK, according to 
the direction of count. The correct count direction is thus established 
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at the bidirectional counters half a microsecond before the clock pulse 
arrives. 
eLK and U / D is input into a twenty bit bidirectional counter, composed 
of five cascaded four bit synchronous counter lCs (lC1-1C5). 74LS697 
lCs were chosen for the counter chips since they featured tri-state 
outputs and output registers. Tri-state outputs enable the counters to be 
interfaced directly to the 1 MHz bus data bus. When a latch command 
occurs (a negative transition on the RCK pin) the instantaneous count is 
latched into the output registers whilst the chips continue to count the 
CLK pulses. The registers are then read at some future time, for 
example, by an interrupt service routine. The counters are paired so 
that data is loaded onto the 1 MHz data bus in bytes in response to the 
signals N4. N5 and N6. These function select signals, generated by the 
address decoder, are summarised in table 5.2.1. 
Address Reac1Write Signal Function 
Dev+O Write NO latch main counter to regs 
Dev+1 Write Nl zero main counter 
Dev+2 Write N2 zero offset counter 
Dev+3 Write N3 write to mode register 
Dev+O Read N4 read LSB main counter 
Dev+1 Read NQ read NSB main counter 
Dev+2 Read N6 read MSB main counter 
Dev+3 Read N7 no function 
Table 5.2.1 Summary of the functions of the addressable locations 
within the counter module 
A separate, but essentially identical eight bit counter (lC14 and lC15), 
clocked by the same CLK and U / ND signals, is used to generate periodic 
interrupt requests. This counter is called the 'offset counter'. The 
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output bits of this counter, held in the active state, are applied to the 
eight inputs of an eight into one multiplexer (CI3). The multiplexer 
passes one of these counter bits, via an AND gate (ICI7), into edge 
detection circuitry, identical to that used to derive CLK from channels A 
and B. Thus, a one microsecond is produced once every 2n cycles of 
CLK, where n corresponds to the bits appearing on the multiplexer 
channel select pins A,B and C. These bits are the three low bits stored 
in a latch (IC12) which is called the tmode registert. Bit 6 of the mode 
register constitutes the second input to the above mentioned AND gate 
(ICI7) and so must be high to enable internal interrupts to be passed on 
to the internal interrupt bus. The eight way, single pole switch, SW2, 
connects the output of the edge detection circuitry to one of the internal 
interrupt request bus lines. Data is thus triggered at equal increments 
of movement of the roof mirrors, where the increment size is 
programmed into the mode register. 
This technique of generating the internal interrupt requests was 
devised because it exhibits the feature that, under repeated bidirectional 
scans through the same range of displacements, interrupt requests will 
always be generated at the same positions. A simple divide by n circuit 
does not exhibit this feature directly. If data from several scans is to be 
added together for averaging purposes, it is necessary that data from 
different scans overlay each other exactly as facilitated by this method of 
frequency division. 
The counter module occupies four contiguous addresses. The 20 bit 
count is obtained by reading bytes from three of these addresses. 
Writing to the other four addresses invokes certain functions as 
summarised in table 5.2.1. 
An eight bit digital comparator (ICIO) decodes, the six high bits A2 .. A7 
of the address bus to generate a module select signal. The two low bits 
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AO,A1 and the R I W signal feed a three to eight line decoder, to select 
eight functions within the counter module. Each of the seven functions 
is selected by either reading or writing to one of the four offsets within 
the module. 
By writing to appropriate addresses within the module it is possible to 
zero either of the main or the offset counters. If this zeroing technique 
is used, the encoder zero signal on channel I should be disabled. This is 
achieved to the mode register with a '1' in position 7. A number is 
loaded into the mode register by writing it to the register at offset Dev 
+3. 
I 
I Mode bit function 
7 if clear, the encoder marker ~ulse clears counters 
6 if set, internal interru~t r~uests are enabled 
5 
4 
3 
2 high bit of n,the internal IRQ count interval 
1 middle bit ofn , 
0 low bit ofn 
--_ .._-_._._---------
Table 5.2.2 Functions of bits written into the mode register byte 
The marker pulse output by the rotary encoder must be shortened in 
order to define an unequivocal zero position. This is executed by the 
three input NAND gate of IC16, providing that the switch, SW3, is in the 
appropriate position. 
The AND gate (IC17 pin 3) enables data to be latched into the counter 
output registers either by writing to Dev +0 or in response to a negative 
transition of freeze datal PGFD . 
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5.3 The Digital to Analogue Convertor Module 
Digital to analogue convertors (DAC) are employed for bidirectional 
drive of the d.c. motors used to drive roof mirror movement and Gunn 
oscillator micrometers. In the pursuance of economy and simplicity, it 
has been possible to fit four DAC integrated circuits with power 
amplifiers and address decoding into one module. The circuit diagram 
of the DAC module is shown in figure 5.5.3. 
Eight bit Ferranti ZN42BE-B DAC chips have been used, these circuits 
having the particular advantage of incorporating internal input latches. 
The output of the DAC chip is equal to n*Vrefl256, where n, in the range 
o -255, is the number written into the input latch and Vref, the internal 
voltage reference, is equal to 2.5V. 
A 759 (or 77000) operational amplifier provides voltage and current 
g.ain and level shifting to allow an overall bipolar output in the range -
13.5 to +13.5, where the latter voltage represents full scale, minus one 
least significant bit. The maximum current output, subject to thermal 
limitations is 250 rnA. 
When power is initially applied to the DAC, the data on the data bus is 
, 
latched into the input latches. If the computer is not switched on this 
data is indeterminate, however, in the case of the prototype DACS crate, 
the DAC output latched an input of either 255 or 0 at switch on. By 
inverting bit 7 off the 1 MHz bus, the DAC output could be adjusted to 
respond to 2's complement bytes and so latched to either 0 or -1 at switch 
on. This corresponded to an output voltage of about 10m V which was 
too small to drive the motors and is hence clearly a desirable feature. 
However in transferring the prototype designs to the final design, the 
bus driver chips in the IOC module were changed to the present model, 
which has resulted in the DAC chips latching at random output 
voltages. This has meant that a relay has had to be fitted to the power 
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supply, so that application of the ±15v to the back plane may be delayed 
until after the DAC output voltage has been programmed by the 
computer to go to zero. The 2's complement DAC output voltage 
remains however. 
With reference to the circuit diagram, bit 7 is inverted by IC12. The 
output voltage of the DAC module is Vout =(nI128)x13.5 volts, where n 
lies in the range -128 to +127. 
The DAC module occupies four contiguous address locations, one for 
each DAC channel. Module selection and address decoding is by use of 
cascaded four bit digital comparators and a three to eight line decoder, a 
technique familiar from the IOC and counter modules. The addresses 
occupied by the DAC module are summarised in table 5.3.1. 
In use the DAC module behaved as expected. The output rise time 
into a high resistance load in response to the input data byte changing 
from negative full scale to positive full scale or vice versa was 25 
microseconds. 
II Address Read Write 
Dev+O no function CHO DAC register 
Dev+1 no function CH1 DAC register 
Dev+2 no function CH2 DAC register 
Dev+3 no function CH3 DAC register 
Table 5.3.1 Functions of read and write instructions to addresses withln 
the DAC module. 
5.4 Analogue To DilDtal Convertor Module 
For use with the impedance bridge, it is necessary for the computer 
to !ead the voltages produced by the three MMW power detectors, and 
two ratiometric voltages which yield the displacement of the Gunn 
oscillator power and frequency tuning micrometers. An eight input, 
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multiplexed, analogue to digital convertor (ADC) module has been built 
for this purpose. 
Figure 5.4.1 shows the circuit designed for the module. The ADC chip 
chosen is a National Semiconductor ADC1205CJ. The salient criteria in 
choosing this device were that its resolution and speed should not be a 
major restraint on the performance of the impedance bridge. The 
ADC1205 reads bipolar inputs and outputs the digital conversion as 
sixteen bits, in 2's complement format, with thirteen bits resolution. 
When reading a power detector voltage, this corresponds to a signal 
dynamic range of 36 dB if it is d.c. coupled, or 39 dB if it is a.c. coupled, 
not allowing for the beneficial effects of jitter and subsequent signal 
processIng. In practice, the noise limitation has been due to either the 
signal detector or the amplifier front end, and the dynamic range 
limitation is due to the signal detector. The limit placed on resolution 
and linearity of ratiometric measurements is 0.024% if a single ended 
Vref is used. Combining jitter with signal averaging has enabled the 
voltages to be resolved with much greater precision than this, so that the 
limiting factor in resolving the position of the Gunn oscillator 
micrometers is the resolution or'the wire wound potentiometers (0.007% 
for a 100 kQ potentiometer) 
The conversion time of the ADC is 109 microseconds, which by 
Nyquist's criterion allows a maximum frequency of about 4 kHz to be 
measured (the conversion time is considerably longer than the computer 
data acquisition time). The maximum frequency component output by 
the detectors is only about 10 Hz, though during a rotary scan, data is 
acquired at about 2 kHz when the counter module is programmed to 
source interrupts at every incremental movement. 
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An RC low pass filter with a time constant of 1 millisecond is applied 
to all input channels to attenuate high frequencies and hence reduce the 
effect of alias sing of frequencies above 4 kHz. 
The sixteen bit data is output in two consecutive eight bit bytes by 
tristate outputs, enabling the ADC to be interfaced directly to the 1 MHz 
bus. The two bytes are output high byte first in response to two 
consecutive read instructions. 
The module presents eight inputs on the front panel, any of which may 
be connected to the ADC input via an eight way multiplexor. This 
approach is considerably more economical than dedicating an ADC to 
each input, but results in a minimum delay between measurements of 
around 120 microseconds. This delay is not important for the 
impedance bridge application. 
All the functions required for operation of the ADC module are derived 
by reading or writing to one of two module offsets. The top seven bits of 
the address bus are decoded to select the module and AO and the R / W 
signal are decoded by lC3 to derive the following four signals:-
(i) Multiplexer write; when writing a byte to Dev+l, Multiplexer 
, 
write goes low to latch the three low bits on the data bus into a 
register in the analogue switch (lCB). These three bits select 
which of the inputs CHO .. CH7 is connected to the ADC input. 
(ii) ADC canv ; when writing to Dev+O, ADC canv goes low to 
trigger an ADC conversion. freeze data IPGFD will also induce 
this signal, provided that SWIg is closed. This switch is provided 
for any future applications which may require that data 
remaining from a previous conversion must not be corrupted 
eautonomously of the computer. 
ee (iii) ADCread the results of an ADC conversion are obtained by 
two consecutive reads from Dev+O, this instruction takes 
Ie: 
I 
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ADCread low inducing the ADC to place first the high and then 
the low byte onto the data bus. 
(iv) ADC status; this signal, generated by a read from Dev+1, 
places the tristate buffer, IC 9, into an active state, so that the INT 
output of the ADC chip appears as DO on the data bus. After a 
conversion has been triggered the computer repeatedly reads 
Dev+1 until bit 0 goes low and then it reads the two bytes of 
conversion data. 
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In summary, to use the ADC one first specifies the input channel by 
writing the corresponding byte to Dev+1. The next event is either an 
internal interrupt invoking a conversion or the computer induces a 
conversion by writing to Dev +0 or to JIM. The IOC flag is then 
repeatedly examined by reading from Dev+1 until it is low. The first 
byte is read from Dev+O. The resulting byte is then multiplied by 256 
before the second byte is read and then added to it, to give the final 16 bit 
two's compliment word. Table 5.4.1 summarises the functions of 
reading and writing to the two offsets within the module. 
~-- --_ ..... -
-_. __ . __ ._ .... _ .. -
, 
Address Read Write 
Dev+O read conversion data start conversion 
Dev+1 read ADC status byte write module input channel 
Table 5.5.4.1 Functions of read and write instructions to addresses in the 
ADCmodule. 
A reference voltage, representing full scale input is supplied to the 
ADC Vref input by D1, a low noise voltage reference diode. IC9, a low 
noise op-amp buffers this signal onto the front panel to enable 
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ratiometric measurement of the displacement of potentiometers coupled 
to the Gunn oscillator micrometers. 
The front panel inputs are fed directly into the analogue switch. The 
output of the analogue switch is buffered from the ADC input by a low 
noise operational amplifier used as a voltage follower. The reference 
voltage is 1.26V, whereas output signals from the detector amplifiers 
tend to be a several times larger than this, so a ten turn potentiometer, 
VR3, placed between the input and the voltage follower enables the full 
scale input voltage of the module to be set to a more convenient value. 
VRI is recommended by the manufacturers to be adjusted for 
minimum crossover distortion. 
In use, the ADC was initially quite noisy, but by application of 
tantalum decoupling capacitors to power supply lines (as in the circuit 
diagram), the noise was reduced to about ±3 least significant bits. With 
signal averaging, this enables a resolution of a small fraction of 1 bit to 
be achieved. 
2.6 The Power Sypply 
, 
The circuit diagram of the power supply is shown in figure 5.6.1. It 
supplies a fused ±21 v unregulated supply, and separate ±5v analogue 
and +5v digital supplies. A ±15v supply is provided that is switched by 
the relay RLI. This is necessary to prevent premature application of 
power to the DACs. Switching is carried out by a signal on the 
dedicated line of pin 2 of the 1 MHz bus back plane. This line is 
connected exclusively to pin PA4, on the 10C VIA, that is bit 4 of output 
port A. A logical '1' on this line energises RLI and disconnects the 
supply line to the ±15v regulators. This occurs at power on, when the 
10C module is in place. The ±15v supply is switched on either by the 
computer writing a '0' to PA4 or by removing the lOC module. A useful 
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aspect of this feature is that pressing "reset" on the computer resets the 
VIA and hence switches off the ±15v power supply, thus serving as a 
'panic button'. 
The mains supply is filtered at the input socket to attenuate mains 
born interference. 
5.6 Computer Control And Data Acguisition 
A 1 MHz bus interface is supported directly by two computers, the 
Acorn BBC and the Acorn Archimedes. The BBC computer is a dated 
design using an 8-bit 6502 microprocessor with a nominal 64 kbytes of 
RAM. The Archimedes belongs to a new generation of very powerful 
microcomputers designed around the RISC (Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer) philosophy. It is a full 32 bit machine which can 
accommodate up to 4 Mbytes of RAM. The data input/output rates over 
the 1 MHz bus are however very similar, so that although the 
Archimedes is far superior in terms of processing power and large scale 
data acquisition and analysis, the BBC is perfectly adequate for simple 
data logging and analysis. 
Both computers have been designed to respond rapidly to interrupt 
requests (IRQs), that is ,they have a short interrupt latency. This 
feature has enabled the interrupt driven data acquisition speed to be 
maximised. It should be noted that it is also possible to disable the 
hardware interrupts from software and acquire data purely in response 
to software commands. There are however advantages to interrupt 
driven data acquisition:-
(i) Data acquisition occurs as a background task enabling the 
computer to also occupy itself profitably with a foreground task 
such as plotting or analysing data. These two tasks are executed 
with apparent simultaneity. This greatly decreases the time 
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required to make a measurement, thus reducing the effects of 
drift in the apparatus. Not insignificantly, the probability of 
operator error is also reduced. 
(ii) It is simple to ensure that as long as the interrupt service 
routines are kept relatively short, a data sample is never lost. 
Short means that the time taken to service the interrupt plus the 
maximum interrupt latency should be less than the period of the 
interrupts. 
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Software developed for communicating with the DACS assumes that 
modules of a certain type are in contiguous blocks starting from a base 
address for that module type. This means that if a simple module 
number is passed to a routine, the routine can calculate the address 
within FRED of that module number. These addresses are shown in 
table 5.6.l. 
For didactic reasons, the DACS was initially interfaced to a BBC 
computer and some rudimentary results were obtained. They are 
presented here as a starting point for future work of a similar nature 
and because it has a bearing on possible future refinement of the 
Archimedes based system 
As previously mentioned, data can be written to and read from the 
DACS by calling the operating system routines called 'OSBYTE'. These 
commands however are relatively slow and it is less complicated and 
quicker to read and write to the addresses onto which FRED is mapped 
using the indirection operator '?'. In the BBC computer, FRED and 
JIM are mapped onto pages &FC and &FD. The greatest data 
acquisition speed is achieved by reading from or writing to page &FC 
and &FD in assembly language. Interrupt service routines must be 
written in assembly language. BBC BASIC contains an in-line 6502 
, 
I 
i 
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_._-
_._-----_._._ ... _._ .. -
Address module base type device number interfaced to 
&00 VIA VIA 0 end switches, 
±15v relay 
&20 counter counter 0 rotary encoder 
&24 counter 1 linear encoder 1 
&28 counter 2 linear encoder 2 
&30 DAC DACO rotary drive motor 
&31 DAC1 linear drive motor 1 
&32 DAC2 linear drive motor 2 
&33 DAC3 
&34 DAC4 oscillator tuning 
&35 DAC5 oscillator back short 
&36 DAC6 
&37 DAC7 
&40 ADC ADC1 
Table 5.6.1 Addresses of DACS modules within page FRED 
assembler which has been used to write a simple demonstration routine 
to handle interrupt requests sourced from the DACS VIA. 
The 6502 microprocessor has'two interrupt input lines, an interrupt 
request (IRQ) and the higher priority, non-maskable interrupt (NMI) .. 
The DACS VIA interrupt request pin is connected to the IRQ input. In 
response to an IRQ, the 6502 jumps to the addresses &FFFE and &FFFF 
which contain the address of the vector pointing to the interrupt service 
routine. In the BBC computer this vector, called the primary interrupt 
vector or IRQ1 V, is at &204,5. IRQ1 V points to the first of a series of 
routines to service all the computers possible internal housekeeping 
interrupts. These routines poll all the possible internal sources of 
interrupt to ascertain whether they have flagged an interrupt. If non of 
these devices has flagged an interrupt then control is passed to the 
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routine pointed to by the secondary interrupt vector, IRQ2V at &206,7. 
When the DACS VIA sources an IRQ, the 6502 will eventually jump 
through IRQ2V, so this vector was loaded with the address of interrupt 
service routine. Listing 5.6.1 shows the software used to do this. The 
routine labelled 'init' programmes the DACS VIA to generate IRQs in 
response to a negative transition on pin CA2 and loads the address of the 
routine 'handler' into the address &206,7, whilst saving the original 
contents of IRQ2V at address oldv,oldv+1. The routine 'handler' 
outputs a short positive pulse onto the PAO .. PA3 pins of the VIA and 
than cancels the interrupt. This pulse was measured to be 2 )lseconds 
long suggesting a maximum bus access rate of 500 kHz. The time 
interval between the transition at CA2 and the output pulse, was 550 
)lseconds suggesting a maximum interrupt rate of only 1.8 kHz. The 
service routine was then given a higher priority by setting IRQ1 V, 
rather then IRQ2V to point to it. This means that 'Handler' will always 
be the first routine to be called. This reduced the minimum delay 
between the CA2 transition and the output pulse to 10)lseconds. The 
major part of this delay is due to the 'Handler' code preceding the output 
instruction rather than being due to the interrupt latency. Such a 
prompt response cannot be relied upon however. Occasionally, when 
the computer is already servicing internal IRQs, further interrupts will 
be disabled and a longer time will pass before the external interrupt can 
be serviced. When the computer was idling, this maximum delay was 
found to be 55)lseconds, suggesting a maximum access rate of about 18 
kHz assuming a short user supplied interrupt service routine. 
Having demonstrated that fast interrupt driven data acquisition is 
possible on the BBC computer all further attention was applied to 
interfacing the Archimedes to the DACS. To interface a 1 MHz bus to 
an Archimedes it is necessary to use an expansion card called an "I/O 
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AUTO 
D I /VI 1'1~~ 100 
FOR opt%=O TO 3 STEP 3 
P%=M% 
[ 
OPT opt% 
.init SEI 
LOA &206 
STA oldv 
LDA &207 
srA oldv+l 
LDA £int MOD 256 
STA &206 
LDA £int DIV 256 
STA &207 
LDA £&00 
STA &FC02 
LDA £&OF 
STA &FC03 
LDA £&00 
STA &FCOB 
LOA £&22 
STA &FCOC 
LDA £&81 
Sf A &FCOE 
eLI 
RTS 
. i nt LDA &FC 
PHA 
TXPI 
PH?~ 
TYA 
PI'-I{~ 
L[),~ 3I,f~·COD 
AND £M:31 
CI"IF' H,;E'J J. 
1:' IdE'" , l l:'I· ... ~" £;;:'H]' .... 
ST?i ~I,F:;'COD 
LDI~I ;C!1I,FI::' 
STA ~,:FCO:l 
LD(~ £~I,OO 
f:H PI S,:F C 0 j, 
• ~?>: i t PI...A 
TAY 
.oldv 
J 
, Pl...?,) 
TAX 
F'I_A 
!:;T(~ SI,I::'C 
,Jl'lP (oldv) 
EC:;!W~ 0 
NEXT opt% 
REM grab the vector 
CALL init 
130 
\disable interrupts 
\save old interrupt vector in 7&206,7 
\low byte of new vector 
\IRQ2V low 
\high byte of new address 
\IRQ2V high 
\VIA ORB directions 
\VIA ORB direction 
\VIA ORA direction 
\VIA Aux Control Reg 
\00100010 interrupts on -ve transitions 
\VIA Peripheral Control Reg 
\10000001 -enable interrupts CA2 
\VIA Interrupt enable register 
\save interrupt accumulator etc ... 
'-
\get bus VIA Int Flag Reg (IFR) 
\mask with 1000000:l - CA2 
\if source is not VIA 
\clear VIA IFR 
\output 1 to port A pins 
\output 0 to port A pins 
\return interrupt flag accumulator 
\continue to next interrupt service 
\oldv stored in page 0 
Listing 5.6.1 BBC BASIC and in~line 6502 assembler listing used to 
demonstrate interrupt driven data acquisition on the BBC computer. 
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podule" fitted to a back plane within the computer. Programs for 
addressing the DACS have been written in BASIC using the in-line 
assembler as with the BBC and again it is necessary to write interrupt 
service routines in assembly language. 
The Archimedes uses an Acorn designed, RISC (Reduced Instruction 
Set Computer) based microprocessor called the ARM (Acorn RISC 
Machine). The Archimedes BASIC assembler assembles ARM 
assembly language. Descriptions of ARM assembler can be found in 
the DABS ARM guide 1 and DABS operating system guide2 as well as the 
extensive ACORN programmers reference manua13. The ARM is a 32 
bit microprocessor with 25 directly accessible registers of which only 16 
are available at anyone time. Fifteen of these registers, RO - R14, are 
general purpose registers, although R14 is also used as a link register 
when calling subroutines and R15 contains the program counter and 
operating status information. To reduce the time penalty associated 
with calling subroutines, the ARM changes modes when calling 
, 
operating system subroutines (called software interrupts or SWIs) or 
interrupt service routines. The normal operating mode is called "user 
mode" (USR), calling SWIs causes an implicit change to "supervisor 
mode" (SVC). Two interrupt modes, IRQ and fast IRQ (or FIRQ) are 
entered automatically in response to an IRQ or FIRQ signal on the 
appropriate ARM pin. 
1 M. Ginns; "Archimedes assembly language"; Dabs Press, Manchester England. 
2A & N. Van Someren; "Archimedes operating system"; Dabs Press, Manchester, 
England. 
3"The Acorn Archimedes programmers reference manual'; Acorn Computers, 
Cambridge, England. 
i' 
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Entering a different mode involves changing the particular set of 
registers accessible. R15 is common to all modes. Each mode has its 
own private R13 and R14. In addition the FIRQ mode also has it own 
private R8-R12. These private registers replace the alternative registers 
whenever the appropriate mode is entered. This system reduces the 
speed penalty associated with calling subroutines by reducing the time 
spent saving registers every time an operating system or interrupt 
service routine is called. The FIRQ mode has not been explicitly 
invoked by the software written for interfacing with the DACS. 
The ARM supports two types of interrupts, IRQs and FIRQs, each with 
its own interrupt control line. FIRQs have a higher priority and are 
generally serviced more quickly than IRQs. The ARM responds to an 
interrupt by copying R15 into R14 and switching to the appropriate 
interrupt mode with the appropriate interrupt disable flag set whilst 
jumping through one of the interrupt vectors, either IRQ_vec or 
FIR(L vec. These vectors may be loaded with the address of the user 
supplied interrupt service routine as with the BBC computer so that the 
user routine is tagged onto the operating system routines. RISC OS, 
, 
the Archimedes operating system, provides a simple alternative in the 
form of the SWI 10S_ClaimDeviceVector" which informs the operating 
system that it should call a user supplied routine whenever an interrupt 
is sourced from a particular hardware device. A number denoting that 
device is passed to the routine in RD. For a podule this number is 13. 
The address of the handling routine is passed in R1 and the number in 
R2 is passed to the routine in R12. Acorn specify that in common with 
all devices, when a podule sources an interrupt it must set an interrupt 
status bit at some address within its address space to signal that it is 
responsible for sourcing the interrupt. This address is passed in R3 
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FRED_Address%=&03000000 :REM base address of FRED in slot 0 
Offset%=O :REM offset of VIA card within FRED 
ROM_Address%=&33COOOO :REM base address of podule ROM in slot 0 
Int_Status_Address%=&3000 :REM IRQ and FIQ status bits within ROM 
VIA_Address%=FRED_Address%+Offset% 
REM *** assign VIA register addresses **** 
port_A%=4*&01 :REM port A 
A_dir%=4*&03 :REM port A dirn. reg. 
PCR%=4*&OC :REM Peripheral Control Register 
IntFR%=4*&OD :REM Interrupt Flag Register 
IntER%=4*&OE :REM Interrupt Enable Register 
DIM buffer% 32 
DIM VIA_write% &1000 
FOR opt%=O TO 3 STEP 3 
P%=VIA_write% 
[ 
OPT opt% 
.init 
STMFD R13!,{RO-R12,R14} 
SWI IOS_EnterOS" 
MOV R1J#VIA_Address% 
MOV R2,#&FF 
\save registers on stack R13 
\enter supervisor mode 
\VIA port A all output 
= stack pointer 
STRB R2, [R1 J #A_dir%] 
MOV R2,#&22 
\VIA port A direction register 
\ 
STRB R2, [R1 J #PCR%] 
MOV R2,#&81 
STRB R2, [Rl,UlntER%] 
MOV RO J #13 
ADR Rl,Handler 
MOV R3,#ROM_Address% 
\set interrupts on -Ve transitions 
\enable interrupts on CA2 only 
\podule device number 
\podule interrupts invoke Handler 
ADD R3 J R3 J #Int_Status_Address% \R3=absolute address of status bits 
MOV R4,Ul \IRQ bit mask 
STMFD R13!,{R14} 
SWI IOS_ClaimDeviceVector" 
LDMFD R13!,{R14} 
\ 
TEQP PC,#O 
MOVNV RO,RO 
LDMFD R13!,{RO-R12,PC} 
\ 
. Handler 
STMFD R13!,{RO-R12} 
MOV R4,#VIA_Address% 
LDRB RO, [R4,#IntFR%] 
ANDS RO,RO,U&81 
BEQ exit 
\ 
] 
MOV R2 J U&00 
MOV R3,#&FF 
STRB R2, [R4,#port_A%] 
STRB R3, [R4,#port_A%] 
STRB R2,[R4,#port_A%] 
STRB RO, [R4,#IntFR%] 
. exit 
LDMFD R13!,{RO-R12} 
MOV R15,R14 
NEXT opt% 
CALL init 
\return to user mode 
\No operation synchronises registers 
\pull,registers from stack, return to basic 
\now in IRQ mode 
\read IFR into RO 
\is it CA2? 
\if not exit 
\if so output a pulse 
\output &00 
\output &FF 
\output &00 
\clear IFR 
to port A 
to port A 
to port A 
on port A 
\return from subroutine, 
Listing 5.6.2 BASIC V with in-line ARM assembler listing 
demonstrating the basic method of interrupt driven data acquisition. 
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and a mask for the bits is passed in R41• Acorn give no information 
about the interrupt status bits in the I/O podule user guide2 , but the 
relevant information was elicited by reading the podule ROM3. The 
address within the podule of the interrupt status bits is &3000 and the 
mask for the bits is 1 for an IRQ and 4 for an FIRQ. Close inspection of 
the I/O podule circuit diagram2 supports these latter parameters. The 
address passed in R3 is the absolute address of the status bits, which for 
a podule in position 0 is &33C3000. 
The ARM assembly language program shown in listing 5.6.2 was 
written to service inputs from the DACS VIA and output a pulse on its 
port A pins as described above for the BBC computer. The interrupt 
handling routine listing starts at the label '.Handler' and ends with the 
return instruction, 'MOV R15, R14' (or the equivalent 'MOV PC,R14). 
It is installed by the routine 'init' which also programmes the VIA to 
generate interrupts and for port A to act as an output buffer. The 
minimum delay between the CA2 transition and output pulse occurring 
was 25 ~seconds with a maximum delay of about 110~seconds occurring 
when the ARM was already servicing an internal interrupt. The length 
, 
of the output pulse at the port A pins was 2~seconds giving a maximum 
bus access rate of 500 kHz, as with the BBC computer. 
This occasional longer delay is the reason for the monos table on the 
freeze data output of the DACS roc. Without the monostable, this 
output, which is applied to the ADC WE. pin, occasionally goes low for 
longer than the 1 09 ~second conversion time (about once in every 105 
interrupts) of the ADC, preventing the ADC end of conversion being 
signalled. 
1 A. Van Someren;"The latest concept'; BBB Acorn User, July, August, September 
(1989) 
2"Podule User Guide "; Acorn Computers, Cambridge, England. 
3"A series podules"; Issue No 2.0, Acorn computers (1987). 
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Using the "OS_ClaimDeviceVector" SWI installs the interrupt service 
routine as the second level interrupt handler, analogous to replacing the 
secondary interrupt vector on the BBC computer. Although it is 
possible to increase the speed of data acquisition slightly by intercepting 
the first level interrupt vector at &100, the only significant speed 
increase will be gained if FIRQs are used rather than IRQs. This may 
be achieved by intercepting the hardware FIRQ vector at &1 C. This 
latter course would require the 1 MHz bus IRQ line to be connected to the 
Archimedes FIRQ line. This option is available via a jumper in the 1 
MHz bus podule. 
Neither of the above options has, as yet, been taken because the present 
factor limiting speed is the 109 ~seconds conversion time of the 1205 
ADC which operates in parallel with the interrupt latency time. 
In their supporting literature, Acorn state that only the legal OSBYTE 
calls should be used for accessing the 1 MHz bus and no attempt should 
be made to access FRED and JIM addresses directly. Calling OSBYTE 
routines from assembly language gave a minimum execution time of 
25 ~seconds per access, compared to the 2 ~seconds that was achieved 
, 
when accessing the bus from the BBC. When programming in 
assembly language it is not possible to access some of the hardware 
addresses, including the podule addresses, when in USR mode, 
however, it was discovered empirically that these addresses are 
accessible when the ARM is any of the other modes. It is thus possible to 
access FRED from an interrupt service routine or by switching the 
ARM into supervisor mode. 
The I/O podule was fitted to position 0 giving a FRED base address of 
&300 0000. The usual addresses within FRED are accessed by storing or 
loading bytes from the 256 contiguous word aligned addresses following 
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the base address. Word alignment means that all FRED addresses are 
multiplied by four before being added to the base address. 
The ACORN programmers reference manual was published 
subsequent to many of the above mentioned empirical discoveries and 
has clarified the suppositions. 
The complete listing and description of the software used to control the 
impedance bridge appears in chapter 7. This includes subroutines for 
interfacing with the DACS in assembly language. 
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6 Evolution of analytical method 
This chapter discusses, the method by which the data is obtained from 
linear and rotary scans and processed to yield the complex reflectivity of 
the CUT. This method has tended to evolve as the relative importance of 
various limiting factors became apparent. A more detailed discussion of 
the computational technique and the software appears in chapter 7. 
Equation (2.2.8), the expression relating the power coupling into the 
Null detector, Nnull to the angle t} and relative phase displacement kL1 
(M = k(dQOL-dCUT)) of the QOL maybe written as 
1 1 2 Cos(4~ N
null = g( 2 + In + ,.., - 21n Cos(2t}) Cos(~)) 
(6.1) 
where 
~ = 2k6. + <I> = 2k(dQOL - d CUT) + <I> (6.2) 
The complex reflectivity is calculated from the simultaneous values of t} 
and dQOL which give a zero (ideally) or minimum value for Nnull. It can 
be seen from (6.1) that provided Cos(2{}) i:. 0, as t1 is changed at a constant 
rate, that is the QOL is translated along the optic axis, then 
interferometric, co sinusoidal mo'dulation of Nnull occurs with a period of 
,)J2. The phase of the modulation with respect to some reference mark 
is governed by <I> and the phase of the reflection from the QOL. For 
Cos(2t}»0 minima in Nnull occur when 
Cos(~) =1 
2L1 
=> <I> =2n(n --) 
A 
For Cos(2t} )<0 minima occur when 
Cos(~) = -1 
=> <I> = 2n(n + !. _ 2L1) 
2 A 
(6.3a) 
(6.3b) 
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Figure 6.1 The variation of a) NNULL b) dNnunlddQOL with dQOL and c) 
least squares fit to yield the nominal ZPD and A. 
a) 
l) 
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where n is an integer and n=O corresponds to the minima for which ~=O, 
or the 'zero phase difference' (ZPD) position. Due to the beam focussing 
of the CUT arm of the interferometer, the zero phase difference 
displacement of the QOL does not correspond to a geometrical zero path 
difference. The displacements at which minima occur are most easily 
obtained by taking a differential of the null detector signal with respect to 
dQOL and then locating the displacements for which the differential 
passes through zero with a positive gradient. Figure 6.1 shows how 
Nnull and dNnull/ddQOL vary. 
Keeping dQOL constant and sweeping t}, that is rotating the QOL, 
results in a null signal consisting of a d.c. offset plus sinusoidal 
components at second and fourth harmonics of the rotation frequency. 
Figure 6.2a shows how Nnull varies as a function of t} for several values 
of 1 r I. During one rotation of the QOL, Nnull passes through four 
minima corresponding to nulling amplitude reflectivities for that 
particular value of B. Taking a differential of (6.1) with respect to t} one 
obtains 
dNnull = 81 (2InSin(2t}) Cos(B) - Sin(4t})) 
dt} , 
-! Sin(2t}) (In Cos(~) - Cos(2t})) 
as shown in figure 6.2b. The minima occur when 
In = Cos(2t}) 
Cos(~) 
(6.4a) 
(6.4b) 
(6.5) 
Thus to obtain, the correct nulling value of t}, t}null, one must first obtain 
an approximation to the nulling value of dQOL. Since Cos(B) is slowly 
varying for Cos(B)~I, highly accurate linear positioning of the QOL is not 
absolutely necessary to obtain a good approximation to t}null. For 
example, to obtain 0.1 % accuracy in the measurement of 1 r 1 it is 
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necessary to position the QOL with a phase accuracy of only 2.5 0 (10 
microns at 100 GHz). 
Conversely the values of dQOL for which minima occur as !1 is varied 
are ideally independent of l}. This is only approximately true in 
general, since for l}:;el}null, measurement of these minima occurs in the 
presence of standing waves and loading of the oscillator, which can 
effect their location. Consequently, the values of l} and dQOL which 
together produce a minimum signal at the null detector, are obtained by 
an iterative technique, alternating between obtaining nulling values for 
dQOL and l}. 
The data acquired for the above analysis is basically a graph of the 
differential of the voltage output by the null detector as the QOL is 
scanned in either linear or rotational displacement. The differential is 
obtained by passing the null detector signal through an analogue 
differentiator (described in section 6.3) and then to the ADC input 
terminal. The data processing applied to extract the ZPD,A. and I r I is 
described in the next two sections. 
6.1 Calculation of ZPD and A. 
A linear scan consists of reading the output voltage of the analogue 
differentiator in response to incremental pulses from the linear encoder 
as the QOL smoothly covers a displacement of 32 mm. This length is 
chosen as a compromise between keeping quasi-optical effects small, 
whilst obtaining enough data to enable reasonable signal processing. 
A graph is obtained of the differential of the null signal against QOL 
displacement. This graph contains a number of zero crossings (about 
twenty for a signal frequency close to 100 GHz). The section of the total 
QOL travel available for the scan is chosen so that one of these zero 
crossings will be the ZPD (n=O). The zero crossing closest to the centre 
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of the scan is chosen as the 'nominal ZPD' and the remaining zero 
crossings are plotted on a graph of zero crossing number (with respect to 
the nominal ZPD) against QOL displacement. The gradient of a least 
squares linear fit to this graph yields the wavelength with a statistical 
uncertainty and the linear displacement dQOL at which the line crosses 
the displacement axis gives a more accurate estimate of the nominal 
ZPD with a statistical uncertainty. This is shown in figure 6.lc. The 
statistical uncertainties are derived from the accuracy of the linear fit. 
A change in <1> results in the linear fit of fig 6.lc being translated a 
corresponding distance along the displacement axis. 
From one linear scan it is not possible to unambiguously identify one 
of the series of zero crossings as the true ZPD zero crossing. However, 
under most conditions, this should be possible by observing how the 
chosen nominal ZPD moves as the signal frequency is changed. 
For a non-inverted QOL reflection co-efficient, the displacement 
d+ QOL(n), of zero crossing n is given by 
~L (n) =':A.. (2mt --<1» + dzPD 
4n (6.1.1 a) 
and similarly the displacement d-QOL(n) of zero crossing n for an 
inverting QOL reflection coefficient is 
ciQoL (n) = :A.. «2n+ l)n -<1» - rlzPD 
4n (6.1.lb) 
where dZPD is the displacement of the QOL at the ZPD and all 
displacements are referenced to the linear encoder zero marker. 
Plotting dQOL(n) against').. yields a straight line provided that the CUT is 
not very dispersive in the chosen chosen frequency range, that is to say 
d<1> «2nn 
d').. (6.1.2) 
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The intercept of the straight line with the displacement axis (that is, as 
1..--70) gives dZPD, enabling the n=O zero crossing to be identified. It can be 
seen from equation (6.1.1), that for large n, variations in A. are 
superimposed onto the dQOL(n). By scanning around the n=O position, 
the need to calibrate out these variations is negated. 
For this technique to be usable, it is necessary to be able to 
unequivocally follow the movement of the nominal ZPD as the 
wavelength is changed. The change in wavelength between 
measurements, 01.., must therefore be small enough so that the nominal 
ZPD moves by less than 'A/4, that is 
n 01.. < A. 
max 2 4 (6.1.3) 
where nmax = 2DIA., and D is the length of a linear scan (32 rom). Thus 
it is required that 
1..2 01.. < 4D 
(6.1.4) 
Equation (6.1.1) also suggests that sensitivity to frequency drifts may be 
reduced by operating the QOL such that its reflection is of such a phase 
as to be, as close as is possible~ to being in anti-phase with the CUT 
reflection. It has not been found necessary to apply this feature. 
6.2 Calculation of I r I 
Provided that the QOL has been positioned such that Cos(~)""l, I r I 
may be calculated by analysing the data from a rotary scan to extract i}, 
the angular displacements between the roof line and the wires of 
polariser G3 (Symbols as in figure 2.1.1) when the zero crossings occur. 
For I r I <1 there are four zero crossings occurring at angles -i}, +i}, 1t-i}, 
1t+i}. The relative orientation of the roof line and the rotary encoder zero 
marker is unknown, so one may only measure <PI, <p2, <P3, <P4, the angles of 
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the zero crossings as measured by the rotary encoder. The computer 
data acquisition is triggered at a calibrated angle such that <PI is 
unequivocally correlated to the angle -t}. Denoting the orientations at 
which t}=O,1t by the unknown angles <po and <PIt one may write 
IrII= Cos(2(<po - <PI)) 
1r21 = Cos(2(<po - <P2)) 
Ir31 = Cos(2(<p 1t - <p)) 
Ir41 = Cos(2(<p - <P )) 1t 4 
which may be written as 
Irl+lr I 1 2 IrAI = = Cos(2<po - <p - <p )Cos( <p - <P ) 2 1 2 2 1 
!r 1+lr I 3 4 Ir I = = Cos(2<p - <P - <P )Cos( <P - <p ) 
B 2 1t 3 4 3 4 
Thus if it is assumed that 
<PI +<P2 
<Po = 2 
<P3 + <P4 
<P1t= 2 
one can say 
Ir AI = Cos(<P2 - <PI) 
Ir BI = Cos(<p 4 - <P3) 
(6.2.1a) 
(6.2.1b) 
(6.2.1c) 
(6.2.1d) 
(6.2.2a) 
(6.2.2b) 
(6.2.3a) 
(6.2.3b) 
(6.2.4a) 
(6.2.4b) 
That is to say, average values for I r 1 may be obtained provided that 
condition (6.2.3) can be assumed to be true. The uncertainties in the 
average value of 1 rl 1 and 1 r21 and of 1 r31 and 1 r 41 are obtained from 
the uncertainties in the angular displacements <PI .. <P4 which in turn are 
derived from the statistical uncertainty in the linear fit to the curve about 
these points. The calculated figure for 1 r 1 is the weighted mean of the 
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values calculated by (6.2.3). A more detailed description is presented in 
chapter 7. 
As I r I ~ 1, then <Pl,<P2~<PO and <P3,<P4~<P1t and the gradient of the zero 
crossings becomes small so that for a noisy signal, it can be difficult to 
reliably locate the zero crossings. In these situations, a 45° polariser G4 
may be inserted as shown in figure 2.1.1, to decrease the apparent 
reflectivity of the CUT by 50%. G4 is positioned between the CUT and the 
lens and hence changes the standing wave pattern between these 
components. This must be taken into account in the de-embedding 
calculations. 
6.3 The Analogue Differentiator 
This section discusses the performance of the analogue differentia tor 
and its subsequent role in the evolution of the measurement technique. 
The necessity to differentiate the signal output by the null detector has 
been mentioned previously. To obtain the differential, one has the option 
of either reading the null detector output voltage directly into the 
computer and obtaining the differential of this signal by a suitable 
, 
numerical algorithm or of passing the signal through an analogue 
differentiator and reading the resulting signal into the computer. 
For both methods, noise is the major consideration. The null detector 
signal is accompanied by thermal and other noise, most of it at 
frequencies higher than the signal frequencies. The gain of a perfect 
differentia tor increases at 6 dB per octave resulting in a considerably 
worse signal to noise ratio at its output than at its input. It is therefore 
necessary to reduce the high frequency gain of the differentiator to 
alleviate this problem. This may be performed efficiently by computer 
algorithms, but for operational speed and simplicity, an analogue 
differentia tor has been applied in the first instance. At some future 
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time however, it may be considered desirable to replace this with a 
numerical differentiator, in which case the following points should be 
considered :-
(i) The differential signal required is that of the null signal 
with respect to the angular and linear displacements of the 
QOL. Although the output of an analogue differentiator is 
only proportional to this differential if the QOL is scanned with 
a constant velocity, a non constant velocity only effects the 
location of the nulls if phase shifts are present. 
(ii) The numerical differentiator must cope with a large 
component of high frequency noise due to the jitter in the data 
acquisition period. This jitter comes from variations in the 
size of the rotary and linear encoder increments. If an 
analogue differentiator is used, this jitter is applied to its 
output rather than its input, so that it has a lesser effect 
The circuit diagram of the differentiator is shown in figure 6.3.1. For 
an ideal differentiator Ri=O, GpO and it can be shown that 
dV. 
Vo = -RFi d/ 
(6.3.1) 
where the symbols are as shown in fig 6.3.1. The effect of the non-zero 
values of Ri and Ci is to lim\t the gain at frequencies above (RiCi)-l to -(1 + 
Rr/Ri), whilst at frequencies above (RiCf)-l, the gain falls at 6 dB per 
octave. The transfer function Av(ro) of the analogue differentiator is 
1 
1 
- -jcoC 
A/co) = Rf f 
R. + 1 
1 jcoc. 
1 (6.3.1) 
For an ideal differentiator, Av(co) is negative and purely imaginary, that 
is to say, Vo lags Vi by rc/2. For the real differentiator of figure 6.3.1, this 
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Cf 
~ Cj Vo 
Figure 6.3.1 Circuit diagram of the analogue differentiator. 
Component values are given in the text. 
phase lag is reduced and the gain increases by less than 6 dB per octave. 
Initially, component values were chosen for the differentiator to give a 
transfer co-efficient insignificantly different from the ideal at the typical 
signal frequencies of 1-10 Hz. The signal to noise ratio obtained using a 
Flann Schottky diode detector and a 5 m W Gunn oscillator were so poor 
(typically about 5:1) that it was considered necessary to rethink the 
approach to the differentia tor component values. A modified mode of 
operation of the impedance bridge was subsequently devised which 
enables phase errors to be cancelled out. This is described below. 
During a linear or rotary scan, a phase error introduced by the 
differentiator (or any other component such as amplifiers, the ADC, or 
twisting of the translation stage) results in all zero crossings being 
shifted a displacement error o<j> or odQOL. This will not effect the 
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measurement of I r I or 'A, (which rely upon relative measurements) , or 
the relative movement of the ZPD, but it will effect the location of the 
absolute displacements of CPo, CP1t and of the ZPD. These measurements 
are necessary for absolute angular and linear positioning of the QOL so 
that the amplitude and phase of the CUT reflection can be correctly 
nulled. Having obtained values for CPo, CP1t or for the ZPD for a rotary or 
linear scan in one direction, the scan is repeated in the reverse 
direction. The new values obtained will be shifted amounts -8cp and 
-OdQOL respectively. Averaging the values obtained for the forward and 
reverse scans thus cancels out the displacement errors. 
There are some possible problems associated with this technique :-
(i) Ideally the null signal, V null, will be monochromatic for a 
linear scan and will contain only first and second harmonic 
components for a rotary scan, however standing wave effects can 
produce additional harmonically related components. Loading 
of the oscillator can also introduce unpredictable higher order 
harmonics. V null will consequently be polychromatic meaning 
that for the zero crossings to be consistently shifted by the same 
, 
displacement error in both directions it is desirable for the phase 
error to be approximately linear for all possible frequency 
components. This is the same as saying that V null should suffer 
a constant time delay for all frequencies. 
(ii) For the constant time delay to be converted into a constant 
displacement error, it is necessary for the t'} and dQOL to be swept 
with constant velocity. 
The magnitude of the errors introduced by these two factors is not easily 
predicted with any accuracy. 
The bidirectional scanning technique also helps null the following 
errors :-
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(i) The QOL translation stage may possibly be twisting under the 
torque arising from the opposing forces of the drive of the lead 
screw and friction (although it was shown in section 4.5 that any 
such twisting is very small). The error between the actual QOL 
position and the position measured by the linear encoder changes 
sign when the direction of movement of the QOL changes and 
hence is cancelled out on average. 
(ii) A voltage offset on the differential signal introduces an error 
in the calculated position of the zero crossing. This error 
reverses sign when the scanning direction is reversed and hence' 
is also cancelled. 
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The component values chosen for differentiator to achieve 
approximately linear phase error are 
Ri=120 n 
Ci=0.32~ 
Rr-120 kQ 
Cr=33 nF 
The theoretical time delay introduced by this differentiator varies by 
0.5% and the ratio gain/frequency varies by 0.7% in the range 0 to 5 Hz. 
Equation (6.5) may be rewritten to take into account the effect of the 
differentiator:-
In = I A/2ro) I Cos(2t'}) 
2A/ro) CosCP) 
C6.3.2) 
where ro=2dt'}/dt. Typically the roof mirror rotates at 0.5 Hz. This gives 
a theoretical correction factor of I Ay (2ro)/2Ay (ro) I =0.9991. 
The transfer function of the differentiator in combination with the 
ADC module has been measured between 0.5 and 10 Hz using the 
apparatus shown in figure 6.3.2. The arrangement is basically the 
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(computer J DACS crate ADC 
buffer ~crate backplane~ [:;:~~;-;:ru 1=1 MHz bus::: .. I ~ ~ ( 
IRQ2 line/ 2 kHz Lf1Jl 
Oscilloscope 
0 
,., 
c 
I.f. - ). signal d generator .. - ,.. 
-- dt 
Ontantinrnatar 
Figure 6.3.2 Apparatus for measuring the transfer coefficient of the 
analogue differentiator. . 
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electronic part of the impedance bridge with the Vnull being replaced by 
a high quality signal generator and the interrupts for the data 
acquisition being sourced by a stable 2 kHz square wave obtained from 
the oscilloscope and applied to the IRQ2 line of the 1 :MHz bus back 
plane. The software that had been written to acquire and analyse data 
for a linear scan was modified to enable almost simultaneous reading of 
the input and output voltages, Vi and Vo, of the differentiator/amplifier 
combination. The acquired data was loaded into the arrays normally 
used to store data for each direction of a linear scan. The existing 
software was then used to obtain the relative phases of the signals at the 
input and output of the differentiator. 
Voltage offsets present on the ADC input signals contributed an error 
to the size of their measured relative phase, if the signals were of 
different magnitudes. Separate measurements were made of the 
relative phase and of the relative magnitude of Vi and Vo. During the 
relative phase measurements, the potentiometer P1 was adjusted for 
each frequency so that Vi and Vo were of similar magnitudes (±2%) as 
observed on an oscilloscope. The experiment was repeated with the 
, 
potentiometer position constant to yield the relative magnitudes of Vi 
and Vo. The magnitude of each voltage was taken to be proportional to 
the sum of the modulus of the integers returned by the ADC between the 
first and last zero crossings of the signal. 
Figure 6.3.3 from shows the measured relative phase of the Vi and Vo 
after subtracting the 300 msecond time delay between reading of the two 
ADC channels. Fig 6.3.4 shows the same data plotted in terms of a time 
delay together with the theoretical time delay predicted by (6.3.1). There 
is seen to be good agreement between the measured and theoretical time 
delays above 1.5 Hz. 
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frequency, for the analogue differentiator. 
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analogue differentiator. 
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Figure 6.3.6 Gain/frequency and gain versus frequency measurements 
of the differentiator as measured with an oscilloscope. 
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Figure 6.3.5 shows the measured gain/frequency as a function of 
frequency using the above technique. The absolute values of the gains 
are uncalibrated and this graph shows only the measured trend. 
Although the gain appears to decrease linearly above about 1.5 Hz, the 
gradient is about 5 times greater than predicted by theory. As with the 
phase measurements, there is poor agreement below 1.5 Hz. 
Figure 6.3.6 shows the gain/frequency as measured with an 
oscilloscope together with the gain predicted by (6.3.1). There is seen to 
be good agreement between the theoliletical and measured gains within 
the limits of this experiment. 
It appears that the former, considerably more complex measurement 
is producing erroneous results, particularly below 1 Hz. Further 
investigation suggested that the ADC input was not being given time to 
settle after the analogue multiplexer had selected a new input channel. 
This manifests itself as crosstalk between input channels. 
In conclusion, this experiment should be repeated when a second ADC 
module is available to enable simultaneous reading of Vi and Vo without 
having to reselect the ADC input channel before every reading. In 
, 
conclusion, there is no indication at present to suggest that the 
differentiator is not behaving as expected. Furthermore, care should be 
taken to allow the ADC inputs time. to settle, after selecting a different 
input channel, before starting an ADC conversion. A suitable delay 
appears to be about 100 Ilseconds. 
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6.4 Testing the Impedance Bridge 
This section describes how a quasi-optical load has been used to 
ascertain the accuracy and repeatability of measurements taken by the 
impedance bridge and how the results of these experiments have 
contributed to the evolution of the measurement technique. 
A quasi-optical load of accurately known reflectivity is obtained by a 
combination of a 45° polariser and a plane mirror. With respect to 
figure 2.1, this involves replacing the CUT feed horn with a plane 
mirror, removing its focussing lens, L2, and replacing the polariser G4 
with a 45° polariser. For this arrangement 1 r 1 =0.5 and the phase of 
the reflectivity is none dispersive (neglecting very small quasi-optical 
effects and small phase changes introduced by the polariser) and 
determined solely by the distances along the optical axes. 
Deviations from the expected behaviour must then be due to imperfect 
performance of the components of the impedance bridge and/or short 
comings in the mode of operation or the theory of operation. There are 
two distinct types of error; random and systematic. Systematic errors 
are likely to arise from deficiencies in the performance of the quasi-
, 
optical or electronic components and can, in general, be calibrated. It is 
possible to estimate the likely magnitude of systematic errors from the 
measured mechanical performance and manufacturing tolerance of the 
system components. Random errors are a more serious problem and 
must be reduced to a minimum. These are likely to arise from 
electronic noise in the signal processing and detection apparatus, in the 
Gunn oscillator and in the mechanical movements of the impedance 
bridge. The magnitude of the errors introduced by electronic noise is a 
function of many things, including oscillator power and frequency and 
are hence difficult to predict. The magnitude of the random errors is 
reduced by signal averaging. 
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Possible sources of systematic error in the measurement of I [' I (with 
probable magnitudes at 100 GHz in brackets) which were considered at 
this point are as follows 
(i) Imperfect coupling between the CUT reflection and the QOL 
reflection due to half cubery misalignments (0.002%). 
(ii) Cyclic misalignment of the QOL beam due to angular 
misalignment of the QOL with the optic axis (0.002%) 
(iii) Finite accuracy in linear positioning of QOL (0.003%) 
(iv) Finite accuracy of the rotary encoder (0.3% worst case at 
I [' 1=1) 
(v) Inaccuracies in the calibration factors (0.1 %) 
Calibration factors are discussed in section 6.5. 
The first measurements of I [' I gave values which vacillated between 
periods in which the standard deviations were about 0.1 % and periods 
during which the standard deviations were of the order of 0.5%. During 
both of these types of periods the probable error arising from the 
uncertainties in locating the zero crossings was about 0.1 %. During 
these periods, the standard deviations and uncertainties in the 
, 
determination of A, tended to be about 1 part in 104 and 3 parts in 104 
respectively. 
It was considered that this irregular behaviour could be caused by 
variations in the linear and angular velocities of the QOL interacted 
with the phase error introduced by the differentiator. The variations in 
I [' I could result from worst case angular velocity variations of 10%, 
whereas linear velocity variations of 50% would only result in a worst 
case error in I [' I of 0.1 %. Observing the output of the linear and rotary 
incremental encoders on an oscilloscope confirmed that periodic 
variations in the speeds of the QOL movements were taking place. 
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Further indication that speed fluctuations were introducing a 
measurable effect came when the null detector signal was exchanged 
for that of a signal generator. The standard deviation in the 
measurement of A worsened by two orders of magnitude to 3 parts in 100. 
For a signal simulating I r 1:::::1 the standard deviation in I r I was about 
0.5%. 
These variations were probably caused by occasional 'stickiness' in the 
respective preloaded bearings, which explains the intermittent changes 
in the standard deviations. Reducing the preload on the bearings would 
increase the possibility of play in the bearings and consequent noise on 
the QOL reflection. The alternative approach (after careful adjustment 
of the bearings) of servo-controlling the QOL motors was adopted. The 
servo-control has been accomplished in the computer software by a 
routine added into the data acquisition interrupt handler. This routine 
applies negative feedback to the voltage applied to the dc motors 
according to variations in QOL speed as calculated from the interrupt 
frequency. The servo-control is described in more detail in section 7. 
Subsequent measurements of the reflectivity of the mirror arrangement 
, 
at 85.5 GHz yielded standard deviations of 0.05% in I r I , 2 parts in 105 in 
A, and 0.2 microns in ZPD. 
Figure 6.4.1 shows how the measurements of I r I , ZPD. and A varied 
during 16 iterative measurements. Each iteration summed the data of 
two linear scans and five rotary scans. The error bars on these graphs 
are calculated from the uncertainties in the positions of the zero 
crossings. Table 6.4.1 shows a statistical summary of these graphs, 
ignoring the results of the first iteration. 
an-! is the standard error of the measurements and should be 
compared with the calculated uncertainty. For the measurements of 
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Figure 6.4.1 Measured values of a) I rl, b) ZPD, c) wavelength during 
16 iterative measurements of the 50% reflectiving quasi-optical CUT 
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I value on-I calculated uncertainty I 
Irl 0.49951 7.0 x 10-4 7.2±0.3 x 10-4 
I 
ZPD -0.62905 3.9 X 10-4 1.6±O.3 x 10-4 
A 3.49516 0.6 x 10-4 0.8±O.1 x 10-4 
Table 6.4.1 Statistical breakdown of 16 iterative measurements of a 50% 
reflector. 
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Figure 6.4.2 The measurement of a 'nominal ZPD' for descrete 
wavelengths in order to calculate the actual ZPD. 
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I r I and A, the comparison is favourable, but the standard error in ZPD 
is three times the calculated uncertainty. 
The geometrical ZPD obtained by measuring the distances to the 
mirror and QOL along the optic axes was 31±0.5 mm. Since the 
nominal ZPD measured above is approximately 30 mm away from the 
true ZPD, its measurement will have been effected by frequency drift of 
the oscillator It is expected that the standard error in its measurement 
will have been increased with respect to the calculated error. 
Following the procedure described in section 6.1, a nominal ZPD was 
chosen. and the nearest ZPD measured at four discrete wavelengths. 
Figure 6.4.2 shows how the position of the 'nominal ZPD' varied with 
wavelength. A least squares fit to the data points yields a true ZPD at 
31.036 mm which is compatible with the measured geometrical ZPD. 
During the linear scans of the sixteen iterations, the null detector 
signal was observed to be distinctly non-sinusoidal. It was considered 
that a major contribution to this feature was variations in Gunn 
oscillator output power as the quasi-optical circuit complex reflectivity 
varied cyclically with the movement of the QOL. A waveguide isolator 
, 
was connected to the output of the oscillator. The linear scan data 
became more sinusoidal, though it was apparent that standing waves 
were contributing harmonic components. 
Figure 6.4.3 shows how the measurements of I r I , A and ZPD varied 
during 40 iterative measurements of the mirror reflectivity with the 
waveguide isolator connected to the Gunn oscillator output and the 
nominal ZPD chosen to be close to the real ZPD. Each iteration 
consisted of the summed data of 2 linear scans and 5 rotary scans. 
Table 6.4.2 shows a statistical breakdown of this data. 
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value O'n-l calculated uncertainty 
Irl 0.50015 5.8 x 10-4 5.6±0.5 x 10-4 
ZPD 29.17021 2.8 x 10-4 2.0±0.2 x 10-4 
A 3.50498 1.1 x 10-4 0.8±0.1 x 10-4 
Table 6.4.2 Statistical breakdown of 40 iterative measurements of the 
reflectivity of a 50% reflector when a waveguide isolator is connected to 
the oscillator output and the QOL is operating around the true ZPD. 
There appears to be no significant difference between the measured 
values with and without the isolator, except that the standard error in 
the ZPD is now smaller, though the calculated uncertainty has not 
changed significantly. This is probably due to the smaller difference 
between the nominal ZPD and the true ZPD. The standard deviation in A 
corresponds to about 3 Mhz which is comparable to the long term 
frequency drift of the Gunn oscillatorl. This may explain why the 
standard errors in ZPD are somewhat larger than the calculated 
uncertainties. The ZPD is 1J4 away from the true ZPD at about 31 mm; 
this could be reduced to zero (and hence would be independent of 
frequency drift) by choosing the opposite sign for the reflectivity of the 
QOL. 
It appears from tables 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 that the calculated uncertainties 
are not inconsistent with measured standard deviations of the data. 
F'o1' eudl ~L01.·;;,~:jve 1ll(::asurer!..1(mt of I r I in the above measurements, the 
QOL is PG~:.j!:.ionod at the estimate of the nulling ZPD derived from the 
~; i'-",J;" .,~:',!) ~;-i.~~;.::.... __ ~.,;.;. ~'LC'::~[; ~. :'~.Lics 8':':'" ·YfJ!JL.ll iI1. t.h.e [::.bcr·}\; 
cl,perimellts, Ltw same incremental position (with some variation due to 
rounding to the nearest increment) was calculated for all iterations. 
Due to the 'horDing' method used by the computer to linearly position the 
1 Graham Smith; private communication 1990. 
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error of ten measurements as a function of the number of rotary scans 
per measurement when I r I =0.5. 
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QOL, some randomness in terms positioning within an increment and 
residual twisting with respect to the optical axis will occur. To test the 
significance of this effect the QOL was positioned at the nominal ZPD of 
'29.170 mm as calculated in the above experiment and 40 measurements 
of I r I were made without linear repositioning. Each measurement of 
I r I came from the summed data of five rotary scans. This gave 
I r I =0.5004±0.0005, which is comparable to the results in tables 6.4.1 and 
6.4.2 indicating that no significant noise is being added by the 
uncertainty in the QOL positioning. 
The number of scans required will be dependent upon the acceptable 
uncertainty and the signal to noise ratio of the null signal. The 
amplitude reflectivity of the mirror arrangement and of a black load 
was measured where the number of scans varied between 1 and 512. 
The black load consisted of Eccosorb AN721 supported in a 25° wedge 
shape, with one face parallel to the optic axis, so that any reflected 
signal power must undergo at least five reflections. The reflectivity of 
the specular reflection from the unpainted side of the AN72 was 
measured at 85 GHz with the impedance bridge to be between -18 dB and 
, 
-20 dB depending upon the supporting backing. Emerson and Cuming 
quote a reflectivity of -20 dB2. The influence of the backing suggests that 
significant amounts of power were being reflected from it and hence 
being transmitted twice through the Eccosorb. From experience, the 
reflectivity of AN72 increases significantly away from normal incidence, 
and so a maximum reflectivity of better than about -60 dB might be 
expected fro these loads. At this time a technique had not been 
established for measuring the phase of small reflectivities and so 
accurate measurements of the reflectivity of the loads were not possible. 
1 Emerson and Cuming (UK) Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex 
2"Microwave materials selection guide"; Emerson and Cuming,(1986). 
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Perfunctory measurements suggested that the reflectivity of the black 
load was significantly smaller than eggbox Eccosorb CV3, which is 
quoted by Emerson and Cuming to be -50 dB at 25 GHz, where the 
reflectivity decreases with increasing frequency. 
Each set of scans was repeated ten times so that the calculated 
uncertainty could be compared to the standard error. During the 
measurement of the mirror arrangement, the QOL was linearly 
repositioned between each measurement. Due to the high return loss of 
the Eccosorb load, it was not possible to reliably measure the phase of the 
reflected signal and so the QOL has not been repositioned between each 
scan in this case. Signal frequencies close to 85 GHz have been chosen 
for the following measurements because this corresponds to a 
maximum in the power output of the w-band oscillator. Figures 6.4.4 
and 6.4.5 show the variation of measured reflectivity for the Eccosorb 
load and the variation in the standard error and the calculated error. 
Figures 6.4.6 and 6.4.7 show similar graphs for the measurement of the 
mIrror. Since both errors decrease montonically with increasing 
number of measurements they must be caused by random noise. If the 
noise is mainly electrical in origin, then the data of figs 6.4.5 and 6.4.7 
will improve with a quieter detector and a more powerful oscillator. If 
the noise is mainly mechanical in origin then these figures denote the 
limits of the present apparatus. Preliminary investigations suggest 
that electrical noise in the null detector is currently a limiting factor. 
At this stage, it can be concluded that amplitude reflectivity 
measurements with a repeatability of 5x10-4 are readily attainable and 
2x10-4 (0.002 dB with respect to a 100% reflector) is achievable if the 
operator has the patience to wait the 60 minutes required for 512 bi-
directional rotary scans. However, this latter measurement indicates 
the repeatability that will be attainable in a shorter measurement time 
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given a better signal to noise ratio at the null detector. With this 
consideration in mind, a more sensitive mixer/detector and a more 
powerful Gunn oscillator are being developed. ZPD measurement is 
accomplished with a repeatability of about 0.3 microns, or in terms of 
phase, better than 0.1 ° at 85 GHz. This latter figure may also improve 
with improvements in the null detector signal to noise ratio. 
At this stage little has been mentioned about the absolute accuracy of 
these measurements. This is addressed in sections 6.6 and 6.7 
6.5 Anomalous Behaviour 
Section 6.3 described how the final measurement of I r I is a weighted 
mean of IrA I and I rB I in each direction. It was noticed that the 
corresponding values for IrA I and I rB I ,gave the same values, but that 
the A measurements were consistently less than the B measurements 
by about 0.3%, that is twice the standard deviation of each measurement. 
Possible explanations of this phenomena are :-
(i) Non-linearities in the rotary encoder 
(ii) Cyclic axial movement of the QOL 
(iii) Cyclic lateral or angular misalignment of the QOL axis with 
the optic axis. 
To test the effect of (i), the encoder disc of the rotary encoder was 
rotated by approximately 150° with respect to the QOL axle. This 
produced no change in the sign of IrA I - I rB I, signifying that the cause 
of the error was associated with the encoder disc, not with the 
mechanical movement of the QOL. The sensitivities to misalignment of 
the encoder disc are 1 :-
radial misalignment 0.23°/mm 
1 Hewlett Pachard HEDS6010 data sheet 
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axial misalignment 0.02°/mm 
which gives a maximum error of approximately 0.05°1. The specified 
accuracy of the disc is 0.12° typical, 0.3° maximum2• A 0.3% difference 
between IrA I and I rB I at I r I =0.5 requires a difference in 
measurement of the angle <Pl-<P2 and the angle <P3-<p4 of only 0.2° which 
is compatible with the combined manufacturing tolerances of the disc 
and QOL axle assembly. It is therefore no longer valid to take a 
weighted mean of the A and B measurements, however, in the absence 
of a calibration of the encoder a simple mean is taken of all four 
measurements of I r I. This appears to give reasonable values for I r I ",,0 
and I r I ",,0.5, for the current relative alignment of the encoder and QOL 
roof line. 
It can be shown that for an error of 8<p radians in the measurement of 
<Pi-<Pi+l, the resulting error 81n in measurement of IrA I or I rB I is 
8WI=J l-ln2.8<p (6.5.1) 
This is plotted in figure 6.5.1 for the typical (0.12°) and maximum (3°) 
errors in angular measurement. The actual inaccuracies in I r I are 
likely to be less than this due to averaging. 
, 
The measurement of the axial and radial movement and angular 
misalignment of the QOL was reported in section 4.5. At the levels of 
misalignment measured, errors due to radial movement and angular 
misalignments are unmeasurable. However, a 10 micron axial 
movement during the rotation of the QOL could produce a 0.1 % change 
in I r I at 100 GHz and a 2.2% change at 500 GHz. A movement of this 
size would not have been detected by the earlier measurement. Two 
experiments were carried out to check for any axial movement that 
might be significant at 100 GHz. 
1 Obtained from the worst case manufacturing tolerances 
2 Hewlett Packard HEDS 6010 data sheet, (1988) 
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nrlrror was stepped through one revolution. 
For the first measurement, the actual ZPD when measuring mirror 
reflectivity was measured to be at 30.6263±O.1 mm. The apparent values 
of 11 A I and lIB I were obtained from five rotary scans for each 
incremental position as the QOL was stepped through this ZPD. Figure 
6.5.2 shows how 11 A I and lIB I varied with linear displacement of the 
QOL. If there was any axial motion of the QOL during a rotary scan, it 
might possibly manifest itself by the curve for 11 A I being linearly 
displaced from the curve for I IB I, by a distance equal to the axial 
movement during rotation from angles <j>1,2 to <j>3,4. A least squares fit to 
these curves gives a linear displacement of 0.8±2 microns. From this 
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experiment, it can be concluded that any axial movement of the QOL 
due to rotation is probably less than about 2 microns. 
An interesting feature of this graph is that whereas the measured 
value of I r A I and I rB I are predicted to reach a maximum at the ZPD 
(from equation 6.5) they actually peak at about -0.026 rom with respect to 
the measured ZPD. This experiment was repeated four more times, 
each giving a similar displacement, with an average value of 
-0.023±0.003 rom which corresponds to 4.7±0.5° in phase. 
As a further check for unintentional phase modulation of the QOL 
reflection, linear scans were used to measure the changes in the phase 
between the reflections from the mirror and the QOL as the QOL was 
stepped through one revolution in steps of 40 encoder increments (3.6°). 
The relative phase is obtained from the ZPD, which is expected to show 
IJ4 jumps as the reflectivity of the QOL reverses phase at every 90° of 
rotation of the QOL. Between the jumps, the ZPD should remain 
constant. The wavelength and ZPD recorded throughout this 
experiment are shown in figure 6.6.3. There are several features to 
note :-
(i) Counts 200, 1200, 2200 and 3200 correspond to the angles at 
which the reflectivity of the QOL is passing through zero (and 
reversing phase) and hence coincide with large errors in 
wavelength. 
(ii) Instead of a sharp flip of phase at these angles, there is a 
gradual change. 
(ii) The regions which should show a constant phase exhibit a 
monotonic movement of ZPD . 
. (iii) There is no corresponding change in wavelength to explain 
these features. 
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The software always seeks the nearest ZPD to the previous one and this, 
in combination with the gradual change in phase has resulted in a 
monotonic total change in phase of 720° or one wavelength. In 
summary, the phase of the signal reflected from the QOL appears to be a 
function its orientation. 
Although this behaviour was not immediately understood, it provided 
a partial explanation for the above mentioned 23 micron displacement 
between the measured ZPD and position at which I r I reached its 
maximum. After the first iteration, the QOL is orientated at an angle 
which gives the nulling amplitude reflectivity, that is <P2 (+{}). The 
phase of this reflection is different from that at <pl (-t}). I r I is 
calculated from the angular displacement between +{} and -{} and so the 
maximum value of I r I occurs when the QOL is positioned at the 
average phase of the phases at ±{}. From fig 6.5.3, the average phase 
difference between ±{} for the four positions corresponding to r=±0.5 is 
8.5±O.9° giving an expected displacement of 20.7±2.2 rom (4.24±0,45°). 
This is in agreement with the measured displacement of 23±3 microns 
described above. The mechanism behind this behaviour was elucidated 
from a consideration of the limitations in the performance of the wire 
grid polarisers. This is discussed in the next section. 
6.6 The influence of the polarisers on the measurement technique 
Simple measurements of the reflectivities and transmissivities of 
wire grid polarisers were reported in section 4.4 On the basis of these 
results, it was concluded that the grids could be considered as perfect 
polarisers for operation around 100 GHz. Given the sensitivity of this 
apparatus, which is working on homodyning principles, this is no 
longer true. For example, when the current grids, manufactured from 
25 micron wire wound with a period of 45 microns, are illuminated 
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normally with 100 GHz radiation polarised transversely to the wires, the 
power reflection co-efficient is -34 dB. This corresponds to a field 
reflection co-efficient of 0.02 which is large enough to effect the 
measurement of reflection coefficients. 
It was consequently decided to model the operation of the impedance 
bridge including the effects of non-ideal polarisers. There have been 
many studies of the transmission and reflection properties of wire grid 
polarisers including theoretical reviews by Chambers et a11 and a 
theoretical and experimental review by Volkov et al2 • In common with 
most literature on wire grid polarisers, the methods presented in these 
pap'ers do not lend themselves to convenient computation and the results 
presented are not useful in the regime of interest here (wavelength two 
orders of magnitude greater than the wire spacing). Lamb3 presents 
simple formulae which are accurate in the limit of long wavelength and 
these have been used for these investigative calculations. 
For radiation incident normally, polarised with the electric field 
parallel to the wires, the complex amplitude reflection and transmission 
coefficients PP' 'tp are 
1 
Pp= 1 + ike
1 (6.6.1) 
ike 1 
'tp = 1 + ike
1 (6.6.2) 
where k=21t1A. and 
1 W. G. Chambers, C. L. Mok, T.J. Parker; "Theory of the scattering of 
electromagnetic waves by a reular grid of parallel cylindrical wires with circular 
cross section"; J Phys A 13, 1980 ,pp1433-41 
W.G. Chambers, C.L. Mok, T.J.Parker; "Theoretical studies of the frequency response 
of some far infra-red interferometers and wire grid beam dividers"; J. Phys D 
13,1980,pp515-26 
2 A.A. Volkov, B.P. Gorshunov, A.A. Irisov, G.V. Kozlov, S.P. Lebedev; "Electrodynamic 
properties of plane wire grids";lnt.J.lR.MMW 3, 1982,pp19-43 
3 H. Lamb; "On the reflection and transmission of electric waves by a metallic 
grating";Proc. London. Math. Soc.; May, 1898,pp523-544 
I 
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2a ( a ) kc =-In -
1 'A, 21tb (6.6.3) 
where a is the wire spacing and b is the wire radius. For radiation 
polarised with the electric field transverse to the wires, the reflection 
and transmission coefficients are 
where 
ikc2 
PT = 1 + ikc 
2 
1 
" = 1 + ikc2 
k' _ 2n2b
2 
c2 ---aA. 
(6.6.4) 
(6.6.5) 
(6.6.6) 
Figures 6.6.1a-d and 6.6.2a-d show the predicted amplitude and phase 
of the reflection and transmission co-efficients for the grids currently in 
use (a=O.045 rom, b=O.0125 mm) and for some proposed grids (a=O.025 
rom, b=O.005 rum). These curves do not take account of resistive losses 
in the wires, which are covered in section 6.7 
The Jones matrices describing reflection and transmission from a real 
wire grid polariser are AR(t}) and AT(t}) where 
[
-ppcos2(t}) - PTSin\t}) Cos(t})Sin(t})(PT - pp) 1 
AR(t}) = 
Cos(t})Sin(t})(pp- P~ ppSin2(t}) + PTCos2(1}) 
[
'tPCOS2(1}) + 'tTSin\1}) 
~(1}) = 
('tp - 'tT)Cos(t})Sin(t}) 
('tp - 'tT)Cos(1})Sin(1}) 1 
'tpSin\1}) + 'tTCos\1}) 
(6.6.7) 
(6.6.8) 
As a first order approximation, the instrument behaviour has been 
modelled by considering only the shortcomings of polariser G3, 
assuming all other polarisers to be perfect. The deficiency of polariser 
G3 contributes the major correction factor to the model. With respect to 
'I' 
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equations (2.1.4) and (2.1.5), the Jones matrices for H RG3 and H TG3 for 
the ideal G3 are replaced by 
[
OPT 0] 
H G3 = 
R 0 Pp 
(6.6.9) 
~3=[~ ,:] 
(6.6.10) 
and so one obtains 
~2ikdarr * yI G3- e :Ecur = 2 -,~rH (6.6.11) 
-2OO\p.[ P~Cos(2~) -PTPpSin(2~) I 
:r,G3- = e 
Q)L 2 ppPTSin(2{}) + P~Cos(2{}) (q.6.12) 
where {} is now the angle of the QOL roof line. Thus the field at the null 
detector is 
~ 0 ] = 1 -2ikdQOL -2ikdcur ~L 4 «p!-P~)Cos(2{}), + 2ppPTSin(2{}))e - ('t~ y-~ H)e 
(6.6.13) 
This expression is basically (2.1.6) with a small, additional correction 
factor and leads to a similar expression in NNULL. For a null condition 
. NNULL=O, so ENULL=O and so (6.6.13) can be rearranged to give 
2 2 2 -2ik(~L -deur) 
't;r H - [(pp·PT)Cos(2{}) + 2PpPTSin(2{})]e r -y-
t.f (6.6.14) 
Now in the case when the CUT is a dielectric I ry 1::= I rH I and the term 
'tp2rH (::=ry/104 at 100 GHz for the current polarisers) can be ignored. 
When the CUT consists of a device which is coupled into via rectangular 
waveguide, the modulus of the cross polar reflectivity approximates to 
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unity and is highly dispersive. Hence the term 'tp2rH becomes relevant 
for small values of rv. In these circumstances a second polariser G4 
aligned with G3 may be placed between G3 and the CUT as shown in 
figure 2.1.1. The condition for a null then becomes 
4 2 2 -2ik(dooL -<icur) 't~ H - [(pp-PT)Cos(2tt) + 2PpPTSin(2tt)]e 
r y = 4 
'tr (6.6.15) 
rH is now attenuated by a factor of 104 with respect to rv and is hence 
insignificant. The trade off for the advantage gained is that the 
denominator has now become marginally significant, though this latter 
factor is smaller and more predictable than the former. 
(6.6.14) makes the error terms different for the +tt and -tt orientations 
and consequently the errors are double valued with respect to Cos(2l}). 
Figure 6.6.4 shows how the phase of the QOL reflection varies as the 
QOL is rotated through 360°. The phase change of the reflection is 
displayed cumulatively in this graph so as to simulate its measurement 
by the impedance bridge. Figure 6.6.4 clearly has the same form as the 
experimental measurement of the phase change as presented in figure 
6.5.3. .From the graph, the phase change between the ±30° orientations 
(the nulling angles when r=0.5) is 7.7 0 which is compatible with the 
empirically derived values of 8.5±0.9° reported earlier in this section. 
In conclusion, it appears that the model developed above, accurately 
describes the observed behaviour of the impedance bridge, even though 
the deleterious effects of polarisers other than G3 have been ignored. 
This may no longer be true at higher frequencies,. where the 
performance of the polarisers worsens. 
Having established the measurable effects of polariser G3, it becomes 
necessary to either calibrate the effect or try to remove it. A compromise 
I: 
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Figure 6.6.3 a) amplitude and b) phase errors in the reflectivity of the 
QOL due to the non-ideal behaviour ofpolariser G3 at 85 GHz. 
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, 
method by which the calibration factor is greatly reduced has been 
devised. 
From equation (6.6.13), the reflectivity of the QOL, rQOL is given by 
2 2 -2ikdQOL 
r QOL = [(pp-PT)Cos(2~) + 2ppPTSin(2~)]e (6.6.16) 
where dQOL is the distance of the reference plane with respect to which 
the phase is described. This complex reflectivity is shown graphically 
on an Argand diagram in figure 6.6.5. In this diagram 2kdQOL=2nrc so 
that the vector describing the reflectivity of a QOL without phase errors 
would lie along the positive real axis. The values that have been 
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inserted are for the current grids operating at 85.5 GHz. The complex 
reflectivity is composed of one component, (pp2 -PT2)Cos(2t}), that is 
mainly real and one component, 2pPPTSin(2t}), which is mainly 
imaginary. The phase angles of these vectors, shown in figure 6.6.5 are 
for the current polariser G3, and for a signal wavelength of 3.507 mm 
(85.5 GHz). In each of the diagrams. the QOL reflectivity is shown 
when the QOL is orientated at +t} and at -t}. These correspond 
respectively to I rl,31 and I r2,41 as introduced in equation (6.2.1). As 
dQOL is varied, as in a linear scan, all the vectors rotate about the origin. 
Figure 6.6.5a is drawn for the actual reflectivity of the QOL when dQOL is 
set such that reflectivity assuming ideal polarisers would be a vector 
along the real axis. 
The linear scan measurement technique previously described 
calculates dQOL such that rQOL(+t}) lies along the real axis and this is 
taken to be the nulling phase. This is shown in figure 6.6.5b. The 
measured amplitude reflectivity is the average of I rQOL(-t}) I and 
I rQOL(+t}) 11 where 1 rQOL(±t}) 1 are the scalar products ofrQOL(±t}) with 
the real axis, that is to say 
Ir 1_ Ir QOL(+t})I + Ir QOLC-t})1 __ C_os_(2_t}_)_+_C_o_sC_-2_t}_) C_o_s_Ca) 
A,B - 2 - 2 (6.6.17) 
where 1 r A,B 1 ,defined in section 6.2, is the measured reflectivity, and a 
is the phase angle between rQOLC-t}) and rQOLC+i}) as shown in figure 
6.6.5b. For I rCUT 1 = 1 rA B I =0.5, a=7.7° leading to a 0.25% over estimate , 
in the value of I rCUT 1 , as shown in figure 6.6.3. 
Rather than calibrate this factor, a new mode of operation was 
proposed in which the ZPD is calculated such that the vector 
(pp2 - p~)Cos(2t}) lies along the real axis as shown in figure 6.6.5b. This 
is achieved by setting the QOL orientation to a null at +t} during one 
1 See section 6.2 
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Figure 6.6.5 The complex reflectivity of the QOL where the positive real 
axis corresponds to the nulling phase. The actual phase of the QOL is 
shown a) in comparison with a QOL composed using an ideal polariser 
G3 b) for the phase applied in the measurement technique used thus 
far c) for the phase used in subsequent measurements. 
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direction of linear scan and to a null at -t} during the opposite direction 
of linear scan. In measuring amplitude reflectivities, the reflection 
bridge is now sensitive to only the real part of the vector 
2ppprrSin(213-)exp(-2ikd QOL). Since this term will have equal and opposite 
values for + 13- and -t} it will cancel when averaged. However, the phase 
angle OfrQOL(+t}) is not exactly equal and opposite to the phase angle of 
rQoLC-t}), though this is only significant as I r I ~O 
Although the necessity for calibration has not been irradicated the size 
of the calibration factor has been greatly reduced. Calibration factors 
are dealt with in the next section. 
6.7 Calibration Factors 
One of the major advantages of this quasi-optical impedance bridge is 
the absence of a multitude of calibration factors. This escape is not 
complete however, it is necessary to apply a small correction due to the 
finite reflectivity of the mirror surfaces of the QOL and the deficiencies of 
the polariser G3 as outlined in the previous section. The power 
reflectivity R, of a plane conducting mirror at normal incidence is given 
by1 
1 
(
41tE f)2 R= 1-2 _o_ 
cr (6.7.1) 
where cr is the conductivity of the mirror material, f is the rf frequency 
and Eo is the permittivity of free space.. Inserting the conductivities of 
aluminium and tungsten2 into (6.7.1) one obtains a field reflectivity (.yR) 
of 0.99947 for aluminium and of 0.99925 for tungsten at 100 GHz. Figure 
6.7.1 shows how the reflectivities of aluminium and tungsten mirrors 
1 A Battaglia, A. Gozzini, G Boudouris; "Experimental study of confocal Fabry-Perot 
resonators"; II Nuovo Cimento, .Q.a, 1970, pp121-S1 
2 G. Kaye, T. Laby; "Tables of physical and chemical constants"; Longman press. 
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Figure 6.7.3 Phase cOlTeCtion as a function of I r I at 85 GHz due to the 
real component of the vector 2ppP'ISin(2t}) 
vary as a function of frequency. The reflectivity of a tungsten mirror 
may be taken as the maximum possible reflectivity of a polariser. 
Figure 6.7.2 shows the theoretical apparent variation with frequency of 
the QOL reflectivity. This is basically a plot of equation (6.6.14) with 
, 
rH=O. Additionally, Ohmic losses in the QOL have been included and 
the polariser reflection coefficients have been multiplied by the reflection 
coefficient of a tungsten mirror. For the ten micron wire grid the 
correction factor is predominantly due to Ohmic losses. For the 25 
micron grid, the grid deficiencies dominate. 
Figure 6.7.3 shows the variation of the phase calibration factor with 
I r I at 85.5 GHz. 
From (6.3.2), the current differentiator introduces a further calibration 
factor of 0.9991. 
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Figure 6.7.4 The F .M. noise measurement system used to measure 
I pp I and'tT. The resonator is as used to measure '!:T. 
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Figure 6.7.6 The variation with dQOL of the measured reflectivity of the 
50% reflecting mirror. 
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Since the initial measurements of the reflectivities and 
transmissivities of the polarisers, a resonant cavity measurement 
technique has become possible. I Pp I and I'tT I have been measured at 
94 GHz. The tunable Fabry-Perot resonant cavity is part of an F.M. 
noise measurement system built by Smith using the half cube 
components1• It is shown in figure 6.7.4. The resonator is composed of 
the confocal mirrors M1 and M2. M3 can be adjusted longitudinally 
along the optic axis to tune the cavity to be almost totally black at the 
resonant frequency. The movable roof mirror facilitates measurement 
of phase of the off resonance reflection. 
The Q of the cavity may be measured from the discriminant trace on 
the oscilloscope whilst the frequency of the Gunn oscillator is swept 
through the resonant frequency of the cavity. The Q of the cavity is 
measured to be 105 at 94 GHz giving a finesse of 282. Inserting a 
polariser with the wires transverse to the polarisation, as shown in 
figure 6.7.4, reduced the Q to 55±5 x 103 indicating an attenuation of 
I 'tT I =0.9988 (-0.001 dB). This compares with a transmissivity of 0.9998 
predicted by (6.6.5), though this does not include Ohmic losses. 
Inserting the polariser introduced a change in resonant frequency of 
2MHz indicating a phase change of -1.08°in passing through the 
polariser compared with a -1.23° phase change predicted by (6.6.5) 
The reflectivity, I pp I was measured by reflecting the cavity beam 
through 90° as shown in figure 6.7.5. When an aluminium mirror was 
placed in the position of the polariser under test, the Q of the cavity was 
measured to be 105. This is unchanged because the Q of the cavity is 
dominated by losses in the mylar beam splitter and diffraction losses. 
1G.M. Smith; "transferred electron oscillators at mm wave frequencies and their 
characterisation using quasi-optical techniqueS'; PhD thesis, University of St. 
Andrews (1990). 
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Inserting the polariser under test gave a Q of 60±5 x 103, indicating 
I pp 1=0.9990 (-0.0008 dB) compared with a theoretical reflectivity of 0.9992 
for a tungsten mirror or 0.9999 for a perfectly conducting grid as 
predicted by (6.6.1). Multiplying the reflectivity of a tungsten mirror by 
the reflectivity of a perfectly conducting grid gives a reflectivity of 0.9991. 
In conclusion, for absolute ab initio calibration of reflection 
coefficients, complex values for pp2 and'tT2 are required. PT2 effects the 
measurement of I r I at about the 0.0004 level for the 25 micron grids at 
100 GHz and so inaccuracies in its measurement are not important. 
Values of pp ,PT and 'tT have been calculated in section 6.6. 
Measurements of pp and 'tT at 94 GHz as described in this section give 
values compatible with the calculated coefficients and so it appears that 
at 94 GHz at least, it is reasonable to use the theoretical values. It will 
be of interest however, to use the technique described in this section to 
make further measurements at the frequencies of interest. 
One further variable in the absolute measurement of reflectivity is the 
relative power coupling efficiencies into the QOL and the CUT. For the 
quasi-optical CUT it was possible, by making the QOL and CUT 
distances similar, to make the respective coupling efficiencies identical, 
removing the need for this effect to be calibrated. For other CUTs this 
might not be a reasonable proposition. For example, for a CUT at the 
end of a waveguide, it may be considered desirable to operate the QOL 
such that its phase distance is similar to the CUT waveguide and so 
reduce the effect of oscillator frequency drifts. Software has been 
written to calculate a correction factor for the change in optical coupling 
into the QOL with its axial location. Figure 6.7.5 shows the measured 
variation with dQOL in the apparent reflectivity of the 50% reflecting CUT 
at 85 GHz. The oscillator horn has been axially located to give a beam 
waist close to the ZPD at 30 mm. 
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When the CUT consists of a device mounted in a waveguide, the 
calibration factors will cancel out in the de-embedding process. The 
only calibration required in these circumstances is the phase error as 
typified by figure 6.7.3. 
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7 Overview of software 
Software has been written to provide the control and data acquisition 
and analysis necessary to calculate the amplitude and relative phase of 
the CUT reflection. The evolution of the technique and the 
considerations underlying it are described in chapter 6. The complete 
software listing appears in appendix A. 
The software consists of one program written in BBC BASIC V with in-
line ARM assembly code. Descriptions of this language, in particular, 
of the assembly language and operating system routines can be found in 
the books by Ginns1 and Van Somerson2 . The programmers' reference 
man uaI3 is also required for a complete description of all of the 
operating system routines called by the software. 
The software is completely relocatable; the only absolute addresses 
used are those of hardware within the podule. It has been written in a 
hybrid of assembly language and BASIC. It has been necessary to 
write some code in assembler, for example the interrupt service routine, 
'Handler', and those that need to execute quickly such as 'init'. Other 
routines have been written in assembler because it is more convenient to 
do so or to increase the speed of simple, but time consuming tasks, such 
as initialising large sections of memory. 
1 M. Ginns;"Archimedes assembly language - the complete programming course - 2nd 
edition";Oabs press, Manchester, England. 
2A. & N. Van Someren; "Archimedes operating system - A user's guide";Oabs press, 
Manchester, England. 
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7,1 Data storage 
During linear and rotary scans, data is stored in a data buffer1, a map 
of which is shown in table 7,1,1. At the start of the buffer (labelled 
'data_start%') is a block of control words and flags which are used to 
communicate to routines the current state and mode of operation of the 
impedance bridge. For example, the servo control variables and status 
flags, the data pointer, data acquisition status flags and so on are stored 
here, The complete list, with a description of each appears on page Al 
under the title 'data area offsets'. This control block is necessary since, 
when calling an interrupt handling routine, it is possible to pass only 
one parameter. 'data_start%' is passed to the interrupt handler (by the 
operating system, RISe OS) and other routines in R12. 
Raw data for a negative scan (either linear or rotary) is stored in an 
empty ascending stack of 32 bit words immediately after the control 
I block, starting at the offset 'data_area%'2. A negative scan is one in 
which the encoder counters decrement, The pointerS points to the offset 
from 'data_start%' for the next data point. A version of the raw data is 
stored in histogram fashion, starting at ,an address offset by 
'smooth_offset%'. This data set is created such that every set of eight 
points4 of 'raw' data is summed into one point of 'smooth' data, This 
smooth data is less noisy than the raw data ~d promotes more reliable 
rendering of the zero crossing points. During the return scan, data is 
stored at addresses offset by 'back_data_offset%' with respect to 
'data_area%' and 'smooth_offset%', Data is stored by adding the 
current data sample to the data already stored in that memory location, 
1 Memory space for the data buffer is reserved by the routine 
'FN_reserve_data_space' at the end of the assembly language code, 
2data is stored by the routine 'sum_data' 
3at offset 'pointer%' with respect to 'data_start%' 
42 raised to the power of the variable 'data_mode%' 
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so that after normalisation with respect to the number of scans, the data 
is effectively averaged. Before data acquisition commences, the whole of 
the memory reserved for data is filled with the zeros 1. 
~ 
ta_start% 
back_data_offset% 
unused 
back_da ta_offset%+da ta_area % 
offset from data start% 
o 
&FC 
&FCOO 
&13880 
&1397C 
ack_data_offset%+smooth_offset% &23480 
_size% &28000 
Figure 7.LI Memory map of the data 
1 by the routine 'cieacmemory' 
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7.2 Talking to the DACS 
DACS powered mechanical control of the impedance bridge is 
generally by BASIC rOl1;tines. Data acquisition and storage is through 
assembly language routines which are called either from other 
assembly language routines such as the interrupt handler, or when 
speed is not important, from BASIC. 
A complete list of all the BASIC and assembly language routines and a 
brief description of their purpose is presented in the index to appendix A. 
A few of the salient routines are described here. The method of use of 
individual routines and parameter passing is documented with each 
routine in the listing of Appendix A. When calling an assembled 
routine from BASIC, the resident integers A% to H% are copied into the 
ARM registers RO to R7. When calling a routine as a function the 
integer in RO is returned as the result of the BASIC function 
USR(routine name). 
In reading and writing to a module type, the module number (for 
example, the QOL linear encoder is connected to counter module 
number 1) is passed in RO and the base address of the page FRED 
(&33000000) is passed in R11. 
The routine 'read_counter' reads the last 20 bit 2's compliment integer 
latched into a module counter's output register and returns with the 32 
bit 2's compliment integer in RO. When reading the rotary encoder 
counter, bit 31 of the argument passed to the routine defines whether the 
result is returned as an absolute value or a relative displacement from 
the marker pulse 1. 
'read_adc' repeatedly polls the ADC INT flag until it goes low, 
signalling that conversion data is available for reading. It then reads 
1 documented in the listing of appendix A 
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the sixteen bit 2's compliment conversion data in two successive bytes 
and returns it as a 32 bit. 2's compliment integer in RO. In addition the 
result is used to update a running record of the previous maximum and 
minimum single ADC readings of a scan1• These values are used for 
range checking. 
Both of these routines read from FRED by directly reading the 
Archimedes addresses onto which the devices are mapped. It is 
therefore not possible to call them when the ARM is in USR mode. 
Furthermore, these functions read the last data latched by the modules; 
there is no instruction to acquire data. The shell routines, 
'read_counter_USR' and 'read_adc_USR' provide the necessary ARM 
mode switching and data latching commands to enable a datum to be 
read from BASIC or any USR mode call. In addition the number passed 
to 'read_adc_USR' in R2 determines how many times to read the ADC. 
The integer returned in RO is the sum of these readings. 
The index to appendix A indicates the mode that the ARM processor 
must be in when a routine is called. 
7.3 locating zero crossings 
The routine 'zero_finder' is used to find the offsets within a block of 
memory at which zero crossings with a positive gradient occur. When 
such a zero crossing is located, the addresses at a given offset on either 
side2 are examined to check that they also imply a valid zero crossing. 
The number of crossings is returned in RO and their locations are stored 
in a stack3 . The offsets of the zero crossings are mapped onto 
corresponding offsets within the raw data memory block and BASIC 
1 held in the addresses 'min_adc' and' ,max_adc' 
2this offset is called the standoff and is passed in R3 
3an 'empty ascending' stack, the address of which is passed in R4 
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routines 1 calculate a more reliable estimation of the zero crossing points 
from a least squares linear fit to the raw data either side of the first 
estimate of the zero crossing. Zero crossing positions obtained this way 
are consistent between scans within about one tenth of an increment. 
The linear fitting procedure for the rotary scan also calculates the 
uncertainty of the zero crossing point and this is used to calculate an 
uncertainty in I r I . 
7.4 The servo control 
Servo control of the motors has been executed in software and the 
velocity measurement comes from the incremental encoder output 
frequency. A digital servo loop suffers from quantisation eITor which 
can cause 'cogging', that is, the drive applied to the motor and the 
measured speed is quantised, which, for a fast servo slew rate, can 
cause the motor speed stability to worsen when the servo is applied. An 
analogue servo system does not suffer from the same problems, but servo 
control of a d.c. motor speed will not remove speed variations induced by 
a non-linear drive mechanism. 
The QOL speeds are determined by the frequency of the linear and 
rotary encoder incremental outputs and so non-linearities in the drive 
mechanism are inside the feedback loop and are cancelled out. 
Several methods of implementing the servo control were attempted. It 
was possible to write an operational servo control routine in BASIC, but 
awkward to efficiently integrate this into the existing software. A servo 
control was written as a 'ticker routine'; that is an interrupt routine that 
is . called periodically by the operating system. Being a low priority 
interrupt, this suffered, from a large variation in the period between 
1 PROC_fiClin_zeros for linear scan data and PROC_fiCroCzeros for rotary scan 
data 
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calls and it was this period that was used to measure the encoder 
increment frequencies. 
The method that has been implemented is to have the interrupt 
handler, periodically call the servo control routine, 'servo_control', once 
every 'n' interrupts, where 'n' is an integer, and adjust the DAC drive to 
the d.c. motors according to the time that has elapsed since the previous 
call. 
A timer is needed for this method. The resolution of the system timer 
at 0.01 seconds is not small enough to be a suitable. Fortunately a 6522 
VIA, incorporating two programmable counter/timers, is built into the 
I/O podule. Counter 2 of this chip has been programmed to decrement 
at the podule 2MHz clock rate and is used as a clock with a resolution of 
0.5 microseconds. Unfortunately, this is only a 16 bit counter, so that it 
overflows (decrements through zero) after 0.03 seconds. Thus, if the 
QOL translation stages move too slowly, it is possible for the servo to lock 
to a slower 'alias' speed. Also it is only the speed that is locked, not the 
direction. To avoid these problems, the QOL drive is constrained to a 
minimum value which drives the QOL well above the alias speed and the 
servo is only enabled once the QOL has reached its maximum speed. 
Although the performance of this method has been found to be 
satisfactory, it may be possible to cascade counter 2 and counter 1 to 
prevent the overflow problem, or to program the VIA to flag an interrupt 
when counter 2 decrements through zero. 
Variation in the incremental period of the encoders determines the 
lower limit of the frequency with which 'servo_control' is called and the 
upper limit is determined by the combination of required slew rate and 
feedback constant of the servo control (for the rotary movement) or by the 
maximum count time of counter 2 (for the linear movement). 
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Reasonable values for the 'servo_control' call frequency1, in conjunction 
with feedback coefficients2, were derived empirically for linear and 
rotary movements of the QOL. The criteria for choosing a particular set 
of values was to minimise the difference between the actual time taken 
and the target time for 10000 interrupts, whilst keeping the R.M.S. error 
in the interrupt periods small. The R.M.S. error was relatively 
uneffected by changes in the servo parameters and was probably 
dominated by the jitter in the physical period of the encoder increments. 
The target speeds of the QOL correspond 80-90% of the maximum drive 
voltage. The target output frequencies for the incremental encoders 
are3 (with equivalent velocities in brackets) 720 Hz (1.44 rom s·l) for the 
linear movement and 2286 Hz (0.57 Hz rotation speed) for the rotary 
encoder. The linear encoder velocity is measured (and hence averaged 
over) every 0.036 rom (18 increments). This is the maximum distance 
over which the VIA counter can be relied upon not to overflow and is 
probably a little short, since the spurious jitter in this period due to the 
linear encoder is of the order of 3%. This will improve if the VIA count 
period can be increased. The rotary encoder velocity is measured one 
hundred times per revolution. 
The interrupt frequency, averaged over a 1 second time scale, has 
since been measured with a laboratory counter/timer when the servo is 
enabled and disabled. The most marked difference, in addition to a 
reduction in small amplitude variations (to about 0.2%), is that with the 
servo enabled, the occasional slowing of the QOL rotation by as much as 
20% no longer occurs. This correlates with the change in the standard 
errors of the reflectivity measurements that was brought about by 
1 contained in the BASIC array servo-pulse_count%O and stored in the control block 
at offset pulses_to_count% 
2these are contained in the in the control block starting at offset slew_rate% 
3 set by the parameters in 'PROC_initialise_control' 
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installing the servo control. 
The encoder counts are continually displayed on the computer VDU in 
a colour which reflects the current servo status1, as determined by the 
size of the servo error signal, so that the operator is warned of any 
excessive speed variations (as may occur should bearings become dirty 
or out of adjustment). In operation, the rotary servo remains constantly 
locked whereas the linear servo occasionally falls momentarily out of 
lock, though this is not judged to be significant. This may be due to the 
integration period of the servo control being too short. 
7.5 Positioning the QOL 
The QOL can be positioned with a rotational and linear resolution of 
one increment2• This is achieved by applying full power drive in the 
appropriate direction and then ramping the speed down as the target 
displacement is approached. The QOL is then iteratively nudged with 
short, small pulses until the target displacement is attained. The 
appropriate ramping and nudging parameters were obtained 
empirically and are a function of the friction (and hence cleanliness and 
preload) in the bearings. 
7.6 Calculation of reflectivity 
The calculation of the CUT reflectivity was discussed in chapter 6. 
The procedure that has evolved is shown in figure 7.6.1. It is an iterative 
procedure which alternately calculates approximations to the nulling 
• ZPD and the nulling amplitude reflectivity. In practice, it has been 
1 white=disabled; green=locked; red=out of lock. These colour numbers are stored as 
bytes at offset servo_status% by servo_control. 
2By the BASIC routine PROC_move 
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'0' bidirectional linear scans, 
aligning QOL to + "or • " 
according to the scan direction 
calculate a linear fit to a graph 
of zero crossing index against 
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wavelength 
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calcnlate the CUT amplitude 
reflectivity for this linear 
displacement 
NO 
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Figure 7.6.1 Flow chart for calculating complex reflectivity. 
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disable ARM interrupts 
initialise data control block 
(using passed parameters) 
switch ARM to SVC mode 
initialise 1 MHz bus 
IOC VIA registers 
switch ARM to USR mode 
read DACS counter 
count = 'trigger count'? 
YES 
enable ARM interrupts 
set !data_collecLenable% 
flag 
Figure 7.6.2 Flow chart for the routine 'init' 
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found that no further convergence of these values occurs after the second 
iteration, though more may be taken to yield a standard error on the 
measurements. 
Before data acquisition can occur the encoder counters must be 
referenced to the encoder marker pulses. This is done by programming 
the counter mode registers so that the counters are zeroed by the marker 
pulse and then rotating and translating the QOL until the marker pulse 
is passed over. This event is detected by a discontinuous change in 
count1• If the QOL hits an endswitch before the linear encoder marker 
is found, it reverses direction and continues searching for the marker 
pulse. 
An initial estimate of the amplitude reflectivity of the CUT is required. 
If this is excessively large, then the Cosinusoidal trace obtained from a 
linear scan may be dominated by cyclic power variations in the Gunn 
oscillator output, rather than by interference between the QOL and CUT 
reflected fields. Therefore, an underestimation of I r I is to be 
preferred. 
The data acquisition during a scan starts at a specific linear or rotary 
, 
displacement of the QOL, which has been called the 'trigger count' and 
continues until a specific number of data points have been taken, that is 
16000 for a linear scan and 4000 for a rotary scan. This enables 
successive scans to be accurately overlaid for signal averaging purposes. 
The routine 'init', shown in figure 7.6.2, is called to set up the control 
variables and program the DACS VIA before enabling data acquisition 
when the 'trigger count' is reached. Data acquisition is controlled by 
the 'data_collect_enable%' flag. This flag is enabled by 'init' and 
remains enabled until the interrupt following the last required data 
1 By the routines 'Iook_for_end_stop_or_marker' and 
'PROC_find_encoder_markers'. 
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Figure 7.7.Ll Flow chart for the interrupt handling routine 'Handler' 
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point when it is disabled by 'Handler' . 
7.7.1 The interrupt handler 
The interrupt handler, 'Handler', shown in figure 7.7.1.1, is called by 
all interrupts sourced from within the address space of the I/O podule. 
'Handler' is permanently installed 1 and the counter sourced interrupts 
are switched by writing to the mode registers. At present, podule IRQs 
are only invoked by the DACS VIA, so 'Handler' can determine the 
source of the IRQ by reading the VIA Interrupt Flag Register. In 
normal use, the VIA IRQs will only be sourced by the counter module 
increments. In response to these 'Handler' must 
(i) Acquire and store data in the appropriate array 
(ii) Periodically call the servo control routine 
(iii) Disable data collection after the last data point of a scan has 
been taken and, if it is a linear scan, switch off the drive to the linear 
motor. 
(iv) reset the VIA interrupt flag 
This particular method of enabling the data collection and servo 
control with flags is necessary tb enable the servo to correctly lock the 
QOL speed before data acquisition commences. 
Additionally, should some malfunction cause the QOL translation 
stage to hit an end switch, 'Handler' switches off the linear drive and 
informs the operator2 . 
1 Early in the program by calling 'install_handler' 
2routine 'write IRQ_end_switch_info' 
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NO 
Figure 7.7.2.1 Flow chart for calculation of a nominal ZPD 
_ 1 ~-
chapter 7 
interrupt driven datu 
acquisition 
C? 
Figure 7.7.2.2 Flow chart for the calculation of I r I 
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rotary icon & count 
linear icon & dQOL 
zero crossing displacements 
dCPL in mm 
voltage offset in ADC increments 
motor DAC drive voltage (%) 
linear scans averaged 
iteration number 
Figure 7.7.2.3 Photograph of the computer screen after a linear scan, 
showing the sinusoidal data and the linear fit to a graph of the zero 
the 
1.ILIIIti. • •. 4~i 4 t~f'»' ...... _ 
.......... It tfl .H ;ii:Hi .. ... 
\ 
rotary icon & count 
linear icon & dQOL 
} 
zero cros~ing displacements 
tE.a~ In counts 
voltage offset in ADC increments 
motor DAC drive voltage (%) 
,rotary scans averaged 
Iteration number 
Figure 7.7.2.4 A photograph of the computer screen after a sequence of 
rotary scans. The reflectivity of the CUT is approximately 0.5. 
Positive scans and parameters are in red, negative in blue and means in 
white. The white lines on the traces show the linear fits to the zero 
crossings. 
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7,7,2 Calculation of ZPD and I r I 
In both of the routines to calculate ZPD1 and I r 12 , as shown in figures 
7.7.2.1 and 7.7.2.2, data is acquired and stored by 'Handler', which 
increments the pointer as it does so. This occurs asynchronously as a 
background task. Meanwhile, by monitoring the value of the pointer, 
BASIC plots the data that has so far been acquired. During a rotary 
scan, data is acquired faster than it can be displayed so that plotting 
continues after data acquisition is complete for that scan. The data 
stored is the sum of all the previous scans of that measurement, so that 
BASIC must normalise it with respect to the number of scans. The 
signal to noise ratio is thus directly observed to improve as the scans 
accumulate data. 
The data plotted during a linear scan is the mean of four contiguous 
words in the smooth data array and the data plotted in the rotary scan is 
plotted one for one from the smooth array. The signal to noise ratio of 
the plotted signal is consequently better than the signal to noise ratio of 
the real signal. 
The least square fit through the zero crossing points is drawn on the 
, 
computer screen so that any errors (as may occur with a noisy signal) 
can be detected. It can be shown that an uncertainty o<j) in the 
measurement of the angle <j)i-<j)i+l leads to an uncertainty of lor I in 1 r 1 
(=COS(<j)i-<j)i+l)) where 
Ion ~ 12.o<j),Sin(<j)C<j)i+l)1 (7.7.2.1) 
This is the equation that has been used to calculate the uncertainty in 
1 r I. Figure 7.7.2.3 shows a photograph of the computer screen after a 
complete linear scan and figure 7.7.2.4 shows a photograph after a 
rotary scan. The icons in the top right show the rotary and 
1'PROC.-Qet-phase' 
2'PROC_get_amplitude' 
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displacements of the QOL. 
7.8 Summary of software 
The software described above was checked and debugged by the 
following method. An array of synthesized data was loaded into an 
array of memory. The routine 'read_adc' within handler was 
substituted for a routine which read a data point from this synthesised 
array. All other aspects of the impedance bridge remained unchanged. 
Within rounding errors, the analysis described above returned the 
values of ZPD, A and I r I that were used to calculate the data array (after 
some small bugs were corrected). This verifies that the curvature of the 
graphs close to the zero crossings was not causing the linear fits to 
calculate a zero crossing with any significant error. 
An attempt was made to use this data to drive the output channel of the 
DACS in a waveform which followed the synthesised data. Mter being 
passed through the· analogue differentiator, this signal was very noisy, 
so that although the measured parameters were compatible with the 
parameters of the synthesised array, the uncertainties were too large to 
be informative. Signal averaging did not significantly improve the 
signal to noise ratio, because the noise was correlated from trace to 
trace. 
In conclusion, the present software enables the real ZPD (and hence 
relative phase) and amplitude reflectivity of the CUT reflection to be 
measured. Routines are also included in the listing which are 
specifically useful for measuring small reflectivities1 for which the 
signal to noise ratio may become too poor to enable reliable rendering of 
the ZERO crossing points. Further routines measure the variation of 
1'PROC_measure_low_reflectivity' 
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nominal ZPD with wavelength 1 so that the real ZPD may be located and 
the variation of measured reflectivity with QOL linear displacement2 so 
that the effect of changes in optical coupling can be calibrated. 
Although the software will continue to evolve, this will mainly rely 
upon the library of routines that have been written. 
1'PROC_measure_reflectivity_vs_wavelength' 
2'PROC_measure_reflectivity_vs_ZPD' 
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Conclusion 
In order to develop a measurement technique, it was necessary to 
predict the form of the signals measured at the null detector. The 
measured form of the signals was as predicted. The theory of Gaussian 
beam mode coupling was developed so that quasi optical components 
could be designed and measured. It also enabled consideration to be 
given to the manufacturing tolerances required of the quasi-optical 
components. The quasi optical components behaved as predicted. 
Components manufactured to these designs form the basis of a new 
stock of quasi-optical equipment now in day to day use at St. Andrews. 
Consideration was given to the design and manufacture of focussing on-
axis and off-axis mirrors for possible future use in this or other 
instruments. 
A computer control and interrupt driven data acquisition system with 
features particularly well suited for control of the impedance bridge was 
designed and built. This behaved as expected and has found use as a 
general laboratory data acquisition and control system. 
, 
Preliminary reflectivity measurements were made on a quasi optical 
load at 85 GHz. Although the results of these measurements were 
within the accuracy required by the contract with the NPL, it was 
considered that the potential of the instrument was not being achieved. 
Servo control of the QOL d.c. motors was applied in software and this 
reduced the standard error in the measurements to less than 0.1 % in 
amplitude and 0.10 in phase at a frequency of 85 GHz and I r I =0.5. This 
improves upon the previous smallest standard error in w-band 
reflectivity measurement1 that the author has seen reported. The 
1 G. Hjipieris, R.J. Collier, E.J. Griffin;"A millimetre wave six-port ref/ectometer 
using dielectric waveguide"; IEEE MTT 38,pp54-61 ,(1990) 
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impedance bridge, being a mechanical rather than purely electronic 
device is, however, substantially slower. 
Further measurements of the mirror CUT suggested a behaviour 
significantly different from that predicted by the theory outlined in 
chapter 2. This model was refined to include the non-ideal behaviour of 
the polarisers and the predictions of this theory agree with the measured 
behaviour. On the basis of this model a modified mode of measurement 
was devised which automatically cancels the errors due to the polarisers 
except for a very small phase error that may become evident for I r I <1 
and/or at higher frequencies. With the development of this model it may 
be possible to operate the impedance bridge at higher frequencies than 
had previously been envisaged. 
The broadband nature of the impedance bridge (and hence the model) 
has not yet been tested and this will constitute the next set of 
measurements. The present grids will also be replaced by grids wound 
from 10 micron wire with a 25 micron spacing; this will extend the high 
frequency limit of the instrument and reduce the, as yet, unpredicted 
effects of polarisers G1,G2 and G4. At higher frequencies it may become 
necessary to model these effects. ' 
The computer control of the Gunn oscillators needs to be implemented 
to enable full automation of the impedance bridge. 
The second translating roof mirror will be used to obtain a Fourier 
transform of the combined reflection of the CUT and the QOL at a null 
and hence obtain a second measurement on the phase of the reflection. 
From the evidence presented in this thesis, it appears that the 
impedance bridge can accurately measure complex reflectivities at 
w-band. It will be possible to extend these measurements to higher 
frequencies, thus enabling impedances to be measured at signal 
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frequencies rather than having to rely upon extrapolations from scale 
model measurements. 
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Index to Appendix A 
A list of all the routines that have been written for implementation with 
the impedance bridge is presented below. Some of these routines are not 
called, but are included in the listing in case they night be useful at some 
future time. The page number in the Appendix A listing is included. 
* signifies that the routine may not be called from USR mode 
** signifies that the routine expects to be called from IRQ mode. 
Routines in bold type are described in detail in chapter 7. 
clear_memory A3 
sets the contents of a block of memory to zero 
find_min_max A14 
finds the minimum and maximum integers in a block of memory 
Handler** A 7 
init 
the interrupt request service routine 
A9 
initiates data control block and waits for trigger count at given 
counter module 
install_handler A8 
installs the interrupt handling routine 'Handler' 
look_for_end_stop_or_marker Al3 
does not return until either an end switch has closed or the linear 
encoder count changes discontinuously 
readLadc* A5 
reads an ADC module and returns a 32 bit answer 
read_adc_USR A6 
selects an ADC module input channel, initiates a conversion and 
returns the 32 bit result. 
read_counter* A4 
returns the 32 bit count from a counter module, which must 
previously have been latched 
read_counter_USR A5 
latches and reads a counter module 
remove_offset AlD 
subtracts a constant integer from all words in a block of memory 
returns the minimum and maximum integers found in a block of 
data 
servo_control A2 
if enabled, servo controls the dc motors 
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start_adc* 
selects an ADC input channel initiates a conversion 
sum_data 
A5 
A4 
sums a data word into the address pointed to by the pointer 
roW MO 
returns sum of words in a block of memory 
white_count MO 
makes count numbers white servo not enabled 
write_count** MO 
215 
displays the module counter outputs on the vdu in the appropriate 
colours in response to a ticker routine call. Use carefully 
write_count_quick** M2 
a less general version of 'write_count' 
write_IRQ_end_switch_info** M4 
on an unexpected end switch, this routine informs the user and 
hangs up the computer 
zero_finder A6 
locates zero crossings with a positive gradient in a data block 
FN_calc_offsets A21 
calculates the voltage offset 
FN_data_OK A41 
range checks data and returns Boolean result 
FN_get_answer A34 
FN-£et_ZPD A31 
returns the nominal ZPD from linear scan data 
FN _lin_fi t A30 
returns x-axis intersection point of zero crossings linear fit 
FN_reserve_data_space A45 
increments the PC so as to reserve a block of memory for data 
storage 
PROC_binary A29 
returns integer as binary string 
PROC_calc_reflectivity _etc 
calculates the reflectivity etc. 
PROC_clg_for_text 
clears a graphics window for text overwriting 
PROC_dose_file 
tidies up and closes a file 
A23 
M7 
A36 
.. 
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PROC_control_dump A33 
prints the contents of the control block when the last error occured 
PROC_cross_raw A32 
draws a cross at the coordinates given for the fit to the zero 
crossings 
PROC_DAC_off A29 
switches off all motors 
PROC_DAC_output A29 
outputs a 2's complement byte to a DAC channel 
PROC_define_palette A40 
defines the colours and allocates variable names to colour 
numbers. 
PROC_delay 
Inserts a delay in centiseconds 
PROC_draw_fit 
A34 
A32 
draws the white line showing the linear fit to a zero crossing 
PROC_draw_Iin_posn AlB 
draws linear encoder icon 
PROC_draw _rotation 
draws rotary encoder icon 
PROC_error 
takes action when a BASIC error occurs 
PROC_find_encoder _markers 
AlB 
A32 
A40 
called at the beginning of the program to reference the encoder 
counters to the encoder markers, if this has not already been done. 
PROC_fit_lin_zeros A25 
does a linear fit through linear data zero crossings 
PROC_fit_rot_zeros A22 
does a linear fit to zero crossings of rotary scan data 
PROC~eCphase A24 
calculates ZPD 
PROC_graphics_ window 
window for drawing graphs 
PROC_info_ window 
window for warnings of bad range etc. 
PROC _ini tialise_control 
initialises the control block 
PROC_initialise_defaults 
A17 
A4l 
A33 
A42 
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PROC_initialise_min_max_adc A42 
initialises the min and max word addresses to rediculous values 
PROC_Iin_raw 
calculates a linear fit to the raw data 
PROC_linear 
does a bidirectional linear scan 
PROC _lock_hourglass 
A32 
A26 
A40 
locks the hourglass so that it does not respnd to the mouse 
PROC_measure_Iow_reflectivity A43 
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measures the complex reflectivity when the signal to noise ratio is 
too poor to enable reliable location of the zero crossings 
PROC_measure_reflectivity _at_one_ZPD A45 
PROC_measure_reflectivity _ vs_ wavelength A44 
PROC_measure_reflectivity _ vs_ZPD A43 
PROC_mirror_to_null_amplitude A23 
PROC_module_interrupts_off A35 
writes to a counter module mode register to disable interrupt 
generation. 
PROC_module_interrupts_on A35 
writes to the counter module to enable interrupts at the period 
given in the argument. 
PROC_move 
moves and nudges QOL into position 
PRO C _one_i tera tion 
does one set of linear and'rotary scans 
PROC_open_file 
opens and initialises a file 
PROC_position_hourglass 
PROC_power_off 
writes to the VIA to switch off the ±15 v supply 
PROC_power_on 
writes to the VIA to switch on the ±15 v supply 
PROC_print 
send this string to the printer 
PROC_print_amplitude_data 
A29 
A44 
A36 
A4I 
A40 
A39 
A34 
A35 
write amplitude reflectivity data from the last set of rotary scans to 
the printer 
PROC_print_phase_data A34 
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write phase reflectivity data data from the last set of linear scans 
to the printer 
PROC_printer_on A34 
send subsequent alphanumeric output to the printer (as well) 
PROC_read_answer A43 
PROC_read_file A37 
read and output file data and give a statistical analysis 
PROC_reverse_array 
reverses a BASIC array 
PROC_rotary 
acquires data for bidirectional linear scan 
PROC _screen_off 
stop sending alphanumeric data to the screen 
PROC_screen_on 
A32 
Al9 
A34 
A34 
send subsequent alphanumeric output to the screen (as well) 
PROC_servo_off A33 
disable the servo control via the servo_enable% flag 
PROC_servo_on A33 
enable the servo control via the servo_enable% flag 
PROC_setup_ windows Al6 
set up pretty graphics and text windows prior to a linear or rotary 
scan. 
PROC_show _signal A42 
show the time variation of the signal at the ADC input so that it 
can be checked for form and magnitude 
PROC_statistics A43 
calculates mean and standard errors of an array 
PROC_store_data A36 
saves numbers to disc 
PROC_store_linear_data A39 
saves linear scan data to disc 
PROC_store_rotary _data A39 
saves rotary scan data to disc 
PROC_store_string A36 
saves a string to disc 
PROC_subtract_offset A22 
subtracts the voltage offset 
PROC_switch_interrupts_off A41 
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PROC_text_ window 
PROC_ wait_for_movement 
A17 
A34 
219 
wait until the QOL has moved the number of increments given in 
the argument 
PROC_wait_until_stopped A35 
wait a while to make sure that the encoder counters have stopped 
changing. 
PROC_ write_counts A17 
writes encoder counts with icon 
PROC_ write_headings 
PROC_ write_numbers 
PROC_zero_line 
A24 
A25 
A33 
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REM )reflect 
REM Write to offsets within FRED 
FREDX=&03000000 
RGM_addressX=~33COOOO 
int_status_addressX=L3000 
bus_VIAX=FREDX 
:REM base address of FRED in slot 
:REM base address of podule ROM in slot 0 
:REM IRQ and FIQ status bits within ROM 
podule_VIAX=L33C2000 
REM Ittl~~it assign VIA register addresses 1I11I1III1 
port_BX=O 
port_AX=41&Ol 
B_dirX=4t&02 
A_dirX=4 t L03 
timer2_1o"X=4IB 
timer2_highX=419 
ACRX=4ILOB 
PCRX=4*&OC 
IntFRX=4ILOD 
IntERX=4tLOE 
counter_baseX=4*~20 
DACX=4IL30 
ADC_baseX=4IL40 
:REM port A 
:REM port B dirn. reg. 
:REH port A tiirn. reg. 
:REM AUK Control Reg 
:REM Peripheral Control Reg 
:REM interrupt Flag Register 
:REM Interrupt Enable Register 
REM l~tt*ltt data area offsets fttktf.~*fi.k~ 
:REM this is the buffer for storing data 
pointerX=O :REM The5e are the offset control words in the buffer 
miH_pointerX=4 :REM pointer to ne~t free data spaCE in buffer 
data_modeX=B :REM Indicates data to be taken by IRQ routine 
data_area_offsetX=.C:REM data_block offset from data_startX (used by handler)\ 
REM I~I.I servo control parameter offsets within the control block 1~lt~ 
pulses_to_countX=LIO:REM No of enceder increments to be counted by servo cant. 
pulses_countedX=~14 :REH"encoder incs counted so far 
target_timeX=LIB :REM 3 words giving No of counts off podule VIA counter 2 
DAC_statusX=&24 :REH 3 words which contain the curr20t D~C drive NO.5 
slew_rateZ=.30 :REM 6 words giving +VE,-ve feedback co-efficients 
servo_statusZ=L43 :REM 3 bytes giving Servo ~tatus info as logical colours 
channel_noMX=&4C :REM! word = current DAC/encoderlservo channel 
count_write_IDodeX=&50 :REM 1 byte. a bit in each posn. means write that count 
cDunterX=t54 :REM 1 word = last count from podule VIA timer2 
data_collect_enableX='58:REM byte; 1=2nabled,O=disabled 
servD.enableX=&59 :REM byte; l=enabled,O=disabled 
markers_foundX=~5A :REM byte; l=encoders already zeroed;O=marker not passed 
data_area%=&5C :REM A byte will be set to zero when end stop cause IRQ 
REM *ttt~t end of control block ~f.f.t.f.~tt 
buffer_sizeX=&28000 
sIDooth_offsetl=&FCOO 
back_data_offsetX=&13880 
:REM this is start poso. for smoothed data 
REM 11111t~11 define constants *tfllfliilf 
pts_per_plotX=500 
light_speed=299.77 :REM !Tim/osee 
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lin_incl=0.002 
lin_inc2=O.OOI 
vdu=256 
ticker_intervalX=3 
x_count_offsetX=71 
ADC_fsdX=4095 
min_adc_OKX=500 
:REM O.002~~ p2r linear incre.ent 
:REM call write count every 3/100 sees 
:REM minimum acceptable range for ADC input signal 
REM 1~.ltEI array tipes lilti~tEI 
upX=1:downZ=O:averageX=2:errorZ=3 
crossingsX=O:rawX=1 
linearX=I:rotaryX=O 
mX=O:cX=I:x_intcptX=2 
REM i-HHH windows 
:REM parameter types 
:REM d~ta types 
:REH scan types 
:REM standard deviation tYPES 
HtHHHH 
xIX=63:ylX=31:xuX=79:yu%=O 
info_xlX=2:info_xuX=60:info_ylX=12:info_yuX=4 
pow_pic_xlX=10:poM_pic_xuX=990:pDw_pic_¥IX=10:poN_pic_yuX=500 
REM HHli-H picture info HHHHHH 
RM_xl=1090:RM_yX=980:RM_radX=40 
lin_xZ=1144:1in_yX=900:lin_wX=135:1in_hX=30 
REM fHHH define colours fHHHHH 
blac~Z=O:red%=I:greenX=2:yello"X=3:blue%=4:~igentaX=5:whitish_hlue%=6:whiteX=7 
black_whiteX=3:1ight_greEnX=9:green_~agentaX=!O:greyX=II 
blue_yello"X=12:"hitish_redZ=13:1ight_blu~X=!4:light_red%=15: 
REM Illfl.~ asselbly language routines ItEI~II~f 
DIM string_buffer 16 
DIM programX .70000 
FOR optX=B TO 10 STEP 2 :REM range ch~ck, then range check and report errors 
" . ' P'=programl. 
L%=P% + ~IOOOOO 
[ 
OPT optZ 
\ 
\ IltltE serve control routine IIIEE 
.servo_control 
STMFD RI~.!, (RO-RI2!RI4} 
MOV RII,#lpodule_VIAX DIV &100000) 
MOY Rl0,llpodule_VIAX MOD LIOOOOO} 
ADD Rll,R10,Rll,ASL #20 
NOV RO,#%I(H)(lO 
STRB RO,(R1I,HACRXl 
LDRB RI,[Rll,#ti@er2_lowX] 
LDRB R2,[Rl1,Htimer2_highY.] 
\Entry) R12=data_startX 
\all other parameters are taken frOID the 
\control block 
\ffi8Sk to switch off counter 2 decrements 
\Hrit~ to ACR 
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ADD RI ,Rl ,R~,ASL 18 
ORR RI!RI,#~FFOOOO 
ORR RI,RI,I&FFOOOOOO 
RSB 21 ,Rl, ~(l 
STR RI,[RI2,lcQunterXl 
MOV RO!~O 
STRB RO,[RI1,ltimer2_loN%) 
STRB RO,(Rli,ltimer2_highl.J 
STRD RO,[Rll,IACRXl 
\R! ~ to:"l :olint 
\5a~e count in me~ory 
\cGunt~r now enabled 
\1*11 get -ye feedback parameters 
\start d2~r2i2nting on 2M Hz clock 
tf.ftf 
, error 
LDR R5,[R12,~channel_norl!.1 
MOl) Rl1;~FRED/' 
ADD R!l!Rll,ID~C% 
ADD R8,R!2,#D~C_statusZ 
LDR R2,[R8,R5,LSL 12J 
ADD R7,RI2,ltarget_timeX 
LuR R3,[R7,R5,LSL #21 
\fttl calcul~te error signa; 
SUBS R 1 , R I, R3 
ADD R7,R12,#slew_rate% 
LDRPL R4,[R7,R5,LSL ~3J 
AODM! R7,R7,~4 
LDRMI R~,[R7,R5,LSL #3J 
MOn R2,R2 
RSBMI Ril,R4,IO 
MUL R4,RI,R4 
ADD R4,R4,#I«15 
ADD Rl,R2,R4,ASR ~!6 
\ 
\ 
MOVS R4,R4,ASR 116 
RSBMI R4,R4,#O 
ADD R7,R!2,lservo_st~tus% 
e~lp R4,~! 
MOVLE R4,fl2 
MOVGT R4,#! 
STRS R4, [R7 ,R5J 
MOIJS RI,Rl 
RSBMI Rl ,H! ,~O 
CM? Rl,1!127 
MOVGT R I , # 127 
eM? Ri, #90 
MOVLT RI,#90 
MOVS R2,R2 
RSBMI HI ,Rl ,#0 
\ 
\ 
STRS RI,(R!1 ,R5,LSL #2J 
STR Rl,(R8,R5,LSL #2] 
LDMFD RI3!,(RO-R12,RI4} 
MOVS PC,RJ4 
,cl ear _memory 
\R5=channel nu]ber 
\R2=DA~ dri~e number 
\R3~t2rg~t ~l~ count per pulses count 
\Rl~error I~ count 
\R4~.ve slew rate 
\R4=-ve sleri rate 
\if drive i3 -ye slew rates should be -ye 
\Rl=2rrGf 5ignal 
\(ha~g~~ the ne;~t 1 i ne from INT to :;:DUND 
\slew rat~ in 1!(2A16) ths 
\R4 is error term in DAC output units 
\Ia~e R4 tV2 
\colour 2 =gre2n 
'colour ! =red 
\store se:'Io status colour in byte 
\R5=ABSlnew DAC drive nuaber) 
\confine ~B3IDAC drive) to 80-}127 
\restore original sign of drive 
\apply ne~ drive value to DRe 
\store in st2tus word 
\entry;R0='lrst leiory addr~ssIR!=la5t address 
A3 
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STMFD R13! ,lR3} 
NOV R3.IO 
,clear_mEA_loDD 
STR R3i[RO]J~4 
CMP RO,RI 
BLT clear_lei_IDop 
LDMFO RI3 1 ,{R3} 
MOVS PC,RI4 
\ 
,sum_data 
STMFD RI3!,{RI-R4,R7,R8,RI2} 
\2xit;ffiEffiory zeroed between RO and RI 
\entry;RO=data,R9=pointer!R12=data_startX 
\e~it;pointer (R9) updated 
LDR R2,(RI2,#data_ared_offsetZJ \R2=offset of base address from data_startX 
ADD R4,R2,R12 \R4=address of start of data_area 
LDR R3,[R4,R91 \get data sum 
ADD R3,RO,R3 \add new data 
STR R3,IR4,R9J \store data 
\ 
\ 
ADD R8iR4,#SffiODth_offs2t~ 
LOR RI,CRI2,#data_ffiodeXJ 
SUB R7,R9,ldata_areaX 
MOV R7,R7,LSR RI 
BIC R7,R7,.X!1 
LOR R3,CR8,R7J 
ADD R3,RO,R3 
STR R3,[R8,R7J 
ADD R9,R9,#d 
LDMFD R13! ,{Rl-R4,R7,RB,RI2} 
MOVS PC,RI4 
\dat3_illode contains the number of data PGint~ 
\to be plac!d into the loving average as 2ARI 
\subtract initial offset from pointer 
\R8=smDoth data start;R7=smooth data pointsf 
\Nord align pointer 
\get smoothed data 
\update pointer 
\if bit 31=1 then and the result i5 -ve then 4000 is added to the result 
\this means that there will be a one to one relationship between the roof 
\mirror angle and the count,A bipolar output is useful for iterating to a 
\position near zero 
,read_counter 
STMFD R13! ,{RI,R2,Rl1} 
ADD Rl1,RI1,'counter_baseX 
ADD RI1,RII ,RO,LSL #4 
MOV RI,HO 
LDRB RO, C R j 1 j , #4 
LDRB R2, un IJ, #4 
ADD RO,RO t R2,ASL #3 
LDRB R2,[R!lj 
AND R2,R2,#&OF 
ADD RO,RO,R2,ASL 116 
TST RO, #1(80000 
ORRNE RO,RO,#&FFOOOOOO 
ORRNE RO,RO,I&FOGOOO 
TST Rl,#I«3i 
BEg bipDlar_count 
CMP RO,IO 
ADOLT RO,RO,#4000 
,bipolar_count 
LDMFD RI3!,{Rl,R2,RII} 
\entry;RO=counter,Rl1=FREDX; 
\Exit;RO=24 bit count 
\counter bas~ addre55~5 at increments of 16 
\save RO tD test later 
\loH byte 
\middle byte 
\high byte 
\hi~h nibble 
\is it -ve (20 bit 2'5. compliment) 
\if so convert to 32 bit 2'5 compliment 
\if bit 31"(1 
\4000=max count of rotary encoder 
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MG'.iS PC,R14 
\reads cGunter from user mode and B~SIC 
.read_count9r_USR \eGtry;RO=counter number 
STHFD R13 1 ,(R3,RIO,Rll,Ri4} \exit;RO=count 
MOV Rll,lbus_VIAX 
ADD R10,Rll,lcDunter_base% 
SWI 'OS_Enter05" 
NOV R3,IO 
STRD R3,[RIO,RO,LSL 14] 
BL read_counter 
TEu? PC,liO 
MO'mV RO i RO 
\ 
LD~IFD R13! ,(R3,RiO,Rll,R14) 
MOVS PC,Ri4 
.start_aoc 
STMFD R13!,(R2,Rl1,RI4} 
ADD Rl1,Rll,tADC_baseX 
ADD Rl1,RI1,RO, A5L 13 
STR? Rl,[Rll;#4} 
STRB Rl,[Rii} 
LDrlFD H13', {R2,Rll,RW 
MOVS PC,R14 
.reao_ade 
STl1FD R13!, {Ri ,R2,Rl1,R14} 
ADD Rll,Rll,#ADC_ba5e% 
ADD Rll,RII.RO, ASL 13 
.read_adc_st;tlls 
LDRD RO,[Rl1,~4J 
TST RO,#l 
DNE read_adc_st&tus 
LDRB RO, [R II] 
LDF:B Rl,[RllJ 
ADD RO,Rl,RO, A5L 18 
TST RO,#&8000 
\enter supervisor lode ~D can talk to FRED 
\l~tch CDunter 
\entry;RO=ADC No, ,RI=channel number,Rll=FREDX 
\e~it;nothing 
\ 
\ADC addresses are at incre!ents of a 
'write channel No. to ADC 
\start conversion 
\entry;RO=adcNo;Rll=FREOX 
\exit;RO=conversion 
\read status tit - only bit 0 is valid 
\status bit goes low when conversion coaplete 
\g~t hi byte 
\get 10 byte 
\is it -','e 
ORRNE RO,RO,~&FFOOOO 
ORRNE RO.RO,I&FFOOOOOO \if so convert to 32 bit 2's complement into 
RSB RO,RO,.O \aake answer -ve because ade input is invert!d 
\ nQW check to see if these are the biggest Dr smallest readings so far 
ADR RI,lin_adc 
LOR R2,[RIJ \get previDus lin value 
eMP RO,R2 
STRLT RO, [Ri} 
LOR R2,[Ri,~4] 
CNP RO,R2 
STRGT RO, (Rl ,#4J 
LDMFD R13!,{Rl,R2,Rli,R14} 
MOVS PC 1R14 
.min_adc 
EQUO 0 
• !lIai: _ adc 
\replace it if neM one is 5~aller 
\get previous max value 
\replace it if neM Dn! is larger 
\address for min reading 
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EQUD (i \address for max reading 
\select~ ch;nnel, starts and read; the adc from US~ ffiQ~E R2 times and returns 
\the SUI of H2 reads in RO 
\a min and !ax value are updated at eaeh adc_read 
.read_ade_USR \Entry;RO=ade No, ,Rl=channel No. ,R2=numbe r 
STMFD RI3'!{R2-R6,Rll) \exit;RO=32 bit 2's cD3pliment result 
MOV RI11IFREDX \enter SVC mode so can talk to FRED 
MOV R3,*(l 
MOil R4,RO 
SMr 'OS_EnterOS· 
.read_adc_USR_loop 
MO'J RO,R4 
SWI ·OSJntOff" 
BL start_adc 
BL rea(adc 
SWI "OSJntOn" 
ADD R3,R3,RO 
SUBS R2,R2,~1 
BGT read_adc_USR_loop 
MOIl RO,R3 
\ 
TEGP PC, #(1 
MOI,lrN R(i I RO 
LDMFD R13! ,{R2-R6,Rll} 
MOVS PC,R14 
. OnJnG_Sili tch 
STMFD RIS', (RO} 
LDR RO,[Rll ,Port_8Xl 
CM? RO!BXIIIIllll 
BEQ false_alarm 
\zero accumulator register 
\save channel number 
\get channel number back fDr read adc 
\decrelent no of salple~ [Gunter 
\if not finished then loop 
\stick accumulated result in R3 
\return to user ill0de 
\return from subroutine 
\entry;Rll=FREDX,RI2=data_startX 
NOV RO,'%IOOOO \PA4 of VIA 
STRB RO,[Rll,'port_AZ] \switch off OAC po~!r 
BL write_IRQ_end_switch info 
.fa15e_aJarm 
LDMFD R13! ,(RO} 
MOVS PC,RI4 \~OVS retains.PC and status (IRQ etc.) 
\ 
\Jocates zeros with a positiVE gradient.entry;RO=data start;RI=Ho of points; 
\R2=stack for zeros locations;R3=standofl;R4=margin size 
\exit;RO=No of zeros found 
l z er 0 _ find er 
STMFD R13! ,ZRI-R9} 
MOV R3,R3 1LSL 12 
SUB RI ;Rl,R4 
ADD RB ,RO ,Rl,LSL 12 
NO\} R5 j RO 
NOV R7,R2 
ADD RO,RO,R4,LSL #2 
.zeroJoop 
CrlP RO, RB 
BGE zero_exi t 
\No of words to No Df bytes (standoff) 
\subtract margin froa No of points 
\Max address of source data 
\save RO 
\start at first margin 
\have we reached last data sample? 
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LDR R9,[RO},~J 
eM? R9,~O 
BGE zeroJoop 
LDR R9, [RO] 
eMP R9,#O 
BLT zero)oop 
SUB R9,RO,R3 
LDRR9,[R9] 
CMP R9,ilO 
BGE zero)oop 
LOR R9, [RO ,R3] 
CMP R9,#O 
ADDGT RO,RO,R3 
BU zero)oop 
GMP RCI,RB 
BGE zero_exit 
SUB R6,RO,R5 
SUB R6,R6,R3 
MOl{ R6,R6,LSR #2 
SHIEA R2!, {R6} 
3 zeroJoop 
.2 ero_E'd t 
SUB RO,R2,R7 
MOV RO,RO,LSR 12 
LDMFD H13! ,(RI-R9) 
MOVS PG,RI4 
\ 
.Handler 
STMFD RI3', (RO-R12,R14} 
\ Iff lit servo control 
\ 
NOV RIl,#bus_VIA% 
LDRB RO,[Rll,llntFRZ] 
AND RIO,RO,1%10011011 
ANDS Rl,RlO,#%IOOO 
STRNEB Rl,[Rll,DlntFRXl 
BLNE On_End_Switch 
\ 
ANDS RI,RIO,HIOOll 
BEQ exit 
STR8 Rl,[Rl1,IIntFRXl 
\ 
\g2t dah fiOrd 
\keep gDi~g till we find -ve data 
\if it is -ve get next sample 
\if it hasn't gone .ve get ne~t sample 
\get nUffiber R3 (standoff earlier) 
\this should also be -ve 
lis nu~,t.:r plus R3 (standoff) still tve 
\if 50 add standoff to prevent retrigger 
\ 
\ 
\If this 531ple is beyond re31 data - e~it 
\derive offset of zero crossing 
\subtract standoff to give actual crossing 
\store zero crossing point o~ stack 
\go get next data 
\RO=nu~ber of bytes filled by zero positions 
\should be in IRQ lode -R13 and Rl4 are IRQ reg 
\dati.start% is pissed by init in Rl2 
*.~ •• ~ 
\put IFR in RO 
\is it from a control pin? 
\ is it C32? 
\if CB2 1 clear CB2 IFR bit 
\if so go to ~outine to stop motors 
\is it CAI I CA2 I CBI? i,e an i~ternal IRQ 
\if not exit 
\clear interrupt 
\llif the required No, of increments have occurred then call 'servo_control 'fE 
LDR RO I CR12 1#pulsEs_to_countXl 
LDR R2 l CR12,lpulses_countedXl 
ADD R21R2,~1 
GMP R2
l
RO \is this the No of counts required for servo 
STRLT R2 I CRI2,lpulses_countedXl \if not inCf2!ent count 
LDRGEB R2,[RI2 1Is!rvo_enable%] 
SUSGES R2,R1 1!1 
BLED servo_control 
lis the servo enable flag set 1=11 
\if it is then servo the motor 
MOYEQ R2 110 
STREQ R21[RI21~pulses_counted%] land re-initialise the incre~ent counter 
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\ 
\ 1IIIEt the next bit checks to see if this is the end of this scan I~EtEI 
if it i5 the interrupts arE disabled and all motors are stopped 
LDR R9,[Rl2,lpointerX] 
LDR R2,(R12,lmax_pointerXl 
CMP R9,R2 
BGE off_interrupts_frol_IRQ 
\ 
\if pointer )= No of bjtes;RI=IFR 
LORD RO,[RI2,ldata_collect_enable:J 
HOVS RO,RO 
BEg exit 
HOV RO,IO 
MOV RI,I7 
BL read_adc 
BL sum_data 
STR R9,[R12,~pointer%1 
B exit 
\ 
.off_interrupts_froffi_IRQ 
\ 
MOV RO,IO 
\if enable=O do not collect data 
\ADC No. 
\store updated pointer 
STRD RO,[RI2,Hdatu_collecl_enableXl \disable data collection from IRQs 
\ 
\ 
TST RI,~1 
BNE exit 
MOV RO,.X00010010 
STRS RO,(Rll,HlntERXJ 
NOV RCi,#O 
BTRB RO,[RI2,»servD_enableXl 
BL whi te_cDuot 
NOV Rl yl 
ADD RIO,RII,IDACX 
• motor s_off) oop 
STRB RO, [RIO) ,#4 
ADD RI,Rl,Dl 
CMP Rl,~3 
BLI motors_oFf_loop 
\ 
.exit 
LDMFD R!3 I ,!RO-RI2,RI4} 
"OVS PC ,RI4 
.install_handler 
STNFD RI3 I ,{RO-R4} 
SWI 'OS_IntOi!" 
\is interrupt frDm C~2 (=IRQ1=rotary enc.)? 
\if so, do not stop lotors or disable IRQs 
\disable interrupts from two linear encoders 
\disable further interrupts 
\now switch off all aotors connected to 4 OACS 
\switch off servo control 
\reflect this by count colour 
\DAe counter 
\return fron subrDutine,clearing interrupts 
MOV RO,I13 \podule device number 
ADR Rl,Handler \podule interrupts invoke Handler 
\R2=data_startX is passed to Handler in R12 
NOV R3,IROM_address% 
ADD R3,R3,flint_status.addressX \R3=absolute address of status bits 
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MO'} R4,!\ 1 \IRQ bi t mas". 
8WI ·OS ClaimDeviceVectDr' 
S~I IIOS_IntOn!l 
LDMFO R13!, (RO-R4} 
NOVS PC,R14 
\ 
. i Iii t 
STMFD R13!,{RO-R12!RI4} 
\ 
\RO=channel number; RI=trigger count; R2=data_startX; R3=sIDDth_ffiodeX 
\R4=offset from dat2_startX at which data block is to be stored 
\R5=4t(nurnbef of data points to be taken); Rb=numbef of pulses for servo 
\to count; R2 is passed to Handler, where it ap?ears in RI2 
\ Ilil initialise data co~trD! block iiit\ 
SWI "OS)ntOff U 
STR RO,(R2,lchannel_nD"Xl 
STR R3,(R2,ftdata_ffiodeXl 
STR R4,[R2,ldata_area_olfsetXJ 
ADD R5,R5,»dala_areaX 
SIR R5,[R2,lmax_pointerXl \calc and initlali;! ~aR pointer 
\ 
MOV R5,Hdata_area% 
STR R5,[R2,'pointerXl \initialise pointer 
STR R6,(R2,Dpulses_to_countXl 
ADO R3 ,R2,ldata_collecl_enableX 
STMFD R13!, {RO,Rl,R3} 
\ 
\ 
BL whi te_count 
MOl,' R 12, #FRED:( 
SWI "OSJnterOS" 
MOV R2 ,IXOOOOOOOO 
STRB R2,[RI2,aB_dir7.J 
MOV R2, #1,FF 
STRB R2,(RI2,~A_dirl.] 
MOV R2,nOO 
STRB R2 ,(RI2,'ACRXl 
NOV R2, ill, 77 
STRB R2,(R12,IPCRXl 
MOV R2,IX1001I01! 
STRB R2 j [RI2,lintFRXl 
STRB R2,(R12,#lntE~7.1 
\ 
\ 
TEOP pe,tO 
MOYNV RO,RO 
SWI 'OS_IntOn" 
LDNFD R13!,{RO,Rl,R3} 
NO\) R5,RO 
.waitJor _count 
MOl)5 RO j R5 
ORREQ RO,RO,#I«31 
SWI "OSJntOff" 
\VI~ port 8 directions - all input 
\VIA port B direction register 
\VIA port A all Dutp~t 
\VIA port A direction r!gister 
\disable Everything 
\set interrupts on tV! transitions 
\clear any outst!~ding interrupts 
\enabl~ interrupt5 on control inputs only 
\return to user IDde 
\No operation synchronisEs registers 
\g:=t channel nUillb~r b3Ck into R5 
\entry;R0=cQunter No. 
\get channel number back 
\ie rotary counter in range 0-3999 only 
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BL read_cDunter_USR 
SWl ·OSJntOn" 
eM? RO\Rl 
'Morks in both directiGns 
BNE wait_for_CDunt 
MOl) RO,~1 
STRS RO,(R3] \enable data to be cDllected from nUri 
\ \i.e. write a 1 to d3ta collection enable 
LDHFD R13! ,(RO-RI2,PC) \pull registers from stack, return to basic 
\ 
.white_count \no parameters - makes count numbers white 
STHFD R13 1 , CRO ,RI2} 
ADR R12,data_start% 
ADD R12,RI2,lservo_status% 
KGV RO\37 
STRH RO,[RI21,#1 
STRD RO,[RI2J,11 
STRa RO,[R121 
LDHFD R13 I ,{RO,RI2} 
KOVS PC,RI4 
\ 
.total 
STMFD R13!,{R2,R3} 
"0,) R3,IO 
.total_loop 
LDR R2,[R01,14 
ADO R3,R3,R2 
CMP RO,RI 
BLE total_loop 
KOV RO,R3 
LDMFD RI3 1 ,{R2,R3} 
"OVa PC,RI4 
\ 
.re_ove_offset 
STMFD RI3!,{R3} 
.remove_loop 
LOR R3,[ROJ 
SUB R3,R3,R2 
STR R3,(R01,14 
eM? Ro,RI . 
BLE remove_loop 
LDMFD R13 t ,{R3} 
KOVS PC ,R14 
\returns sum Df integers in data block bet~een RO 
\and RI inclusive 
\2xit;RO=total 
\RO used as pointer 
,total stored in R3 
\transfer total into RO 
\subtracts R2 froD all data between RO and Rl 
\get data 
\subtract offset 
\store and upd3te'?ointer 
\ 
\latches the co~nter5 (unless they have just signalled an IRQ and are waiting 
\to be read) and reads them. The current text windON and colours are read, the 
\cDunt is printed in the dEfault text windOM using a colour stored in memory 
\by the servo program, thus the colour indicatES if the servo is locked . 
• write count \entry: R12=data startX 
SHlFO-R13 I ,{RO-RI1,R14} Ito a 'colJnter to-be rEad (0 .. 31 
\to use SWls from IRQ 
MOV R9,PC 
ORR R8,R9,#3 
TEQP RBIIO 
\preserve current processar mode 
\move to R8 selecting SVC 
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MOi)~J"l :;:) ~ Rt) 
SH1FD Rl:!'l {f11~} 
\ 
\nOH an with the routine 
,ydu_input_constants 
EQUD 138 
EGUD 139 
EaUD 153 
EuUD i32 
EQUD 133 
EGUD i 34 
EQUD 135 
EGlin 155 
EGLIn 156 
EaUD -I 
,ydu_output_yariables 
EoLiD 0 
E]UD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
EQUD 0 
\ 
ADR RO,vdu_inp~t_constants 
\pr~Eer1e RI4syc on 5~C st2ck 
\this is data block for t~xt "indD~ parameters 
\graphic cursor x (e~tErGsl co-ordsl 
\gr~~hic cursor; (exte r n21 co-ortis) 
\graphics foregrond calcer 
\loc3tion for left coluI1 of text window 
\bottol row 
\right column 
\top row 
\te=t colour 
\text b~ckgrou~d colo~r 
\ter~inator 
ADR Rl,vdu_Dutp~t_va'iables \input and outp~t addre55!5 of para~eter bloc~ 
SWI 'OS_ReadVduYari;bles" 
\get currant cursor positiDn 
MOV RO,=:34 
SMI ·OS_Byt~· 
STMFD RI3!,(Rl,R2} \push x and y co_ords In stack 
\ set text window and write numbEr 
SWI "OS_RemDveCursors" 
SWI vdu + 28 
MOV RO,IO 
SW! 'OS_WriteC" 
MOV RO,13! 
S~I 'OS_WriteC" 
NGV RO,~j9 
SM! "OS_WriteC' 
MOV RO,IO 
SW! 'OS NriteC' 
\define new text windOM 
\now we have stored interrupted VDLi St5tuS variablEs and set up new vari~bl~5 
BL write_count_quick \R12=data_startZ 
\reinstate interrupted VDU status starting with text window 
SWI vdu + 28 
ADR Rl,vdu_output_variabJes 
LDR RO,!R1J,14 
SWI ·OS_WriteC" 
LDR RO,IR1J,t4 
SW! ·OS_HriteC· 
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LDR RO,(Rll.#4 
SMI "OS WriteC· 
LOR RO,(R!1,~4 
SWI ·OS_WriteC· 
LDR RO,(RI] 
SMI vdu +17 
8W! "OS_WriteC" 
\return text cursor 
SWI vdu+31 
LDHFO R13! ,{RO} 
SW! 'OS_WriteC" 
LDMFD RI3!,{RO} 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
swr "OS_RestoreCufsDrs" 
\ 
LDHFD R13! ,IRI4} 
TEQP R9,IO 
MOVNV R9,#O 
LDMFD R13 I ,{RO-Eil,R14} 
\g2t and reset orginal te~t colour 
\get original x co-ord Dff stack 
\y co-ord 
\restore Rl4s'lc 
MOVa PC,R14 
\RO=count;Rl=channel_No;RI2=data_start%; 
.write_caunt_quick 
STMFD R13!, IRO-H4,RIO,RI4} 
\ 
LDR R7,[RI2,lcount_writ2_ffiodeZl 
MOV Rll j IFREDi. 
ADD R8,R!l,~counter _base% 
\ 
MOV R4,fi3 
MOV R5,.1 
.ticker_loop 
SUB R4,R4,#1 
TST R7,R5,LSL R4 
BEO end_ol_ticker_loop 
MOVS RO,R4 
STRB RO,(R8,RO,LSL fi4J 
ORREQ RO,RO,'I«3! 
BL read_counter 
MOV R3,RO 
8WI vdu + 17 
ADD RIO,RI2,lservo_status% 
LDRD RO,(R10,R4J 
8M! "OS_WriteC· 
SW! vdu + 31 
NOV RO,lx_count_offsetX 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
NOV RO,R4 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
\R4 is the loop index tD be decrem2nted 
\R5 is the lask 
\test bit to see if we need to print this count 
\if it is not set do not print 
\RO=counter nurnber;Rll=F~E}X 
\latch counter 
\by a counter IRa 
'set print colour 
\set logical colour to nUQb2r in memory 
\31=move cursor 
\y co-ord=cDunter nU8ber 
NOV RO,R3 \get count back 
\if the count is for translation stage I 12 
CNP R4,Il 
MOVED RO,RO,LSL #1 \multiply count by 2 
\ . 
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MOV Rl,#(strin9_buffer HOD LIOO) 
MOV R2,g(istriG9_buffer DIV &1001 HOD &100) 
ADD Rl,Rl ,R2!ASL #8 
HOV R2,'lstring_buffer DIV &(0000) 
ADD RI,RI ,R2,ASL #16 
MOV R2, #'1 
SWIEQ "OS_ConvertSpacedlnteger4" 
SUSED Rl,Ri,~4 \address of space character 
MOVED R2,IASC(",D) 
SIREnB R2,[Rll \replace space with a decimal point 
SWINE "OS_ConvertInteger4" 
5~1l JlOS_Write!)" 
S~1l "OSJriteS' 
EQUS (" II) 
Eaus 0 
ALiGN 
,end_or_ticker _loop 
\ 
CMP R4j~O 
BPL ticker _Ioo~ 
LDMFD RI3!,{RO-R4,Rl0,RI4} 
MDUS PC,RI4 
\if R4 is not -ve do It again 
\this routine looks for either an end stop or th~ line~r encoder zero marker 
\the zero marker is assumed to have been passed when the linear encoder count 
\changes by more than one. On exit RO=O if the zero marker bas been passed. 
\or if an end sMitch has closed RO=byte on port B of the bU5 VIA 
\ 
.look_fof_2nd_stop_or_marker 
SIMFD R13! ,(RI,R2,RI4) 
SWI "Hourglass_On" 
ADR Rl2 l data_startX 
"OV RO,li 
MOU RII,IFREDX 
BL read_counter _USR 
MOV RIO,RO 
SWI ·OS_EnterOS· 
.look_for_ffisrkEr_1Dop 
LORS RI,ERII,#port_BXl 
EORS RO,Rl,IXIIIIIIII 
BNE found_position 
BL write_count 
MOV RO,II 
BL read_count=r 
SUBS R2,RO,RIO 
RSBMI R2.R2,.O 
CMP R2,IIOO 
NOV RIO,RO 
MOVGI RO,IO 
SGT found_position 
B look_for_marker_loop 
.found_position 
IEQP pc,tO 
\Iinear encoder II 
\store last count 
\read end switches 
\are they all open (high) ? 
\linear encoder II 
\cD]pare present count with last count", 
\A8S(R2) 
\is change in count greater than 100 
\store 'present count' in 'last count' (Rl0) 
\if 50 indicate ffiarker fDund tD BASIC (RO=OI 
\is so read again 
\return to user mode 
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MOIJNV RO,RO 
SNI" "Hourglass_Off" 
LDMFD R!3 ' ,{Ri,H2,RW 
MOVS PC i R 14 
\ 
.write_IRQ_end_switch_info 
STMFD R13
'
,{RO} 
\ 
SWI vdu+28 
MOV RO,#info_,:li. 
swr 'OSJlri teC" 
MOV RO,#info_yl!. 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
liOV RO,Hinfo_xu'l. 
SWI "OS)lri tee" 
NOV RO,~infG_yu!' 
SWI 'OS)lri tee" 
MOV RO,'lwhitish_blue'l.+12BI 
SWI vdu+l7 
SWI "OSJ~riteC" 
MOV RO, nbJ ackX 
SWI 'Iout17 
SWI ~OS_WriteCll 
SWI vdu+12 
SNr vdu+31 
NOV RO,.9 
SWI ·OS_WriteC" 
MOV RO ,.3 
SWL "OS_WriteC· 
\ 
8MI 'OS_WriteS" 
\background colour white 
\clear text screen 
\TAB 
EQUS' error: end stop has been reached' 
EQUB 0 
ALIGN 
\ 
\ 
.going_nowhere 
SWI vdu+31 
MOV RO,I13 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
MOV RO,.5 
SWI "OS_WriteC" 
swr nOS_WriteS" 
EQUS" 
EQUB 0 
ALIGN 
B going_nowhere 
\ 
LDMFD R13!,{RO} 
MOV PC,R14 
prESS (res2t>" 
\entry;RO=start of data block;Rl=end of data block 
\exit;min=!find_min_max;max=! Ifind_min_max+41 
.find_min_max 
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EQUO 0 
EQUi) I) 
STMFO R13! ,{RO-R3} 
MOV R2,#&7FOOOOOO 
MVN R3,'&7FOOOOOO 
.find.min_max.loop 
lOR R4,(RO],H 
CNP R4,R2 
MOVLT R2, R4 
eMP R4 j R3 
MOI)GT R3,R4 
C~iP Ri), RI 
BlT find_min_ma~_loop 
ADR RO,find_min_max 
5TH H2, [RO],i14 
STR R3,[RO] 
LOrlFD R13! , {RO·R3} 
MOl)8 PC,RI4 
\ 
. data_starn 
\address for storing min integer 
\address for stGring max integer 
\initialise !In 50 far register 
\initialise la~ 50 far register 
\get data and post-increment pointer (RO) 
\if data less than min so far' replace it 
\if data gre~ter than 'max so far' replace it 
\store min in ~effiory 
\store max in leffiory 
FN_reserve_data_spacelbuffer_size'l.} 
\reserve space for data 
J 
NEXT opty. 
PROC_Iock_hourglass 
@Y.::&606 
DIM zero.spaceY. 1000 
DIM mid~lay'l.(2) ,midway(2) ,wavelength(4} ,ZPD(4) ,No.of .zero:.!.(3) ,ar.!plituoe(3) 
DIM zero fit (5(1) ,bock zero fiU50) ,raw zera(:,(i) ,smooth zero(50) 
Di!'I reverse .. array(5(1)· - - • 
DIM horizontal (2) ,tI'lDJheta(2,1) ,t\'loJhe!.~.error (2,1) 
DIM S(2,2,5} :REM (m%!cX,x_intcptX,dirn,zero number) 
DIM servo.pulsE.countX(LI 
DIM last_countXl21 
PROC_initialise_control 
PROCJAC_off 
PROC.power_on 
C%::dati.startY.:CALL install.handler 
vertical%=393 
horizontaIX::verticaIX+1000 
rotary.startX=verticaIX 
DC.rotary_offsetX=O 
ON ERROR PROC.error 
MODE 12 
PROe_define_palette 
PROC.find_encoder_merkers 
REPEAT 
not_first.angle::FALSE 
not.first.linl=FALSE 
CLS 
:REM approximate count for a horizontal roof linE 
:REM roof lin3 ::e to input polarization 
:REM this ofl~2t recalculated every rotary 5c~n 
PRINT TABIO,IO)"Send data to printer? Iy/n)"; 
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printer=FN_get_anSHer("yn,!lyQ,"nH~"Nn}~keY_9r2sses=NDT printEr 
PRINT TAB(OJl1}!IStof? dat3 on disc? {y/n)R; 
~tore=FN_get_answer(liyl,'!yHJnnl'laNll)~key_pr5s;es=NO T store 
elf 
PROC_printITIMEt) 
PROC_printer_on 
PROC_initialise_defaults 
PRINT TABI5,9)"Nuffiber of linear scans for first iteration 
PROC_read_inswerINo_of_first_linear_scans%) 
PRINT TABI5,10) "Number for subsequent it~rations 
PROC_read_ansMerINo of lineaf_scans%1 
PRINT TABI5,11)"Nuffib~r of rotational scans 
PROC_read_answerINo_of_fotary_scansX) 
PRINT TAB(5 1 12)"Number of iteratiDns 
PROC_read_ans.erINo of iterationsZ) 
PRINT TABI5,!3)"IPD lapproxl" 
PRINT TABI5,14)" Dr <return> for several IPDs" 
. , 
, 
" ! 
2; 
. , 
I 
PRINT TAB(5,15)" Dr 'W' for as a functiDn Df wavelength "; 
PRINT TABI5,16)" Dr 'L' for low refle~tjvity 
INPUT u, answed 
IF store THEN PROC_open_fiie:CLS 
PROC_store_dataINo_of_linear_5cans%1 
PROC_stor!_dataINo_of_rDtary_scans%) 
PROC_store_data(No of iterations%1 
CASE answerS OF 
WHEN "L","I":PROC_me35ure_lDM_reflectivity 
WHEN "w","W":PROC_measure_reflectivity_vs_wavelength 
WHEN "":PROC_measure_reflectiviry_vs_ZPD 
OTHERWISE PROC_,easure_reflectivity_at_one_ZPDIVALlanswer$)) 
ENDCASE 
PROC_cl ose) i 1 e 
UNTIL FALSE 
END 
DEF PROe_sEtup_windows 
PROC_text_window(3) 
COLOUR white%:COlDUR blackZ+!23 
IF NOT not_first_angle THEN 
ClS 
GCOl light_green!. 
", , 
CIRCLE FIll RM_xZ,RM_yljRM_radX 
ENDIF 
:REM circle fDr roof mirror rotation 
IF NOT not_flrst_linl THEN 
GCOL light_bluE/. 
RECTANGLE FIll lin_x/'-lin_wZ,lin_yX,2ilin_w!.,lin_hZ 
GeOl green!. 
LINE lin_x!.,lin_y!.,lin_x!.,lin_yI+lin_hX :REH centre line 
ENDIF 
GCOl MhiteX:RECTANGlE 0,0,1000\1023 
VDU 24,2;4;998;1019; :REM graphics winde" 
GCOL greyZ+128~CLG:GCOL blackXtI28:COLOUR b!ack%+128 
VDU 24,0;Oj 1279; 1023; 
A16 
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PRQC_zero_line 
VDU 23~6J&88j&8Bj&8B,&88!&a81~B81&BB,&Ba ;REM dot dash pattern 
PRINT TABlx_count_offsetX-7,29j'drive = "; 
PRINT TABlx_count_offsetZ-7 130)"sample '; 
PRINT TABlx_count_offsetZ-7,311"iteration "IX!; 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRDC_text_window(nX} 
IF n%=0 YOU 28 I x]X jyIZ,xuX,yuZ:VDU 231I,O,OI0,O,O,OjOIO :REM cursor off 
IF oX=1 YDU 28,1,7,60,1: VOU 23,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 :REM cursor on 
IF nX=2 YDU 2B,xIXlylX,xu~,yuX+5 
IF 0%=3 YDU 28 10,31,79,0 
IF n%=4 YDU 2B 11130,78 11 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_graphics_windo~(nZ) 
LOCAL zeroX 
zeroX=(po"_pic_yu%+po"_pic_ylXJf2 
CASE nX OF 
WHEN O:VDU 24,0;0;1279;1023; 
WHEN I:VDU 2412;4;998;1019; 
WHEN 2: 
VDU 24,0;0;1279;1023; 
6COL Tlhite% 
RECTANGLE pOM_pic_xIZ,pow_pic_yIXIPow_pic_xuX-pow_pic_xIXIPori_pic_yuZ-pow_pic_y!X 
VDU 24,po"_pic_xlX+2;pow_pic_yl%.4;pow_pic_~uX-2;pcN_pic_yuX-4; 
6COl !light_9reenX+!281 
CLG 
L1NE pow_pic_xl~,zero%JPQ~_pic_xu%JzeroX 
SCOL black!. 
ENDCASE 
ENDPRGC 
DEF PROC_c19_fof_text 
VDU 24!2;750;998;1019; 
CLG 
YDU 24,0;0;1279;1023; 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_Hrite_counts(n%,cntOX) 
LOCAL 1%,count,counl%,formatX1AX,a%lbX 
a'l.='1du) rput _ cuns tan t:;.: o i.:: 'I rl '.1_ output _var i ab 1 <:5 
SYS ·OS_ReadVduYariables·,al.jbX 
PROC_te~t_"indow(31 
COLOUR biack%+128 
fDrmati:=@i: 
FOR 1%=0 TO 1 
IF (11«1%) AND ?ldata_startX+cDunt_write_iDdeI)}()O THEN 
COLOUR ?ldata_startX + servo_statusX + IXI 
Ai.::li. 
cDuntX::USR(read_counler_USRI 
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IF IX(}Q THEN @X=&20308 
IF 1%=0 THEN 
IF entO%(=O THEN CDunt~=-cntOX ELSE CDu~t%-=verticalX 
IF IABSlcDuntX-last_cGuntXIO))}201 THEN PROC_draw_rotationlcDuntXI 
PRINT TABlx_count_ofl~et%,I)count%; 
ENDIF 
IF H=i THEN 
count=countXflin inel 
PRINT TABlx_cDunt_offsetX-6 j 4Icount; 
IF ABS(count/.-last_count:'(li 1>500 THEN PRiJC_df;1'lJin_posn(cour,t!.) 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
NEn 
@i:=formati. 
PRINT TABlx_count_offsetX+l,29i;INTI! (dat~_5tartX +4InZ+DAC_statusZI!1.271;'X 
VDU 28,! Ibi,H2),! 101.+16) j! (bi.+20) j! Ibi.+:4i :RE;,\ restore te:~t window 
~lO\)E !b!.,! Ib%+4) 
GCOL ! Ibi.+8) 
COLOUR ! Ib%t281 
COLOUR I! Ib%+32)+128) 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_dra"_lin_posnlcount~1 
LOCAL max_count!.() ,x_posnX 
DIM max_countX(2) 
GCOL 4,0 
ma~_countX(!)=62500 
IF not_first_lin! THEN 
x_posnX=lin_x% + last_cQuntt(l}*lin_HX!~a~_cQunt%il) 
LINE x_posnX,lin_yX,x_posn%,lin_yXtlin_hX 
ENDiF 
x_posnX=lin_xX + countXtlin_"X/max_count%(!1 
LiNE x_po5ni"lin_yX,x_pD~nX,iin_yZ+lin_h% 
last_countX(l'=countX 
not_first_linl=TRUE 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_draw_rotationlcDuntXI 
LOCAL angle,dxX,dy% 
SCOL 4,0 
IF not_first_angle THEN 
angle=last_cDuntX(OIIPI!2000 
dxl=RM_rad%ICOSlangle) +0.5 
dyX=RM_radXISINlangle).O.5 
:REM invert colDur 
LINE RM_xXtdxX,RH_yXtdyX,RH_xX-dxX,RM_yX-dy% 
ENDIF 
angle=cDuntXIPI/2000 
dxX=RM_radXICOSlangle)+O.5 
dy%=RM_radXISINlangle)+O.5 
LINE RH_xX+dxi.,RM_yXtdyX,RH_xX-dxX,RH_yX-dyX 
not_first_angle=TRUE 
last_count%(OI=countX 
ENDPROC 
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DEF PRDC_get_implitudelscansXl 
LOCAL sca!!,pts_per_scanX 
SYS "OS_ReioveCursors" 
scan_type~=rotaryX 
pts_per_scanX=4000 
sffiooth_ffiodeX=3 :REM 2~5mooth_modeX raw d3ia ~Gints per smooth point 
plot_rateX=! :PEH plot_rate smooth points p~r pixel 
scale=plDt_rateXf(2AsffiDoth_ffiode%)!2 :REM raN pDints per pixel 
PRDC_te.t_windowi2i:CLS 
PROC_rotary(scansXi 
PROC_servo_off 
PROG_DAG_off 
PRGC_write_headings(rotaryX) 
PROC_fit_rot_zerosldown%) 
PROC_fit_fot_zeros(upXI 
PROC_write_numbersidoHnXI 
PROC_write_numbers(upXI 
PROG_calc_reflectivity_etc 
PROC_print_amplitud!_data 
PROC_store_rotary_data 
PROC_mirror_to_null_&mplitude 
PROC_text_"indo"(!) 
IF key_presses THEN 
PRINT TAB(20 ,6)"pre5s a key to continue 
eric$=GET$ 
ENDIF 
PROG_setup_windows 
SYS "OS_RestorsCursorsij 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_rotaryINo_of_scans%) 
LOCAL IX,JX,raw_byte_per_smoothZ 
LOCAL rEpeat_scan ,second_5can_OK ,pntOX 
PRDC_ffiodulE_intErrupts_on!O,OI 
PROC_text_window(3J 
?ldata_startX+channeJ_no"X)=O 
.. 
! 
SYS 6,147,.41 ,7 :REM set adc input channel 7 
raw_bytE_per_smoothX=4112Asffiooth_modeXI 
AX=dat2_startX+data arei% 
DX=AZtbuffer_sizeX 
CALL clear _memory 
PROC_DAC_outputIO,1271 
PROC_deJay(SOI 
PROC_servo_on 
PROC_deJayISOI :REM allorl servo tii2 to lock 
FOR IX=1 TO No of sc~nsX 
PRINT TABlx_cDunt_Dff5~tX+~,30);IX; 
IF repeat_scan THEN 
AX=dati_startZ+data_areaX 
8X=AX+buffer_sizeX 
CALL clear_IDemory 
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ENDIF 
repeat_scan=FA~SE 
pix_per_Yl=IX I 8t (2Asffiaoth_ffiode%) 
PROC_initialisE_min_ffiax_adc 
AX=O :REM rotary counter 
BX=rotary_startZ - 1 
CX=data_starti. 
OX=sffiooth_ffiodeX 
EI.=O 
FZ=4Ipts_per_scanX 
GX=servo_pulse_countXIO) 
CALL init 
PROe_setup_windows 
:REM ratates toward tve count 
:REM loving averag~ of 2ADX points 
:REM data_offset froB data_start% 
GCOl blueX 
sffiooth_baseIZ=data_startX+slooth_Dffs!tX 
MOVE OslNT( (! (data_start'l.+dati_drea;:i DII) 8)1l%+512) 
FOR Ji.=l TO Ipts_per _plot/.-l) 
IF (JX HOD 10)=0 THEN PROC_write_countsIOs-JXt8-801 
REPEAT UNTIL ((!data_5tartX-data_areaX)}=(IJZ+llfr~~_byte_per_sffiDothXII 
DRA~ 2f JX I INT(! Ismooth_basel%+JX t 4)jpix_per_YI +~12.5) 
NEXT J;( 
pntOZ=CX+EX+dat2_2reaX 
I F r;~= 1 THEN 
IF NOT FN_oata_OKlpntOXlpntOX+FZ,ADC_fsdX-2Imin_adc_DKXI THEN 
repeat_scan=TRUE 
1;(=0 
ENDIF 
ENOIF 
NEXT ]X 
PROC_servo_off 
PROC_DAC_off 
PROC_delay(lOO) 
PROC_DAC_outputIOs-127) 
PROC_d2Iay(50) 
PROC_servo_on 
PRDC_delayl501 
FOR [X=I TO No of scans!. 
:REM allow servo time to lock 
PRINT TA8(x_count_offsEtX+2 j 30);IX; 
pix_per_Y=IZla~(2A5ffiooth_modeZ) 
PROC_initialise_min_max_adc 
AX=O :REM rotary counter 
BX=rotary_starti + 1 :REM rotates to~ard +v! count 
Cy'=data_startl. 
DX=smooth_lodeX 
EZ=back_data_off5eti. 
FX=4fpts_per_scanX 
GX=servo_puls2_countXIOI 
CALL init 
PROC_text_windowIOI 
:REM Boying average of 2AD% points 
:REM data_offset from data_startX 
IF IX)1 PROC_setup_windows 
sffiooth_base2X=slooth_baseIZ+back_data_offsetX 
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GCOL red;~ 
MOVE 2*pts_pEr_plot~iINTi~ (s~Doth_b23e2%+J%f4}/pix_per_Y +512IS) 
FOR J%=l TO (pts_per_plQt~-i) 
IF IJZ MOD 101=0 THEN PROC_"rite_countsIO, IJ~+10-pts_per_pIDtXI181 
REPEAT UNTIL 1(!data_startZ-data_areaX)}=IIJZ+!)lraM_byte_per_SIDothZ11 
DRAW 2tlpts_per_plotX-JZI ,INTI! (smooth_base2X+JZI41!pix_~!r_Y +512.51 
NEXT 
IF ((IZ=No_of_scansZI AND IND_of_scansZ(}!)) THEN 
GCOL bl'1e;~ 
MOVE O,INT!I! (data_3t~rt%+data_ar2a:() DIV 81/I:i,+512) 
FOR JX=I TO (pts_per_plot%-II 
DRAW 2f.J;~! INi{! (:.m(loth_ba:.e2'l:+J;~~4) /pi>:_paf _Yl +5i:.:d 
NEXT 
ENDIF 
NEXT Ii. 
PROC_ffioduie_interrupts_offIO) 
REM 1IIII calc the DC Of/EEl in ~DC increG~nts .flffl 
DC_offsetX=FN_calc_offs2tlpts_per_scsn\,NQ_of_sc3nsZIIND_of_scans% 
REM 1IIIt and subtract it frel th~ SC3n III Iii 
PROC_subtra[t_offsetIND_of_5~6~S%tDC_offset%,pts_per_~~a~~j 
REM then redraw unoffsetted data 
PROC_set~p_"indGrls 
PROC_write_cQunts(O,!1 
SCOL blue\ 
rlDVE 0, INTI (! \data_~tart:(+d~tayea%j DIV 8) /l~';+512) 
FOR Ji.=l TO Ipts_per _plQt~-I) 
DRM~ 2t JI.,INT(' (Sr:lDDth_basel!'+J:'*4)/~LUEr _Yi +51;:,5) 
NEXT 
SeOl redi. 
MOVE 2Ipts_p~r _pIGt'l., HFi' l:aooth_oase2%+Ji.t4i /~i}:_pe~ _Y +512.5) 
FOR J1=j TO Ipts_per_plotX-jl 
DRAW 2tlpts_per_p!Dt%-JX) ,INT!! ISIDoth_ba5e2X+JXI41/pix_pef_Y +512,5) 
NEXT 
ENOPROC 
DEF FN_calc_off52t(pt5_per_sca~X,NG_Df_scaA5%1 
REM finds the average DC offset of data during a rotary sc~n and remOYES it 
REM from all data 
LOCAL IX,total_offsetXI) IDC_offsetZ 
DIM total_offsetZ(Z} 
AX=data_start~+data_area~ 
BX=AX+ 4fpts_per_scanX 
total_offsetXldo"nX)=USRltotal) 
AX=data_startX+back_data_offs2tZ+data_areaX 
8Z=AX+4tpts_per_scanX 
total_Dffset%lup%I=USRltotail 
DC_offset%=(total_offset%(up~)+tct31_offset%(dDwnX})!( 2fJts_per_scanI}+O,S 
PRGC_text_"indow(O) :COLOUR whit2::PRINT TA811,281"offsets = '; 
PRINT DC_offset~JNo of scans%; 
=DC_offseti. 
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DEF PROC_subtract_offsetIDC_offsetXipts_?2r_scanZI 
AX=data_st3rtX+dat3_are~% 
BX=AZ+4Ipts_per_scanX 
CY.=DC_offseti. 
CALL remove_offset 
A%=data_start%+back_dati_offset%+dati_Brea% 
BX=AZ+4tpts_per_scanX 
CALL reffiove_offset 
AX=data_start%+~mooth_offsetX 
BX=AX+14Ipts_per_scan% DIY 12Asmooth_~od!XI) 
CX=DC_offs2t% I 12h s@ooth_IodeXI 
CALL remove_offset 
AX=AX+back_data_offsetX 
BX=A%+14Ipts_per_scanX DIY 12Asmooth_~odeX)) 
CALL remove_offset 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_fit_fot_zerosldirnX) 
LOCAL standoffX,r&w_data_startX,fit_widtn% 
standoffX=20 
fit_widthX=12 A smooth_modeXI 
AX=data_startX+sffiooth_offsetX + b~ck_data_offset%idirnX 
BX=pts_per_scanX 
CX=zero_spacEX 
DX=standDffX 
. EX=10 
No_of_zerosXldirnXI=ilSRlzero finder) 
raw_data_start:=data_startX + data_areaX + dirnXllback_dati_offsetXI 
PROC_text_windowIO) . 
tempX=@X:@X=&604 
FOR KX=O TO (No of zerosXldirnX)-j) 
smooth_zeroIKX'=! (zero_spaceXtKZ t 41 
A22 
raw_zeroIKXI=INTII! Izero_spaee% + KXt41-0.S)~2As.ooth_ffiDdeX +0.5) 
zero_fitIKXI=FN_lin_fitlraw_data_startXlra"_zeroIKX)-fit_widthX,ra"_zero(KXI.fit_~idthX,scansX,KXI 
IF dirnX=downX THEN 
COLOUR blueX:GCOL whitish_hlueX 
PRO[:_dra'~J i t (m l C f (z :?fO_ fi t Wi:) -fi t_wi dthh) I Izer o)i t I~:!.) Hi t_wi dthZ) Isea! e ,0 I r aw%1 
PRINT TABIO,KX+6Izero_fitIKXI 
ELSE 
COLOUR redX:GCOL whitish_redX 
PROC)r awJi tIm ,e! Iz era) i t \1:1.) -fi l)ii dthi:) I (zerD)i tiKi.) +fi t)ii dthi;) i seal 21 i\raH%} 
back_zero_fitIKX)=pts_pEf_scanX-zerD_fitIKX) 
PRINT TABI!0,ND_of_zero5XldirnX)-!-KX+6l~i[~_Zero_fitIK%1 
ENDIF 
NEXT KI. 
tHo_thetaldirnX,O'=(zero_fitI01-zero_fitlll)12 f PI/pts_per_seanl 
two_theta_errorldirn%,O)=SQRIIS(x_intcptX ,dirnX ,0I A2 • Slx_intcptX,dirn%,1)A2)/2112fPI/pts_per_scanX 
two_thetaldirn%,!)=lzero_fitI2)-zero_fit I 31)t2*Pl/pts_per_scanX 
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two_th2ta_2rrQr(dirnX,I)=SQR(ISI~_intcptXldirn%,2)A2 + S!~_intc~tX,dirn%,3lA2)!2)*2*Pl/pts_per_5can~ 
IF dirnX=dG~!n% THEN 
horizontall=(:ero_fit(O} + ze r D_fitil})/2 
horiztnt~12=(zero fit(Z} + zerQ ~it{~))/2 - pts_p~r 
ELSE 
,.. _ .,..': /:"} 
=''''~1!.,,1 i.. 
hDrizont~II=(back zero_fitl21 + back_zero_fit(3))f2 
horizorta12=(back_zero_fit(Ol t back_zero_fit(I})!2 - pts_per_scanX/2 
ENDIF 
horizentalldirnX}=(horizontall + horizonta12l!2 
PROC_text_windowlll 
PRINT TAB~lB~3+dirn%)horizDntalli 
PRINT TAB(30,3 t dirn%1horizontaI2; 
v J~i:=t2;r!p{; 
ENOPRCC 
DEF PROC_calc_reflectivity_etc 
LOCAL dirn%,5ul_sq_error,su~_wtd_ffiean,JXI~,t"D_theta_radians 
LOCAL te8p% 
PROC_text_wi~dow(l) 
temp%=~%:@%=~:0S0B 
REM the ref:Ectivitie~ implied by the four sets Df two thetas are printed out 
COLQUR white% 
PRINT TABIO,I)"reflectivities = '; 
;u~_sq_ErrGr:O:3uffi_wtd_ffi22n=O 
FOR dirnX=dorinX TO up% 
IF dirn%=down% THE}~ COLGUR blue% ELSE CGLOUR red% 
FOR JX=O TO 1 
PRINT TAB(IB+l1IJ%ldirnZ+l'COS(twD_thetaldifn%,JX)); 
x=twQ_thet~_errorldirn%,JX!'2 
5u@_5q_E~ror=SUffi_5q_error + I/x 
SU!_wtd_ffiean=sum_wtd_mean + two_thetaldirnX,JXl/x 
NEXT 
NEAT 
tWQ_theta(a~erage%iO)=sum_wtd_ID2an!SUffi_sq_error 
two_theta_error(average%JOI=i/SGR(suffi_sq_errQrl 
REM the SD in the tWD_theta need to be converted to SO in reflectlyity 
reflectiYitj_error=2IAB5ISINltMo_theta(avera~e%,O)))ftwo_theta_errorlavEr~gel,O) 
reflectivity=COS(two_theta(3verage~)O)) 
COLOUR white% 
PRINT TAB(40,2Ireflectivity;SPC(31;CHRSI1771;reflectiviiy_error 
hQrizontal(average%)=(hQrizG~tal(up%}+hQrizontal (down%))/2 
PRINT TAB(Oj3)!!horizGntals at ni 
PRINT TABI40 ,41hcrizontallaverage%); 
@%~te~~% 
ENDPEGC 
DEF PROC_mirrof_to_null_amplitude null_roDf_count=-ABS(twD_thet3(ayeragEX,O))ipts_~ef_5can%!(4*P!) + horizD"t~1Iaverage%).rDtar1_start% 
PROC_text_windo"111 
PRINT TABI20 ,6)"moving to null angle @ d;null_foDf_count-rotary_startX; 
PROC_ffioveIO,INTlnul]_roof_counttO.5) ,0) 
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PRoc_text_windoN(I):COlOJR whiteX 
seOl bl~c~_white% 
PRGC_Iin2_raw(null_roDf_count-rGt~ry_3t~rt~,-1000,null _fonf_count-rotary_startX J 1000 t sc31e,11 
ENDPRQC 
DEF P?DC_get_phiselscans%) 
LOCAL sbooth_ffiodeXlplot_rateX,fit_width% 
SVS ~OS_Re~oveCursQrSn 
scan_type%=linear% 
.: I.'"T 
sID00tn_illDoeh=~ 
plot_rateX=4 
:REH 2A5Iooth_~QdeZ of raM datj per running mean pt 
:REM 4 lean pt~ per plot point 
s(ale=plDt_rate~*(2AsmaDth_mode%)/2 :REM nu~ber raw data ?oints ?er x co-ord 
PROC_linear(l,scansX) 
PROC_fit_lin_zeros(doijnXI 
PROC_fit_Iin_zeros(up%1 
PROC_Hrite_hEadingsl!inE~rX) 
~ayele"Gth!upXI=-"ayele~gthlup%) 
wavelength(ayerag~X}=~wavelerlgth(up%)+~a':elE,gthidown%}}/2 
~avelength(errQr~)=SGR~S(~X,up%fO)A2 + 3(~~ldQwn%JO)~2)!2 
ZPDlave r ageZI=IZ POlup%ltZPDldDwn%))/2 
lPD(errGrX)=SQR(S(c%,up~!O}A2 + S(cXJdo~nX!O)A2)/2 
PROC_stDre_linear_data 
GCOl bl~ck_"hite% 
PROC_lj~2_ra"lstag9_5tirtX-ZPD(iyerige!1 1-IOOOI5tage_stirt~-IPD(averagE1) 11000,5c~le,l) 
PRGC_write_numbsrslaverageXI 
PRCC_write_RumbersldorlnXI 
PROC_write_Rulbefslup\) 
PROC_write_nu8~Ers(errDrl) 
PROC_print_pha~2_date 
PRDC_:ero_line 
COLOUR black_whiteX 
PRINT TAB(IO j 4)'iDving tD nominal lPD" 
PRGC_IDve(I,INTIZPDlaverageX)+O.51,O) 
COLOUR white% 
IF key_presses THEN 
PROC_text.wintiDwll) 
PRINT TAB(lO,4)Upress a key tD continue' 
eric$=GET$ 
ENDiF 
BY; 50a_Re5toreCursors~ 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_writ2_headingE(scan_type%l 
PRCe_text_window!l) 
PROC_clg_for_te~t 
COLOUR whiteZ 
PRINT TAB(O,O)·~ of zer~5 = • 
IF scan_typeX=linearX THEN 
PRI!~T TAB(O,1) ~wavelength = u:PRINT TAB{43!1)CHR$(177); 
PRINT TABIO,2) 'nolinal ZPD = ':PRINT TA3143!2)CHRSI!771; 
ENDIF 
ENDP~OC 
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DEF PROC_write_nuffib2r5~~ar3seter_typ2X) 
LOCAL IZ,te~p% 
t ei!ip \=@~~ 
~~~=~i20507 
PROC_texl_windowll) 
CASE parameter_type~ OF 
WHEN dD~nX;COLDUR blueX 
WHEN up%:COLOUR red% 
WHEN averageX:COLOUR whiteX 
WHEN errDr'f.:COLOUR MhiteX 
ENDCASE 
IF scan_typeX=linear% THEN 
PRINT TABI14+IOlparaleter_typ2Z,l)Naye:~~~thlp~raleter_typ2X)t2tlin_inc!; 
@:;'={~20408 
PRINT T~B(14+10ipar3~eter_tfP~%,21IPJ(par~Beter_typeX)lli~_inc;; 
EIWIF 
IF {parameter_type%(2verage%} THEN 
@'f.=:,~,(l5 
PRINT TAB(14+10*paraffi2ter_type%,OlNo_of_zerss%(par"aseter_tyP?%); 
ENDIF 
@%==t e!Ti~ i: 
ENDPROC 
DE~ PROC_fit_lin_zerDsldirnX) 
st~ndoff=10 
fit width%=2A (sarooth ~Qde~+l)!REM number r2~ data either side of s~oGth zerD 
Al=data st6rt%+sffiGQth offset% + dirn%fbac~_data_off~et% 
BX=pts_per_plotX*plot_rate% :REM nuab2f of poi~ts in IDe3~ 
C%=zero_space% 
D%=standoff 
EX=fit_width% :REM dOES not IDok at d~ta fit_width% frDill eith~r end of arri/ 
No_of_zerosZ(dirnX:=USRlzero_finder) 
COLOUR whiteX 
rarl_dBti_startX=data_startX + dita_arE3f. + djrnZtlback_data_offs~tX) 
PROC_text_windowIO) 
t E[IPi.=@X: ~i:::&604 
FOR K%=O TO (No of z '2fOSh ~di rn~':} -1 ~ 
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r a11_' er 0 (K:() :: PH I ( ! I z era _ =pac e:' +n; t4) -:), 5j t( 2"~.'1!Dot h_ITIode l;) +0, ~" 
zero_fitIKZ)=FN_lin_fitlraw_data_start%:f3"_zer DIKZI-fit_"idthZ,ra"_Ze~o(K%}~fit_widthXIS[ans%IO' 
IF dirnX=dDwnX THEN 
COLOUR blueX:GCOL whitish_bluet 
PRiNT T2B\1(lfdirn;(,n;+,~,) (stage_start%-zerD)i tiKi;) J*lin)ncl 
PROC_dr ali_ fi t (Ill I C I IzeroJ it IKZi -fi t _ili dthi.! I (zero)i UK;') Hi t_\1i dth!.) ! seal e I (j I r a)l%) 
E' c·,.. ~:)c. 
COLOUR redX:6CDL whitish_redX 
PROC_draw_fi t (m,c, (zero)it (1:%) -fit_width'O, (zero)it (i(';)+fi t_width:n ,sc~le!O,ral1:i.l 
back_zero_fitIK11=pts_per_scanX-zefo_lit(KZ 
PRINT TABI9 I dirnX,Ho_of_zerosXldirn%)-I-K%+61 (stage_startZ-b~c~_zero_iitIKX))llin_incl 
END[F 
@j;=teffipi: 
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NEXT K~': 
IF dirn%=down% THEN 
ZPD(down%)=-FN_get_ZPDizerD_fit() iHD_of_z~ros%(dDwnX) jscalel t stage_3tartX 
ELSE 
ZPDlupXl=.FN.get.ZPDlback.zero.fitll lNo.of.zeros%(up%) 15cale)+stage.startX 
ENDIF 
ENDPROC 
DEF FN.find.nearestlarrayl) :position) 
REM returns index of element in array closest to position 
LOCAL IX,answerX 
IF dirnX=upX THEN 
PROC.reverse.array(arrayl) \No.of.zeros%lupXJI 
arrayl)=reverse.arrayll 
ENDIF 
IX=·1 
REPEAf 
IX=I%+1 
UNTIL arrayIIX)}positiDn :RE" 1% is index of first array!) on right of position 
IF ABSlarrayIIX)·position)(ASSlarrayIIX·ll·position) THEN 
answerX=IX 
ELSE 
~ ~~ , answer.=l.·l 
ENDIF 
=answerX 
DEF PROC_linear(stag~%,No_of_sc~ns%) 
LOCAL IX,JX,K%,YX,tX 
LOCAL plot_rateXJs~Qoth_mQde%lrawbyt2_per_smo~th,pix_per_Y 
LOCAL repeat.scan,second_scan.OK 
?(data_start%+ch3nnel_now%)=stage% 
repeat_scan=FALSE:second_scan.OK=TRUE 
:REH counter interrupt enabled every count 
:REM set adc input channel 
PROC.ffioduI9.interrupts.onll\O) 
SYS 6,147,~41,7 
pts.per.scanX=16000 
sffiooth.ffiodeX=3 
plot_ratei.=4 
A%=data.startX+data.areaX 
:REM ie movin\ average of 2Asffiooth.Rode% points 
:REM 4 smooth points per plot point 
8X=A%tbuffer.sizeX 
CALL clear.melory :REM clears le~ory for all data 
runup%=500 
stage_startX=ZPD(average%)+pts_p2f_scan%/2+0,5 
FOR IX=1 TO No.of.scansX 
IF Irepeat.scan AND second.sean_OK) THEN 
PROC.info.windDw 
PRINT TAB(B,4)"iast scan produced 5uita~le data" 
COLOUR whiteX:PRINT TABI12,61"· restarting linear sC6n" 
COLOUR IblackX+128) 
PROC.delay(200) 
ENDIF 
IF repeat.scan THEN 
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A%=data_start%+data_areaX 
BX=A:Lbuffer_sizeZ 
CALL ~l~ar_ille~ory 
END!F 
second_scan_OK=TRUE 
repeat_scan=FALSE 
PROC_ffiove(stage%,stage_start%+runup%j201 
PRCC_setup_windows 
PROC_DAC_outputll,1271 
PROC_wait_for_ffiovementII 120) 
PROC_serVD_IJ:i 
PRCC_initialise_min_max_adc 
A%=stage% 
8%=st2ge_st~rtX +1 
C%=d3ta_startX 
D%=51~oth_modeX 
Ei:=(i 
FX=4*pts_per_scan% 
GX=sefvo_puIse_cQuntX(I) 
CALL init 
:REM counter 
:REM trigger "hen count=stage_startX 
:REM moving ave r 3ge of 2Ad~ta_mDde ~oint3 
:REM first blQc~ of data 
PRINT TAB!x_count_0ffsetX+2,301;IX; 
AX=stage% :REM counter number for USR 
GCOL light_hlueX 
s~Doth_ba~2%=data_start%+s~oQth_Qffs2t% 
rawbyte_per_SffiGoth=4*(2A5~OGth_ffiDd2X) 
pix_per_Y=IXI8tI2A5mooth_mDdeXllpl~t_rate% 
tX=lpts_per_plotX DIV 5)tp!ot_rateX :REM check data aftEr 1/5 of tr5YEI 
pnt0%~CX+E%+data_area% 
Y%=O 
FOR KX=O TO Iplot_rate%-lJ 
YX=YX+! (smooth_bas2% + KX*4) 
NEXT Ki. 
MOVE 21IYX/pix_per_Y +512.51 
FOR J%=piot_rate% TO (pts_per_plot~-I)tplDt_rate~ STEP plDt_rateX 
PRQC_~lri te_count2( Ill) 
REPEAT UNTIL Illd~ta_starti-dita_ireaX)}=IJX+pIDt_rateXllrawbyte_pef_SIDoth) 
Yr.=!) 
FOR K%=O TO (plot_rateX-l) 
y%=¥%+l (sffiooth_baseX + (JX+KX}i4) 
NEXT Kh 
DRAW (2*J% DIV plot_rat2%) lI'~T(Y%/pix_per_V + 51215) 
NEXT Ji. 
IF IX=l THEN 
IF NOT FN_dati_OKlpntOXlpntOX+FXIADC_fsdX-Zliin_adc_OKZI THEN 
repeat_sc2n=TRUE 
PR0C_setup_"indoN5 
11=0 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
TIME=O:REPEAT UNTIL TIME)50 
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stage_start_backZ=stage_startZ-pts_per_scanX 
PRCC_iovelstage%!stage_start_backX-runupX,201 
PROC_DAC_outputll,-127) 
PROC_wait_for_movelentl!,20) 
PROC_servo_on 
PROC_ioitialis2_min_max_adc 
A%=stageX 
B%=stage_start_bac~X -I 
C%=data_startX 
DZ=smooth_mode% 
E%=back_dati_offsetX 
F%=4*pts_per_scanX 
GX=servo_pulse_countX(!) 
CALL ioit 
GCOl light_red% 
sffiooth_baseZ=data_startX + sffiooth_offsetX + back_data_offseiX 
YX=O 
FOR KX=O TO (plot_rateX-I) 
YX=YXt! (smooth_bas2% • KXl4) 
NEXT n. 
pntOZ=CX+EX+data_area% :REM start of data 
MOVE 2tpts_per_plotX-2, (YZ/pix_per_Y +5!2.5) 
FGR JX=plot_rateX TO (pts_per_plotX-lllplot_rateX STEP plot_rateX 
PRGe_write_counts!!,!) 
REPEAT UNTIL II!data_startX-dati_irea%):IJX+plot_rateXIErawbyte_pef_smoothl 
Y%=o 
FOR K%=O TO (plot_rate%-l) 
YX=YX+! (smooth_basel. + (JXtKX)14) 
ilEXT n: 
DRAW 21Ipts_per_plot%-IJZ DIV plot_rateXI) jINTIYXfpix.per_Y + 512.51 
NEXT JX 
iF 1%=! THEN" 
IF NOT FN_data_OKlpntOX jpntOXtFX jADC_fsdX-2 jmin_adc_OKX) THEN 
repeat.scan=TRUE 
second_scan_OK=FALSE 
1%=0 
ENDIF 
ENOIF 
T1ME=O:REPEAT UNTIL TIME)50 
NEXT IX 
PROC.module_interrupts_offll) 
PROC_DAC_output(!j!27J :REM set off back tDward ZPD - D2anHhile unDffset 
PROC_subtract_offsetINo_of_scansZtDC_offsetXjpts_pef_scan!.) 
PROC_setup_window5 
GCOL light_red/. 
sffiooth_base%=dita_startZ + smDoth_offsetX + back_dati_offset! 
Y%=O 
FOR KX=O TO (plot_rateX-j) 
YX=YX+! Ismooth_baseX + KXt4J 
NEXT KX 
MOVE 2t pts_per_plotX·2\ (YX/pi~_per_Y +512.5) 
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FOR JX=plot_rateX TO Ipts_per_plotZ-iltplot_rateX STEP plot_rateX 
YX=O 
FOR K%=O TO Iplot_rateX-l) 
YX=YXf! Ismooth basel. + IJX+KZ)t41 
NEXT KX 
DRAW 2f(pts_per_plotZ-IJX DIV plot_rate%)) ,INTIY%/pix_per_Y + 512.5) 
NEXT Ji. 
GeOl light_bluet 
smooth_baseX=data_startX+smooth_offsetX 
~t':i,::O 
FOR KZ=O TO Iplot_rateZ-\) 
YX=YX+!lsmooth_baset. + KZI4) 
NEXT KX 
MOVE 2,IYX/pix_per_Y +512.5) 
FOR JX=plot_ratet. TO (pts_per_plotX-lllplot_rateX STEP plot_rate/. 
YZ=O 
FOR KZ=O TO Iplot_rateZ-l) 
YX=VXt! Ismooth_basel + (J%+KX)14) 
NEXT KX 
DRAW 12fJX DIV plot_rateX) ,INTIYX/pix_per_Y + 512.5) 
NEXT JX 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_binarylintegerX) 
FOR bilZ=31 TO 0 STEP -\ 
IF ((integer!. AND 11<t.bitl.))=O) THEIl P. "0"; ELSE P. '1"; 
NEXT 
P," IItintegerX 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_DAC_off 
lOCAL Ii. 
FOR IZ=O TO 2 
PROC_OAC_outputIIZ,O) 
NEXT 
ENDPROC 
OEF PROC_DAC_outputIDAC_NoZ,DAC_outputXI 
SYS bI 147,L30+DAC_No%,DAC_oulputX :REH osbyte for FRED write 
! Idata_startX + DAC_statusX + IDAC_NoX«2))=DAC_outputx 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_ffiove(DAC_No%,position,near_enufXI 
LOCAL position_now,drive%,nearish 
IF OAC_NoX=O THEN nearish=200 ELSE nearish=50 
PROC_position_hourglass(1000,980-66 I DAC_NoZI 
SYS "Hourglass_Start",1 
AZ=DAC_NoX 
position_now=USRlread_CDunter_USRI 
IF positioo_now<position THEN drive% =-127 
IF position_now>position THEN drive%=J27 
IF DAC_NoX=O THEN driveX=INTldriveZ/2) 
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REPEAT 
PROC.DAC.DutputIDAG.No%,driveXI 
AX=DAC.NoX 
positiDn.now=USRlread.counter.USRI 
PROC.write.countsIDAC.NoX,!) 
UNTIL ABSlposition.now·position)(nearish 
IF DAC.NoX=O THEN driveX=10 ELSE drivel=30 
REPEAT 
IF position.now<position THEN PROC.DAC.output(DAC.No'l.,·drive'l.l 
IF position.now>position THEN PROC.DAC.outpulIDAC.No'l.,drive'l.l 
A'l.=DAC.NoX 
positioo.now=USRlread.counter.USRI 
PROC.write.countsIDAC.No'l.,I) 
UNTIL ABSlposition.now·position)(3 
PROG.DAC.outputIDAC.No'l.,O) 
REPEAT 
REPEAT 
IF position.now<position THEN PROC.DAC.DutputID~C.NDX,·driveX) 
IF position.now>position THEN PROC.DAC.outputIDAC.Nol.fdriveZI 
FROG.delayl!) 
PROC.DAC.outputIDAC.Nol.fO) 
PROC.delayIIO) 
AX=DAC.No'l. 
position.now=USRlread.counter.USR) 
PROC.write.countsIDAC.No%f!1 
UNTIL ABSlposition·positioD.now)(=near.enuf% 
IF near.enuf%=O THEM PROC.delayll001 
UNTIL ABSlposition·position.noH)(=near .enuf'l. 
SYS "Hourglass.Off" 
ENDPROC 
DEF FN.lin.fitlmem.baseXf5tartZ,stop%,No.of.scan~~,zero.numberX) 
REM derives a least squ~res line thru graph of integer position YS power 
REM and returns the x·co·ord of y·axis crossing point 
REM used to fit a straight line through raw data 
LOCAL sffiX fsmX2 fsmXY,smY,smY2 fnX fsigma.y 
sml=O:smX2=O:smXY=O:smY=O:smY2=O 
FOR IX=start% TO stop% 
smX=smX + IX 
smX2=smX2 + IXtIZ 
'(=! Imem:base% + 4f IXljNo.of.scansX 
s~IY=smY t Y 
smY2=smY2 + '1*'( 
::.!T!XY=srrtXY + Ii:*'( 
NEXT IX 
nX=stop'l.·startX+l 
divid=n'l.tsIX2 . smXlsmX 
m=(n%lsmXY . smXlsmY)/divid 
c=!sffiX2tsm'l . smXlsmXYI/divid 
IF §can.typeX=rDtary% THEN 
sigma.y=SQRln%tsmY2· sm'llsm'l· IlnZt5mXY·sffiX*5~YIA2)/divid)/nX 
REM this is the SD of y parameters from the fitted line 
Slx.intcpt'l.,dirn%,zero.number%)=sigma.y/m 
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ENDIF 
=-elm 
DEF FH_get_IPClzerosll ,n%,scaleJ 
LOCAL J!. i i: 1.1 {f, 
LOCAL smXls8YI58XY,smYjsaY2Icldividly_scale 
y_scale=200 
s.X=O:snX2=O:s~XY=0:5nY=O;~.Y~=O 
IJCOL blue;: 
REM find the first 
IF dirn~=downX THEN 
midwayXldown%I=FN_find_nearestlzeros() ,Pts_per_scan%DIY2) 
midwayldown%)=zeros(midMayXldown%11 
ELSE 
midwayX(upX)=FN_find_nearestlzerDsII,midHayldownXI) 
EHOIF 
FOR 1%=0 TO (nZ-l) 
IF dirn%=downJ. THEN 
xX=IX-midH2yXldownZ) 
ELSE 
xZ=midwayX(up%I-IX 
ENDIF 
sm},=:;·ITIX + ;:!. 
smX2=smX2 t ~Zi~% 
smY=smY + zero~(IX) 
smY2=smY2 + zerosIIZ)lzerosl!Z) 
smXY=smXY + xXlz~ros(I%1 
NEXT 
divid=nX*smX2 - smXIs8X 
wavelengthldirnXI=ln%lsmXY - smXlsmYI!divid 
c=(s8X2fsmY - smX*sffiXYI/divid 
n_sigma_y=nX1smY2 - smYfsmY- l(nZ*smIY-smXlsmYI A2)fdivid 
REM in case of problems from rounding errors 
IF n_sigma_y<O THEN "_sigma_y=O ELSE n_sigma_y=SQRln_sigma_yl 
divid=SQR(ln7.-2)fdivid) 
Slm%ldirn%IO)=n_sigmi_yfdivid 
SlcXldirn%,O)=n_si9ma_yISQRlsffiX2IfISQR(nX)~dividj 
GCOl yellow% 
IF dirn%=downX THEN 
A31 
PROC_draw_fitly_scale/wdvelength(downX) ,-c t y_scai2!wavelengthldo"n%1 ,O,pts_per_5canI,scale,O,crossingsXI 
ELSE 
PROC_draw~fit(y_scale!wavelength(up%) ,-cfy_scale!wavelength{up%} ~oipt5_per_scan~,sca1210,crossings%} 
ENDIF 
IF dirnX=down% THEN SeOl hlue% ELSE SeDl redI 
FOR 1%=0 TO (nX-I) 
IF dirnX=downX THEN 
yX=I~-ffiid~~y%{down%) 
ELSE 
yX=midwayX(upZI-!X 
ENDIF 
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PRQC_crQss_ra~(z2rQ~(I%) iy_s(~le~Y%16isc3le) 
NEXT 
=c 
OEF PROC_C[055_faw(x,y,size%,scale) 
x=INT('x-data_areaXI/scale+Q.5J 
y=INT((y+4)/8 + 512.5) 
LINEi~-size:') ,y; b:+sizei.) Ii 
LINE ):, ('I-size);) ,;': 1 (y+size\~) 
ENOPROC 
OEF PROC_draw_fitIMIClx_startlx_endI5cale,line_type%,data_type!.) 
LOCAL YI,I2 
Yl::tif.):_:.tart ~ C 
Y2=tlt~:_end + C 
CASE data_typeX OF 
WHEN ral1!.: IF dirnl.=downl. THEN 
PRQC_line_raw(x_start I Yl l x_end,Y2,scale ,line_type%' 
ELSE 
PROC_line_raw(pts_p2r_scan%··x_start,Yl,pts_per_s[~~%-x_end,Y2,sca]e j Ol 
ENDIF 
WHEN crossings!.: PROC_lin2_raw(x_start,Yl,x_~~d,Y2;5c~12,line_typeZ) 
ENDCASE 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_line_raw'xl,y!,x2,y2,5tale,line_typeXI 
LOCAL data_areaX 
xl=INTllxl-ldata_area% DIV 4))/scale+Q.5) 
x2=INT((~2-(data_area% ~IV 4))/scale+0.5) 
yl=INTllyl+41/81+512 
y2=INT(ly2+41!81+512 
CASE line_typeX OF 
WHEN O:VDU 23,6,~FF,&FF;&FF,&FF\&FF,&FFj&~F,LFF 
WHEN !:VDU 23,6,&3,&3;&3 ,&3,&3,&3,&3,&3 
ENDCASE 
MOVE xl,yl:PLOT &15,x2 j y2 
~~OC 
DEF PROCJeverse_array(input() ,n!.) 
LOCAL I Y. 
FOR 1%=0 TO n%-1 
reverse_arrajlnX-l-IX)=input(I'l.) 
NEXT 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_2rror 
PROC_pm!er _off 
COLOUR white/. 
PROC_priot~r_off 
PROC_screen_on 
VDU 26 
PRINT TAB(O,O)REPORT$;" @ ";ERL;SPCI201 
SYS 6,147,~31,0 :REM stDP linear mDtDr 
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PRINT TAB(O,21"data dump (yin) ? ": 
IF FN_get_answer(nyH,!lyu~HnnJ~Nu) THEN PROC_control_dump 
PROC_swit~~_interrupts_off 
PROC_SefVO_Gff 
PROC_DAC_off 
CLOSEIO :REK close any open fiies 
SYS "Hourglass_Of'" 
END 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_zcro_line 
LOCAL one_lMlll 
SCOL light_9reenX 
LINE () ,512, 10(10,512 
GCOL white!. 
_"I 'it" oneJ!m-.;·l.Lo.! 
FOR 1=0 TO 2tpts_per_plotX STEP one_mm 
POHn 1,512 
NEXT I 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_initialise_control 
?Idati_startl + count_write_model)=3 :RE~ channels 0 and 1 only 
?(dats_startX + servo_enableX)=1 
?(data_stirtX + data_collect_enableX'=O 
REM lill channel 0 servo paraleters 
servo_pulse_countXIOI=40 
! (data_startl + target_ti~~XI=35000 
! Idata_startX + slew_rale%I=100 
! (data_start% + sIBw_rate%+41=ICO 
?(data_startX t ser1o_statusX'=7 
Hit 
:REM +ve slew rate 
:REM -VB slew rate 
REM Itll channel 1 servo parameters *~It 
servD_pulsE_cDuntXIII=18 
! (data_startX + target_time% +4'=50000 
! (dati_start% + slew_rateX + 8'=50 
! Idata_startX + slerl_rateX + 12)=50 
?(data_startX • serVD_statusZ + 11=7 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_servo_Dff 
?ldata_start%+5ervo_enableXI=0 
ENDPRGC 
DEF PROC_servo_on 
?(data_start%+servQ_enable%)=l 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_control_du~p 
FOR 1%=0 TO data_area% STEP 4 
PRINT 'Ti,,!1 II ,"! (d~.ta_startX+o;l ," H,! (dat,,_starU:+E' 
NEXT 
PRINT "min = "; !adc_min 
PRINT "max = "; !adc_max 
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ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_delay(nXI 
Ti~E~O~~EPEAr UHTIL TIHE)an% 
EHDPROC 
DEF PROC_wait_fo,_ffiovElentIAX\ineXI 
LOCAL start% 
startX=USR(read_CDunter_USR) 
REPEAT UNTIL ABS(start%-USR(r~ad_counter_U3R)})incX 
ENOPRor 
DEF FN.,get_answer (a~,bt,d,d'~) 
LOCAL an~~er,ansHered 
answered=FfILSE 
REPEAT 
CASE GEH OF 
WHEN a',b$:answer=TRUE:inswered=TRUE 
WHEN ctidt:answer=F~LSE:3nsHer2d=TRUE 
OTHERi!l SE 'lOU 7 
ENDCASE 
UNTIL ansH2red=TRUE 
=an5~er 
DEF PROC_printer _on 
IF printer THEN VDU 2 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_printer _off 
VDU 3 
EN[lPROC 
DEF PROC_sereen_on 
'lDU 6 
EHDPROC 
DEF PROC_screen_off 
VDU 21 
END?ROC 
DEF P~DC_print(at} 
fROC_printer_on 
PROC_screen_off 
PRINT at 
PROC_scr22n_on 
PROC_printer_off 
EN[lPROC 
DEF PROC_print_phase_data 
LOCAL I%tte@p~ 
FROC_printer_on 
PROC_scrEe~_off 
PRINT "number of zeros= "No_of_:erGsXldown%1 \No_of_zerosXlup%) 
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te~p~=~%:~%=&20508 
PRINT :!~?velength = u i 
FDR 1%= downX TO averag2%:f~iNT w3velength(IX)*lin_incl i 2,; :NEXT 
PRINT n +/- ",wavelengthIError%)llin_incli2 
PRINT "ilDillinal LPD :: l!; 
FOR 1%=tiownZ TO averag2X:PRINT ZPDIIX)llin_incl l ;:NEXT 
PRINT" t/- ",ZPDlerrorX)flin_incl 
PROC_scr~2n_on 
PROC_printer_off 
@X=tE!I!p% 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRDC_print_alplitude_dat3 
LOCAL dirn%,JZ,tEsp% 
PROC_printer_on 
PROC_screen_off 
PRINT Hnumber of zeros = lINQ_Qf_zeros%(dG~n%) lND_Qf_zerGs%(u~%) 
te~p%=@%:@%=&20508 
PRINT "r~flectivitie~ = "; 
FOR dirnX= downX TO up~ 
FOR J%=O TO 1 
PRINT COS(twoJhet~(dirn!;i~i;)) d 
NEXT 
.. ~,,~ 
llUI 
PRIlF 
PRINT ~average reflectivity = nCOS(two_th~ta(avErage%JO)} ,11 +/- !'; 
PRINT refl~ctiyity_error 
PRIiH "hc<rizontds at ",horizontal (do,mY.) ,nO(iIont2i (up):) lhorizc,ntal (average!.) 
PROC_screen_on 
PROC_printer_off 
€%=t::!:lpX 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRDC.wait_until.stoppedlchanneIXI 
LOCAL AX,posn 
AX=channelX 
REPEAT 
posn=USR{read_counter_USRl 
PROC_delay(IOI 
PROC_write_counts(channeIXjl) 
UNTIL USRlread_counter_USRI=posn 
ENDPRDG 
DEF PRDC __ odule_interrupts_onlchannelXjintervaIXI 
SYS 6,147,&23+4 t channell.,&40+intervaiX 
:REM enable int2rrupt generation every intervalX increlents 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRDC.!Ddule_interrupts_off(channeIXI 
SYS 6,147,~23t4IchannelX,O 
ENDPROC 
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DEF PROC_open_fiie 
LOCAL fiI2_name$jat 
COLOUR light_gre2nZ+i2B: PRDC_t2~t_"injorl(31 :[LS:PRJC_te~t_window(4J 
COLOGR blackX:PRIHT TAB(27)"catalD~ue of data disc" 
PRINT 
COLOUR whiteX 
iCAT :1 
PRINT 
PRINT 
COLOUR blackX 
PRINT "data files are 5tor~d on disc I" 
PRINT"name for file: ";:COlOUR whiteX:IHPUT "'file_namES 
data_fileX=OPENOUTI': 1."+file_namei) 
PRINT# data_fileX,TIME$ 
COLOUR blackX:PRINT 
PRINT "input dEscription of data (end with (return)<return»)" 
PRINT 
COLOUR whiteZ 
REPEAT 
INPUT LINE""a$ 
PRINT# data_fileZ,3$ 
UNTIL at="l1 
PROC_text_window(3) 
COLOUR bl~ckX+123 
EHDPROC 
DEF PROC_closE_fi;e 
LOCAL a$ 
SYS "OS_RestoreCursofs" 
YDU26:COLOUR light_green%tI28:CL5:PRCC_text_windonI4J 
COLOUR whiteX 
feat :1 
PRINT# data_fil~IfTIME$ 
COLOUR blackZ 
PRINT "all 'data stored - enter any further remarks (return)(return)" 
PRINT 
CDLOUR whiteZ 
REPEAT 
INPUT LINE""aS 
PRINT. data_fileX,d$ 
UNTIL at="" 
CLOSEN dati_file% 
ENOPROC 
DEF PROC_store_data(a) 
IF store THEN PRINTI data_fileX,i 
ENOPROC 
OEF PROC_store_string(stringS) 
IF store THEN PRINT# data_fileX,stringS 
ENDPROC 
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DEF PROC_re~d_;lle 
LOCAL file_~2~~$,3t~scan_typet,teffip%!general%ifi~edX,fini5h~d 
LOCAL NO_Gf_linearX,No_Qf_rot~ry%,No% 
LOCAL No_frequenei25%IZPD_gues5 
LOCAL ZPD_startIZPD_stoPIZPD_number% 
LOCAL lambdal) ,lambda_errof,Z?CIJ ,IPO_error() ,gamma!) Ig51~a_errDrl) ,fl) ,f_error!) 
LOCAL mean_l 18ean_fJffie3n_f_e~8e2n_ZPDfmean_ZPD_2j~ean_gamffiafffiean_g amma_e 
LOCAL error_I jerror_flerror_f_!,error_lPDlerror_ZPD_!lerrof_gammalerrDr_ga~la_e 
generalX=&606:fi~ed%=&20509 
tempX=@%:@X=fixed% 
YDU 14 ~ REM pag2d J!Qde 
VDU26:COLOUR light_greenX+128:CLS:PROC_text_windowI31 
COLOUR white% 
feat : 1 
COLOUR grey% 
PRINT 
PRINT llsend Qiltput to printer (y!n}ll; 
IF FN_get_anshEf(I'yl',uyOJUnH1HU3) THEN VDU2 
PRINT 
PRINT "namE: of data filE'~ lI j 
COLOUR white% 
INPUT""file_n3~e$ 
deta_fileX=OPENINI":I."tfile_name$) 
PRINT:COLOUR grey%:PRINT"remarks :-":COLOUR white% 
REPEAT 
IHPUT# data_file~ia$ 
PRINT a$ 
UNTIL as=·· 
INPUlD data_file%,No_of_linearXiNo_of_rotarY%tNo% 
DIM i (t;T,bda (no):) ,LPD (No:!,) t ZPD _ error I: Not:} I 9 2ifiH!a (r~Qi:) I g~iflill.~_ errGr \ Noi:} J ~ (No:';:: l f. _2r r c.r (No;': j 
@%=generali: 
COLOUR greyX:PR!NT "linear scans = "; 
COLOUR whiteX:PRINT No_of_linearX; 
COLOUR grey%:PRINT TAB(25)"rotary scans = "; 
COLOUR whit9%:PRINT No_of_fotaryX; 
COLOUR grey%:PRINT TAB(50)"iterations = "; 
COLOUR white%:PRINT MoX 
PRINT 
COLOUR greyX:INPUT# data_file%,a$;PRINT"data type: ";:C0LOUR whiteX:FRINT a$ 
CASE as OF 
WHEN !'reflectivity versus wav2iengthi!: 
INPUT~ data_file%,ZPD_~ues5 
COLOUR gre;%:PRINT"lst estimate of ZPD = "i 
COLOUR whiteX:PRINT ZPD_gU255 
REPEAT 
REPEAT 
INPUT # dat6_fileXli$ 
PR!NT a$ 
UNTIL a$='" 
PROC_writ2_iteration_data(No%) 
PRINT 
INPUT Idata_fileXlfinished 
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UNTiL fini:hEG 
W}iErl ~reflEctivity ~ersus IP~ p05it~G~;J: 
INPUT# dat3_file%iZPD_start,ZPD_stQP,ZPD_oumbsr% 
PRINT IPD_number%;Y nominal Z?DE b2twe~n ~ilPD_start;* and ZPD_stop~ 
WHEN "reflectl~ity at one IPD': 
INPUT' data_file%.IPD_guEs5 
COLOUR grey%:PRINT »lst estiillate G~ ZfD = n; 
COLOUR white%:PRINT ZPD_guess 
PROC_writ2_it2ratiQo_data(No%) 
WHEN "low reflectivity'; 
INPUT. data_fiieX,ZPD_gues5 
CDLOUR grey%:PRINT "1st esti~ate 0 1 lPD = "; 
COLOUR white%:PRINT ZPD_guess 
INPUT# data_file%!range,step 
COLOUR greyX:PRINT "range = »;:COLGUR whiteX:fRINT range; 
COLOUR grey%:PRiNf" step = !;:COLOUR white%:PRINT step 
PROC_writ2_it2ratiQR_data!1,!1 
PFdNT 
COLOUR greyX:PRINT' p03itio~'; 
*alphabet Greek 
PRINT TAB:20I'I";CHR$1195J;":"; 
falphabet Latinl 
PRINT TAB(45};ll+/_n 
COLOUR white% 
FOR 1%=1 TO 12Iranse/siep+I.5J 
INPUTI data_file%,pDsn:@%=ge~2ri:%;PRINT T~B(2)pD5nllin_incl1:@X=fixedZ 
FOR J%=l TO MoX 
iNPUT~ d3ta_fileX,ga~ma(J~) l~a~9a_error(JX) 
PRINT TAB(18)gaffima(J%);TAB(45)g50~~_errGr(J~) 
HEXT 
IF NoX}( THEN 
PRINT " ----------------------------------------
PRGC_stati sti C 5 i ~ am,ra () 11 ! NQ~:, '!!22f1; error) 
PRINT TABI18Imean;" +/- ";errDr; 
PROC_st2tistics(gam~a_error() jl!No%ime2n,error) 
PRINT TAB(43)mean;11 +/- g;errQf 
ENDIF 
PRINT 
NEXT 
END CASE 
PRINT 
INPUT# d~ta_file%la$:PRINT a$ 
PRINT 
REPEAT 
INPUT# data_file%sa$ 
PRon a$ 
UNTIL EOF# d~ta_file% 
CLOSE. data_fileX 
@X=temp% 
VDU3 
VDU 15 
ENDPRDC 
:REM printer off 
:REM p~ge mode off 
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DEF PROC_write-jteration-dati(~G%1 
LOCAL J% 
COLOUR grey%;FRINT .itEr3tiDn·iT~B(10)·ia~bda·ITAB(20)·f(GH:)"iTAB(30'·+;_Hi 
PRINT TABI391"ZPD Iffiffi) ";TAB(50)"+I-'; 
lalphabet Greek 
PRINT TAB(60)1':ijiCHR$(195);~I"i 
*alphabet Latin: 
PRINT TAB(70)"./-" 
CDLOUR white% 
FOR J%=l TO NoZ 
INPUTI daia_file%,lambdaIJZI ,lambda_errof,IPDIJX) ,IPD_~rfDr(J%) ,gammalJX} ,gaillffii_errorIJ%) 
fIJZ)=light_speed/lambdaIJXI 
f_errorIJXI=lasbda-errortFIJZ)ilambdaIJXI 
@X=generalX:PRINT JX; 
@i:=fi>~ed~': 
PRINT TABIBllambdaIJXI;TABI20IfIJX);TABI30If_errorIJZI; 
PRINT TAB(33}ZPD(J%};TAB(50'ZPD_~rrQr(J%) ;TAB(60~gamma(J%}; 
PRINT TAB(bB)g!ffim~_errofIJ%) 
NEXT Ji. 
IF No;()2 THEN 
PRINT"------------------------------
PRCC_statistics(l"mbda() ,2,No'l.,,::e3nJ ,Error J i 
PHOC_statistic::if Ii ;2,Ho'l.\.nea~_f ,errDr J) 
PROe _sta ti sti c s (f _er ror () ! 2: No:( I ;r!e~n J 3 ,errDf ) _ e) 
PROC_statistics(ZPDO ,L,Noi:,IT!eaD)PD1errof )PDI 
PROc_st~tistics(ZPD_errQr() ,2,No%,roe30_ZPD_e JerrGf_ZPD_E) 
PRCc_st~tistics(gaffirna() t21NoXimean_gammai2rrQr_ga~ma} 
PROC_slatistics(gaffiffia_error() 12,NQ%Jffiea~_gamffia_eferrQr_gamma_e) 
PRINT nmea~s=>!!t 
------------------
PRINT TAB(Blmean_I;TABI20)ffiean_f;TABI30Imean_f_e;rAB(39Iia~n_ZPD; 
PRINT TABI431ffiean_ZPD_e;TABI60Ime6n_gamla;TABI70Imean-gamma_e 
PRINT "+!_U; 
PRINT TABISlerroT_l;TABI21Ierror-f;TABI30Iefror-f-e;TABI40IerrD{_ZPD; 
PRINT TABI43Ierror_ZPD_e;TAB(601errDr-gam.a;TABI70IError-gamma_e 
ENDIF 
ENDPROC 
DE~ PROC_stof2_1inear_data 
PRGC_stofe_datalwavelengthlaveriGeX)t2t i in_incl) 
PROC_store_dalalwavelengthlerrorlJi2i lin_incl) 
PROC_store_dataIIPDlaverageZ)ilin-inc!1 
PROC_store_dataIZPJlerrorXltlin-incll 
ENDPfOC 
DEF PROC_store_fotary-data 
FRQC_store_datalreFlectivityl 
PROC_store_data(reFlectivity_error) 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_pDwer_on 
SYS 6, i 47 i 3,1;FF 
S,{S 6,147,1,0 
:REH port A all Dutput 
:REH output all 0'5 
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END?ROC 
DEF PROC_pO~er_Dff 
SYS 6,147,1,&10 
ENOPROC 
DEF PROC_find_encoder_markers 
LOCAL V_tabX 
V_tabX=5 
IF ?(data_startX+iarkers_foundX)(}1 THEN 
COLOUR light_redX 
PRINT TABI12,Y_tabXI"looking for encoder iarkers or end stop' 
SYS 6,147,&23,0 
SYS 6,147,&27,0 
SYS 6,147,&28,0 
:REM disable interrupt generaiion,enablE encoder zeroing 
:REM for rotary, line~r Ij linear 2 encoders 
SYS 6,146,B_dirX})2,O :REH initialiSE bus VIA port B as all input 
PROC_power_on 
PRGC_DAC_outputll,127) 
B_portX=USRI!ook_fo(_end_stop_or_marker) 
YDU 7 
IF B_~ortX(}0 THEN 
CLS:COLOUR yello"% 
PRINT TA814 j V_tab%)"found linear encoder end stop - looking for centre mark" 
gvS 6ll~7,&25,O 
PRDC_DAC_Dutput!I,-127) 
:REM zero main counter of linear encoder #1 
PROC_wait_for_ffiDvementl!,5001 :REM back off !~m to allow end s~it[h to Dpen 
B_oortZ=USRllook_fof_end_stop_of_markerl 
ENDIF 
VDU 7 
?(data_st2rt%'~m3rkers_found%)=1 
PROC_DAC_off 
ENDIF 
YOU 26:CLS:CDLGUR greent 
PRINT TABl20,V_tabZI Umarker pulse found" 
CDLOUR whiteX:COLDUR l~reyX+12BI 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_define_~alette 
COLOUR light_redZJ&A01&Oi~O 
COLOUR light_blueXj&O,&O,~AO 
COLOUR light_green%,O,&80,0 
COLOUR whitish_redX,LFO,LAO,LAO 
COLOUR whitish_blueX,~ADj&AOi&FO 
COLOUR grey%,&40 j &40,&QO 
ENDPRGC 
DEF PROC_lock_hourglass 
LOCAL bu ff er X 
DIrl huffer/. 5 
?buffer'l.=2 
! Ibufferi.+ll=O 
SYS "DS_WOfd",2I,bufferX 
ENDPROC 
:REM first th2 hDur~lass by ap~lying a 
:REM scaling fictor of 0 
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DEF PROC_position_hourglasslx%iyXI 
LOCAL bu f f er:~ 
DIN buffer?, 5 
?bulfer%=3 
! ibuffer:I.+1)=iy'l.<<16) + xl. 
SYS "OS_Word",21,bufferX 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_switch_interrupts_off 
FOR 11.=0 TO 2:PROC_lodule_interrupts_offIIX):NEXT 
SYS 6,147,lntERX»2,.7F :REM switch off IRQs at bus VIA 
ENDPROC 
DEF FN_data_DKIAX,B%,clippingl.,lio_rangeXI 
LOCAL OKX,a$ 
OKX=TRUE 
min_dataX=!min_adc 
max_dataX=!max_adc 
IF l(min_tiataX(=-clippingX) OR Imax_dita%)=clippingXI) THEN 
OKX=FALSE 
PROC_info_windD" 
PRINT TA814,3)"signa! has been clipped by ADC"; 
ENDiF 
IF Imin_dataX>O OR lax_dataX(OI THEN 
IF OKX THEN PROC_info_window 
OKX=FAlSE 
PRINT TABl4,41"signal did not cross zerD"; 
ENDIF 
IF Imax_dataX-min_dataX)(min_rangeX THEN 
IF OK~ THEN PRGe_info_window 
OKX=FALSE 
PRINT TABI4,5)"signal was too small"; 
ENDIF 
IF NOT OK~ THEN 
VDU 7 
COLOUR whiteX 
PRINT:PRINT TABIIO,7)"- correct and press (return) to continue"; 
PRINT TABI45,2)"min=";min_dataX; 
PRINT TABI45,31"mix=";max_data%; 
PRINT TABI20,l)"UNSUITABLE SIGNAL" 
PROC_DAC_outputIO,IOOI 
PROC_show_signal(scan_typeX) 
ENDiF 
=OK% 
DEF PROG_info_window 
VDU 2B,info_xlZ,info_ylX,info_xuX,infD_YuX 
PRINT"":PRINT'" 
COLOUR ilight_red%+12SJ 
COLOUR black! 
CLS 
ENDPROC 
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DEF PROC_~ho~_sign~l (scan_type%) 
LOCAL av~r~ge_No%,tGtal ,A%~B%j~_PQsn%,zero%jd(ive%fend 
end=FALSE 
OFF 
PRDC_DAS_off 
VOU 26:CGlDUR Hhite%:CC~OUR light_green%+123 
drive%=IOO 
AX=O:BX=7 
IF 5can_typeX=linearX THEN C%=400 ELSE [%=10 
pix_pe~_step:lpDw_pic_yuX-pD~_pic_ylX)/12iADC_fsdXICII 
~REM =:ero volts zerDl=(poH_pic_yl%+poH_pic_yu%}/2 
PROC_pOMer_on 
REPEAT 
IF sca~_type%=linear% THEN 
AX=! 
IF US;(read_counter_USRl>O THEN 
drive!.=!(i\} 
ELSE 
drive7.=-IOO 
END;:: 
Ai.:\) 
ENDIF 
!min_2dc=LFFFFFFF 
Iffiax_a~c=-&FFFFFFF 
PROC_DAC_Dutputl!(an_tr~eXldriyeXI 
PROC_graphics_windowi21:VDU26 
PRINT TAOI4B ,17)"min="; 
PRINT TAB!48 1181"max="; 
:REH iGitialie8 .in and lax values 
MDVE po"_pic_xl%,zeroX + USRlread_adc_USRlipix_per_step 
FOR x_posnX=pDw_pic_xlX TO pOM_pic_xu% STEP 4 
DRAW x_posn%lzeroX+ USRlread_adc_USRllpix_per_step 
PRINT TAB(52 117lj!min)dc;" 
PRINT TAB(52 11B); !max_adcj" 
PRCC_write_countslscan_type%!11 
IF INKEY(O)()-l TI~N l_posnX=pDM_pic_xu%:end=TRUE 
NEXT 
UNTIL end 
PRDC_D~C_Dutput!sc5n_typeXIOI 
ON 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRDC_initialis2_ffiin_ffiix_adc 
!min_a~c=&FFFFFF 
!max_2dc=-tFFFFFF 
ENDPR~iC 
DEF PRDC_initialise_defaults 
No 01 first_line2r_scansX=1 
NO_D~_linear_scansX=1 
ND_of_fotary_sc3nsX=5 
No_of_iterationsX=3 
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Et;CPROC 
DEF PRDe_read an;Her(~ETURN nurnbe(%} 
PRINT U(";number%;"} H; 
INPUT ll"ar,sHer$ 
IF LEN(answer$)()O THEN number%=VAL(allswer$} 
ENDPF:OC 
DEF PRDC_5tatisti~sIA() ,a%,b%jRETURH ffiean,RETURN error) 
LOCAL IX ,sffiX ,smX2 I sigma2 
FOR IX=aX TO bX 
smX=smX+AIIZI 
s~X2=s~X2+A(I%)tA(I%} 
NEH 
n~':=b~i,~·a%+l 
mean=smX/nX 
:REM rounding er"0rS are reduced by long ~and c~l[ulatiDn of standard error 
FOR IX=aX TO b~ 
sigma2=sigm22+(A~r%}-me3n}.(A(I%)-9!ean) 
NEXT 
sigma2=sig]a2!n% 
error=SQRlnXlsig~a2!(nX-!)) 
ENDPROC 
DEF P~QC_mea5ure_lD"_reflectiYity 
LOCAL range~rang2%jstEPlstepX,ZPD_st~rtXIIPD_stDpXllPD_approxlIX 
PRDC_store_stringl"low reflectivity") 
PRINT 
Ir~PUT TAB(5}llrang~ of reflectivity measure~2nts (ffi~) 
rangeX=INTlrange/lin_inc! + 0.5) 
INPUT TAB(5)'5te~ size (1m - multiples of 0.002) 
stepX=INT(st~p/lin_incl.+ 0.5) 
"nnge 
Uste~ 
INPUT TABIS)"approximate ZPD ? "ZPD_approx 
PROC_store_oat3(ZPD_approx) 
ZPD_approx=ZPD_approx/lin_incl 
PROC_store_data(rangeX*lin_incl)lPROC_store_data(slepXIlin_inc!) 
keypresses=FALSE ' 
PROC_setup_windows 
PROC_moye(O,horizo~taIX,O) 
PROC_one_iterationIIPD_appfQx,No_of_first_linear_scansZ,No_of_rotary_scans~) 
ZPD_startX=ZPDlaverageZ)-range% 
ZPD_stopX=ZPD(average%)+range% 
FOR posnX=ZPD_5tartX TO IPD_stopZ STEP step% 
PROC_store_data(posnXI 
FOR XX=! TO No_of_iterationsX 
PROC_ffiove(!,PDsn%IO) 
PRCC_get_amplitudeINo_of_rotary_sc3nsXI 
NEXT 
NEXT 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROC_measur2_reflectivity_v5_1PD 
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LOCAL ZPD_PQ5itiQn%jZPD_st~rtfZPD_stoPJZPD_nuaberfZPD_stepfZPD_approxJZZ 
PRQC_~tGr2~string{Ur2flectivity VErsu~ ZPD ~o5itionH) 
INPU7 !!Start po~iticG ? 
INPU; DStop p05ition ? 
INPUT "Number of IPDs? 
PRDC_store_dataIZPD_st3rtl 
PROC_store_dat;IIPD_stopl 
PRaC_store_data(ZPD_numb~r) 
ZPD_start=ZPD_start f 500 
ZPD_stop=IPD_stQp f 500 
ZPD_step=(ZPD_stop-IPD_start)/IZPD_number-l) 
PROC_~etup_windows 
PROC_ioveIO,horizontal%.O) 
lPD_positionX=O TO ZPD_number-l 
ffZPD_start 
UI?D_stop 
"lPD_number 
ZPD_approx=ZPD_start% tZ?~_PQsition%~ZPD_step 
PRDC_one_iterationIZPD_approH,No_first_linear_scansl,No_of_rotary_scansXI 
FOR Z%=2 TO NO_Qf_iterationsX 
PRJC_Qn2_itEration(ZPD_apprDx t No_of_lin2ar_5cans%,No_o f_rDtar1_scans~} 
ZFD_appfox=ZPD(ave r lQ2%) 
NE;~T Z~: 
NEXT ZPD_pasition% 
END?RDC 
DE; PRDC_one_iterationIZPD_approx,No_lin%,No_rotZI 
ZPDlaverageX)=ZPD_appro~ 
PRDC_print(·IIElltltEttliEEtiIEtIIEIIIEf~ilfl'EtIIEfllIt"):PRQC_printI U ") 
PROC_printl"iteration number "tSTR$(ZX)) 
PROC_get_phaseINo_linX) 
PROC_printl··) 
PRQC_print(J'*~~~l~~iq) 
PROC_get_amplituda!No_fotXi 
PROC_printl·") 
ENDPROC 
DEF PRJC_measure_reflectivity_vs_wavelength 
LOCAL ZPD_appro~,finished,NX,a$ 
PROC_store_stringl"reflectivity versus wavelength") 
key_presses=FALSE 
INPUT "approximate IrD ? 
PROC_store_dataIZPD_approx) 
ZPD_approx=lPD_approxflin_incl 
PROC_DAC_off 
PRO:_printer_off 
W%=0 
VDU 26:CLS 
REPEAT 
NX+=1 
PRDC_DAC_outputIO,1271 
PROG_printer_on 
PROC_setup_windows 
PRGC_ffiove(O,horizontalX,O) 
PRDC_info_window 
'ZPD_ap?rO}: 
PRINT TABI5,l)"adjust signal for linear scan and press a key" 
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PROC_sho\;_signa! (i ir::?:;r'l.) 
PRDC.'printer _off 
PRQC_i~fG_windGw 
PRINT TAB(5\i)!!adjust signal for rotary scan and pr2ss a key 
PRCC_sho"_signallrotary%1 
fROC) fifo_wi ndD" 
PRINT TAB(5 i l)" 
COLOUR whiteX 
REPEAT 
INPUT LINE""aS 
PROC_store_string{a$) 
UNTIL a$=4Ii 
~nter any text (return><return) 
PROC_ffiove(O,horizontal%\O} 
PROC_one_iteration(ZPD_approx ,No_of_first_lin2ar_scans%INo_of_fotary_scansX} 
FOR XX=2 TO No of iterationsX 
PROC_one_iteration(ZPD_ap?roxjNo_of_iin~ar_SC~"5XjNO_Df_fotary_scansXI 
ZPD_apprQ~=ZPD(aY2r~ge~) 
\t,.....,,~ !',:: .~\ I 
PRGC info window 
PRINT TAB(4,4)Jfinish2d (yin) ? i':finish2d=FN_get_6nswer("yn'!!Y"i!'n~Ji'ND) 
PROC_stare_data(finishedl 
UNTIL fi~ish2d 
ENG?ROC 
DEf PROC_ffi~asure_reflectivity_at_one_IPD(ZPD_a?pro):) 
LOCAL 
CLS 
PROC_stor2_string(lireflectivity at Dne ZPD 4 } 
PRCC_st0r9_dataIZPD_ap~rDx) 
PROC_setup_windows 
PROC_shaw_signallrotaryX) 
PROC_ffinveIOjhorizontalXjO) 
ZPD_approx=ZPD_~pprD~!lin_incl 
PRQC_DGe_iterationIIPD_appfox,No_of_first_linear_scansX,NO_Df_fotary_scansXI 
FOR XK=2 TO No_of_iterations% 
PROC_one_iterationIZPD_approxjNo_of_linear_scans%jNo_of_rotary_scansXI 
ZPD_appro~=ZPDlayerageK) 
NEXT XX 
EHDPROC 
DEF FN_reserve_dati_spacelnuffiber_of_bytesl :REH reserves s~ate fDr data 
PX=PX + nu!ber_ol_bytes +4 
=0 
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